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ABSTRACT
Flux reversal in Ni-Fe thin films has been studied with the use of
10 nsec exposure time Kerr magneto-optic photogra phs which depict the
dynamic magnetization configuration with 10
reversal process.

~

resolution during the

The photographs show that at least five mechanisms

are involved in the reversal of thin films:

(1) domain wall motion,

(2) coherent rotation, (3) diffuse boundary propagation, (4) nucleation
and subsequent reversal of partially reversed regions, and (5) noncoherent rotation.

The present investigation has bee.n concerned mainly

with the latter three mechanisms as they have either been previously
unreported or poorly understood.
Non-coherent rotation is a complex rotational reversal process
wherein the rate of the magnetization rotation varies over the surface
of the magnetic film.

It occurs only when transverse fields are applied.

The Kerr magneto-optic photographs show that initially there is a fast
relaxation of the ripple and a coherent rotation of the magnetization
risetime of the pulse field, followed by a breakup of the
configuration after the field exceeds the
Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold.

With fields just exceeding the Stoner-

Wohlfarth threshold, after the stripes form, regions of reversed magnetization nucleate throughout the stripes and complete the reversal process.

With larger applied fields, the reversal is completed by the slm11

(as compared to coherent rotation) rotation of the magnetization which
is accompanied by a gradual decrease in amplitude of the stripes.

The

angle at which the stripes form is dependent on the applied field and
varies from film to film, but indicates that the magnetization

v

rotates coherently to angles significantly greater (5° to 20°) than
the critical angle for reversal.

The previously proposed fast relaxa tion

models of Stein and Harte both predict that the coherent rotation should
cease before the critical angle and therefore do not agree with the
data.

A model, based on ripple theory, has been constructed to show

that after the magnetization rotates past the critical angle, an instability should occur in the ripple and cause a striped configuration
at the observed angles.
The nucleation and subsequent reversal of partially reversed
regions is a reversal process occuring predominantly with zero or small
transverse fields.

During this process the magnetization

revers~

2
small (0.01 mm ) regions of the film sequentially in time.

...,__

__

in

With zero

transverse field, the nucleation occurs with longitudinal fields exceeding a well defined nucleation threshold
than

2~.

c~~)

to fields greater

Anisotropy dispersion and magnetostatic stray fields are

believed to be important in the nucleation process.
Diffuse boundary propagation involves a poorly defined, jagged,
and diffuse boundary separating regions of anti-parallel magnetization.
With zero transverse field the boundary lies transverse to the easy axis
and propagates in the longitudinal direction
domain wall motion.

jus t the opposite of

When a transverse field is applied, the boundary

propagates rapidly from diffuse tips pointing in the direction of the
stripes which are observed during non-coherent rotation.

The boundary

velocity varies roughly as the fifth power of the field and ranges from
0.033

cm/~sec

at fields near He to 1.25

cm/~sec

at 1.3

~which

to three order of magnitude faster than domain wall motion.

is one

The high

vi
velocity is in part attributed to the large width of the boundary which
widens from 0.2 mm to 2 mm as the field is increased.
Photographs taken when the drive field is terminated before
saturation of the magnetic film

show that the magnetization configuration

continues to change for more than 200 nsec in the absence of an applied
field.

The diffuse boundaries become more sharply defined, though still

quite jagged, and are found to change structure and propagate more
slowly during subsequent pulses.

Many of the p a rtially reversed

nucleated regions revert to the non-reversed state when the field is
terminated.

The striped partially rotated magnetization of the non-

coherent rotation process, depending on the direction of the magnetization and the magnitude of the magnetostatic fields arising from the
stripes, either relaxes to the non-reversed state or continues to reverse.

Usually the static state shows no evidence of the stripes, and

those which are observed are brvken up by nucleated regions and frequently lie at different angles than the dynamic stripes.

The large

changes which occur after the field is terminated show that it is misleading to try to infer the dynamic state from the final static state
as has been previously done.

The long relaxation time is attributed to

ilie sequential nature of the relaxation process.
Photographic materials on pages 27, 31, 52, 65, 68, 72, 96, 97,
101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 122, 127, 130,
134, 135, 142, 143, 147, 151, 152, 155, 165, 166, 168, 169, 170, 177, 179,
180, 181, 189, 191, 195, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 206, 209 and 211
are essential and will not reproduce clearly on Xerox copies.
copies should be ordered.

Photographic
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The magnetization in ferromagnetic thin films with no applied
field is stable only when it lies parallel or antiparallel to an induced
easy axis of magnetization.

The dynamic processes by which the mag-

netization goes from one stable state to another when a magnetic field
pulse is applied have been the subject of study by numerous investigators for the past fourteen years.

This interest has been stimulated

largely by the potential use of the films as computer memory elements
where the stable states of the films are binary memory states .

As a

result of these investigations, the very low speed quasi-static reversal
by movement of walls separating domains of antiparallel magnetization
has been identified and a phenomenological model has been found to
describe it reasonably well.

The very high speed process of coherent

rotation has also been identified, although the important damping
mechanisms are not yet known.

The intermediate speed reversal processes

have been investigated, but they have remained poorly understood largely
because of the lack of a suitable means of investigation.

This report

describes an exploratory study of the intermediate speed processes,
made with the use of a recently constructed Kerr magneto-optic camera
equipped with a 10 nsec Kerr electro-optic shutter.

The photographs

obtained show the dynamic magnetization configuration in a 1 ern diameter magnetic thin film with 10

~

resolution.

The approach used in this investigation was to photograph the
reversal processes with various applied fields and to identify and
investigate the distinct reversal mechanisms.

The mechanisms involved

-2with and without a transverse field were found to be different, and they
are therefore treated in separate chapters of this report.

Diffuse

boundary propagation and non-coherent rotation, in addition to domain
wall motion and coherent rotation mentioned above, were found to be
important in the transverse field case.

Domain wall motion, diffuse

boundary propagation, and the nucleation and subsequent reversal of
partially reversed regions were found to be the mechanisms of zero
transverse field flux reversal.
Relaxation processes occuring when the drive field is terminated
before saturation of the magnetic film have also been investigated.
The observed relaxation has revealed important differences between the
static and dynamic magnetization configurations, and has proven the
importance of observing the dynamic configurations for an understanding
of the reversal process.

- 3-

Chapter 2
Magnetic Thin Films --Background
2.1

Preparation and Quasistatic Characteristics
M. S. Blois (1955) first observed uniaxial anisotropy in ferro -

magnetic thin films and reported on film
their preparation.

properties and methods for

The uniaxial anisotropy and the fact that the

magnetization could reverse in direction in times of the order of 1 nsec
upon appli cation of a magnetic field made thin films potentially suitable
as memory elements in computers .

Hence there has been great interest

in the properties of ferromagnetic thin films .
Ferromagnetic thin films have been made by evaporation) electro plating) sputtering and chemical deposition .

For the purposes of this

investigation) evaporation was used exclusively.

This technique permits

reasonable control of the materials that are put into the thin ·films
and facilitates a mirror - like surface on the film which is necessary
for the observation of these thin films with a Kerr magneto - optic
apparatus .
The film samples used were evaporated onto glass substrates from
a Ni -Fe melt contained in an Alundum crucible and heated by induction
h eati ng in a moderate vacuum of 10-

6 Torr .

The temperature of the

substrates ) composition of the melt ) and rate of evaporation were con trolled in order to produce films of the desired characteristics .
shape of the films Has determined by masking .

The

During the evaporation a

uniform magnetic field of 63 oe was maintained in the plane of the glass
substrate in order to determine the direction of the unaxial anisotropy .

-4-

After the films were evaporated and cooled to room temperature, before
removing them from the vacuum, a 330
onto their surfaces .

A thick

layer of SiO was evaporated

This layer is necessary to enhance the Kerr

magneto - optic effect used to observe the magnetization configuration in
the films .

The 330 A thickness was experimentally determined to be

optimum for this purpose.

This SiO coating and the Kerr magneto - optic

effect is dis cussed later in Chapter

6.

The films made in this manner exhibited a uniaxial anisotropy of
the form
€

where E:

u

u

. 2

K

u

sJ.n

cp

(2 .1)

0

is the uniaxial anisotropy energy density, K

u

is the uniaxial

anisotropy constant and cp0 is the angle of the magnetization with respect
to the preferred direction of magnetization or easy axis.

The axis

at which E:u is a maximum is referred to as the hard axis .

The torque

per unit volume which this uniaxial anisotropy exerts on the magnetiza-

Ku sin '""''t'o
0rn
'

T

(2 . 2)

and the anisotropy field, Hk, defined as the restoring field for a
virtual displacement 5cp

of the magnetization from the easy axis is

0

found from

(2 . 3)

0

- 2 ~

or

(2 . 4)
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2K

u
--M

(2.5)

·S

Typical values are:

K

~

1600 erg/em

M
s

~

800 emu

u

~

~

3

If a magnetic field , H, is applied in the plane of the film at an
angle a (see Fig. 2-1) to the easy axis, the total energy density of the
film is given by

e:

=

2
K sin cp - M H cos (ex-cp ) .
u
0
s
0

(2. 6)

where in a uniformly magnetized film at static equilibrium ~

M(;,t) = M (t).

= rr/2,

Equilibrium is determined by the disappearance of

0

the first derivative of e: with respe ct to cp

0

vanishing of the torque density T
T

0

=-

de:
dcp

0

= Ms H

or equivalently by the

- de: j dcp :
0

sin (ex - cp ) - K sin 2cp
o
u
o

=

0.

(2. 7)

In order that (2.7) describe a stable equilibrium, it is necessary that
the second derivative of the energy be positive, or again equivalently
that the field whi ch the magnetization observes after a virtual displace ment, 5cp , be positive.
0

This field may be calculated from:

oT = dT ocp

(2K cos 2cp + H M cos (ex-<p ) ) 5cp
u
0
s
0
0

aq;o o

oT

- H

h(t.t)

=

(ex) Ms '-"Yo
r.-.. .

. (2.8)

(2.9)

or
H(ex)

~

=

h cos (ex-cp ) + cos 2cp ,
0

0

(2.10)
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~

iz (NORMAL TO FILM PLANE)

~-

M ( r, t)

-

ix

(EASY AXIS)

Fig o

2 -lo

The coordinate system of a thin film.
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where h

= H/Hk.

For stable equilibrium to occur, h (a) must be positive .

Therefore a switching threshold may be defined by (2 .7) and
h(a ) = h cos (a -~0 ) + cos 2~0
By solving (2 .7) and (2 . 11) for h

X

=h

=o

cos a and h

y

(2.11)

=h

sin a , one

obtains :
h

h

(2.12a )

X

(2.12b )

y

This result may b e plotted as in Fig . 2 -2.

This curve is commonly

referred to as the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold after the two workers
who first made this calculation (Stoner - Wohlfarth (1948)) .

The sig-

nificance of the curve is that if a magnetic film uniformly magnetized
alo ng the +x axis is subjected to a magnetic field which is gradually
increased at an angle a (defined from the +x axis ) such that 90° <a<
270°, then~ , the angle which the magnetization makes with the easy
0

axis, will increase in magnitude remaining in stable equilibrium with
the magnetic f ield ( defined by equation (2 . 7 )) until the field reaches
the threshold curve.

When the field reaches the threshold,

~

0

will

make a discontinuous jump to a new stable position in either the second
or third quadrant (depending upon
~

a).

It can be shown that at stable

equilibrium h(a ) is the distance from the tip of the field vector · in
Fig. 2-2 to a tangent on the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold as shown.
The single domain field, h(a ), may be thought of as t he "stiffness"
of ~ .
0

That is, f or large positive h(a), the restoring torque for a

- 8-

1.0

Fig. 2- 2 .
The Stoner- Wohlfarth threshold curves. The single
domain field h(a) is the distance from the tip of the field vector
h to the tangent on the threshold curve as shown.
~
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virtual displacement,

~

0

, of the mag netization is large.

the restoring torque de creases until at h(a)
ing torque and

~

0

= 0,

As h(a) decreases,

there is no longer a restor-

may make a discontinuous jump to a new stable position.

When the magnetization in a film makes such a discontinuous jump, the film
is said to have switched .
It is easily verified with use of equation (2.7) and the stability
criterion, h(a) > 0, that if a magnetic film with a uniaxial anisotropy
given by equation (2.1) could be made to remain in a single domain form
it would exhibit low frequency hysteresis loops in the easy and hard
directions like those diagrammed in Fig. 2-3 .

The easy axis coercive

force, He' would be equal to Hk, the anisotropy field.

In reality

magnetic thin films do not exhibit these ideal characteristics.
is the coercive force equal to the anisotropy field.

Seldom

In some films

He < Hk because domains do form and domain wall motion does occur.

In

other films He > Rk because of reaction torques from ripple which will
be

di~sed

~.

later.

Furthermo~e,

2 - 3 is not always obtained .

the ideal hard axis loop shown in
One of the causes of this is anisotropy

dispersion or variations in the easy axis direction (angular dispersion)
or magnitude of the anisotropy field (amplitude dispersion) as a function
of position in the film.

Fig .

2-4

shows the easy and hard axis hysteresis

loops of a typical permalloy thin film in which He
oe.

= 1 .8

oe and Hk

= 3.6

By properly calibrating the hysteresis loop tracer for each campo-

s ition of the film, it is possible to determine the thickness of a film
by the magnitude of the hysteresis loop.

This was done for the loop

tracer used to observe the hysteresis loops of films used in this study.

-]')-

(b)

Fig. 2-3· (a) An idealized easy axis hysteresis loop for a film
with anisotropy field equal to Hk• (b) An idealized hard axis
hysteresis loop for a film with anisotropy field equal t o

Hk•

-11-

----- ·---

'

(a)

(b )

Vertical: r elative .
Horizontal: 2 o e/div.

Fig. 2-4. (a) A typical eas y axis hysteresis loop.
typical hard axis hysteres i s loop.

(b)

A
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(For a des cription of the loop tracer see Humphrey (1967)).

The cali -

bration was done by determining the composition of films by X-ray
fluores cence and the thickness by Tolansky multiple beam interferometry
(Tolansky(l948)).
The torquemeter provides a means of measuring Hk in films at high
fields where the effects of dispersion are reduced .

Humphrey and

Johns ton (1963) have previously described the torquemeter used in this
study and also gave a summary of the measurements which could be made
with it .

In this study the torquemeter was used to determine the

relative values of K and M ; from these Hk
u
s

= 2Ku /Ms was determined .

The method used to determine the relative value of K was to apply a
u

field in the plane of the film and to measure the resultant torque on
the film .

The torque on the film is given by

-

VM

X

_,

i z VMs H sin

H

(a -~ ),
0

(2 . 13)

where V i s the volume of the film.

It is known from (2 . 7) that at

equilibrium M H sin (a -~ )
s
0

2~
0

K sin
u

so that
(2 . 14)

I f the applied field is greater than Hk and is rotated about the film,
the magnetization will also rotate.

At some time during the rotation

~0 will be equal to 45° and the torque will be at its maximum value ·Tm ·

Then K may be determined from
u

K = Tm/V.
u

( 2.15)

- 13-

In practice this torque measurement is usually done at several different
values of field much greater than Hk.
extrapolated to H

= ~

determination of K .
u

A plot of Tm vs . 1/H is then

to determine the value of Tm to be used for a
In the films used in this study Tm was constant

from 50 oe to 4oo oe .
To measure M with a torquemeter a field is applied at some angle
s
ro to the plane of the magnetic film.

With the easy axis perpendicular

to the torsion axis there will then be a torque parallel to the plane .
of the film .

So long as the applied field is much less than the

demagnetizing field, 4nM ~ 10
s

4 gauss, the magnetization will remain

approximately in the plane of the substrate.

The torque on the film

from the applied field will then be given by
T

ro

- M HV sin ro
s

(2 . 16)

so that the saturation magnetization may be determined by

(2.17)

M

s

HV sin ro
Using

(2 .15) and (2.17) , Hk = 2Ku /Ms may be determined independently

of the calibration of the torque meter .
Many methods of measuring anisotropy dispersion in magnetic films
have been used .

Crowther

anisotropy dispersion.

(1959) proposed a method of measuring angular
Basically his method was to switch a magnetic

film from one hard axis to another and to observe the voltage induced
in a pickup loop oriented to measure the longitudinal (easy axis direc tion) flux .

If the mean hard axis were correctly aligned with the pulse

-14-

field then the voltage induced "'ould be zero as half the magnetization
in the film would rotate in one direction and half in the other.

If

the hard axis of the film is rotated by an angle t3 from the sHitching
field direction then more magnetization Hill rotate in one direction
than another and a signal will be induced in the pickup loop.

A

distribution function describing the percentage of magnetization
rotating in one direction versus t3 can be deduced from the induced
voltage versus (3 data .

As a simplification, the angles cx

90

and cx

50

can be measured at which the voltage is 90% and 50%, respectively, of its
peak value.

Although cx

90 and cx50 measured in this way do give a measure

of the anisotropy dispersion, it is not clear that that is all one is
measuring when he uses this technique.

Exchange and magnetostatic

coupling between regions of high and low angular dispersion, for
example, can and probably does effect the measured values .

(1964)
values cx

Hoffmann

in his ripple theory did calculate expressions to relate the

90

and cx

50

to the r . m. s . anisotropy dispersion (both angular

and amplitude), however his calculation does not take into account
macroscopic anisotropy dispersion in which large fractions of the film
have different uniaxial anisotropy.

Rather, his calculation includes

only microscopic anisotropy dispersion such as _crystalline anisotropy
which varies over regions much smaller than the dimensions over which
one can expect exchange and magnetostatic coupling .

Many films do

exhibit macroscopic anisotropy dispersion and therefore Hoffmann ' s
calculation is frequently not applicable .
understanding of cx

90

and cx

50

In spite of the poor present

they do give a qualitative description of

- 15 -

anisotropy dispersion in magnetic films .

Because they are commonly

used to characterize magnetic films, they will be given for each of
the films investigated in this study.
Table 2-I lists the films used in this study and their character-

A per

istics .

They were all evaporated at a rate of roughly 1000

minute .

The compositions of the melt and of the film differ because

the iron evaporates more quickly than the nickel .

The coercive force,

H , a nd thickness, d, of the films were determined with a hysteresis
c
loop tracer; the anisotropy field, Hk, with the torque magnetometer;
the saturation magnetization, M , from the values given by Bozarth
s
(1951) for bulk materials; the anisotropy constant, Ku, from the
relation Ku

= 1/2 HkMs ; and the quantities a 50 and a 90 were measured

by the method of Crowther (1959) .

Also listed in the table is the

temperature of the glass substrate at the time of deposition.
2.2

Flux Reversal in an Ideal Single Domain Film
The gyromagnetic equation for describing the motion of the

magnetization,

....
dM
dt

=-

y

M(r,t),
Mx H*

is

+ (damping term),

(2 .18)

where y is the absolute value of the gyromagnetic ratio and
total effective magnetic field .

Mc;,t) = M(t),
0

li*

is the

For the idealized model in which

not a function of position,

H*

is the sum of the

external applied fields; the effective uniaxial anisotropy field; and
the demagnetizing field, -4nM (t) ·i
0

to the plane of the film .

z

i , where
z

i

z

is a unit vector normal

- 16 -

Table 2 - I
FILM PROPERTIES
Film

81-4-6

81- 4- 12

81- 10- 4

84-8 - 7

88 -14- 3

Composition of
Melt (Ni - Fe)

83 - 17

83 -17

75 - 25

83 - 17

83 - 17

83 -17

Composition of
Film (Ni - Fe)

81- 19

81-19

68- 32

81- 19

81- 19

81- 19

Temp . of
Substrate (oc)

200

200

200

27

50

300*

d (A 0

930

960

1225

900

525

525

H (oe )
c

1.7

1.7

2.5

3.0

4 .7

4 .2

Hk (oe)

3·6

3 .6

7 ·7

5 .1

6.5

4.5

M (emu)
s

780

780

990

780

780

780

1400

1400

3900

2000

2540

1760

0.5

0 .4

0 .9

0 . 75

0 .6

1.5

2.1

1.7

2.2

2 .1

2.3

3·9

K

)

3
u (ergs/cm )

a 50 (deg)
a 90 (deg)

88 - l4- 3a*

*Film 88 - 14- 3 was annealed for 18 hours at 300°C in a vacuum with a
30 oe field applied parallel to the easy axis , after evaporation onto
a substrate at 50°C.

The annealed film is referred to as 88 - l4- 3a .
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The precise damping term is unknovm .

Various phenomenological

damping terms have been proposed, but no adequate description of the
actual damping mechanism has been found .

Indeed, one of the purposes

of the research described in this thesis is to find explanations for
the observed damping .

Hov1ever , since Yle do not know the damping that

exists but still would like to examine v1ha t type of effect damping
might have , we shall consider a damping term proposed by Landau and
Lifschitz (1935) .

They proposed the term

(2.19)
where ad is the so - called dampi ng parameter and

IMI

= M

s
-+

Assume the coordinate system shown in Fig . 2 - 1 in which the i
direction is the easy directio n of anisotropy nearest to
is the energy density of

M0 (t)

M0 (o) .

X

If

in the applied, demagnetizing,

and anisotropy fields, then the effective field is
(2.20)
Using (2.18) with (2 .19) and (2 .20 ):

(2.2la)
and
sin
Assuming uniaxial ani sotropy perpindicular to the plane of the film
equal to that in the plane,

(2. 2lb )
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€

0

- M H sin 9 cos
s
o

e0

Then, let *o

(~o ~)+2n~s

2
2
2
cos 9 - K (l - sin 9 cos ~ ).
ou
o
o

(2 . 22)

~ and assume

2

I*o I

(2 .23)

<< 1

which should be well satisfied if

4nM

s

>> H .

(2.24)

Furthermore if

(2 . 25 )

which is almost always true in practice , by substituting (2 . 22) into
(2 . 2la,b) one obtains:

d*o
dt

=

y H sin

(~0 ~) + I H sin 2~
2

k

o

- ady4nM

.t,
s fo

sin

2~
0

(2.26a)

.

(2 . 26b)

Now consider the case usually used in thin film flux reversal in which
a pulse field H is applied at an angle
p
bias

field~

applied at an a ngle ab .

ap

in the presence of a static

By introducing the dimensionless

variables

(2.27b)

into (2 . 26a,b) and again using (2.24) , two coupled equations describing
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the flux reversal process are obtained :

(J

0

T(<f>o) _ a ~4rrt1s
d
HP

Ms Hp

0

(2 .28a)

o

(2 .28b)

(J

0

where T (~0 ) is given as in (2.7), but is not zero when the magnetization is not at equilibrium .
The equations (2 .28a,b) describe thin film flux reversal by uniform
rotation .

They demonstrate that there is a primary precession about

the applied and anisotropy field followed by a secondary precession about
the demagnetizing field.

Except for a small term which was neglected in

obtaining (2.28b), it is seen that the primary

precession about the

demagnetizing field is all that is damped.
In general (2 .28a,b) cannot be solved analytically for an aniso tropic film with an arbitrary value of ad; instead, numerical methods
must be used.

In the few cases which can be solved analytically and

in those solved numerically, using typical values of

ad~

. 01 found from

ferromagnetic resonance , the reversal time is found to be field dependent
and to be on the order of a nanosecond when fields on the order of one
oersted over the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold are applied .
2.3

Flux Reversal - Experimental Background .
2 . 3.1

General.

It was suggested by Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959)

that three different mechanisms were involved in the reversal process.
They based this proposal on the fact that a plot of the reciprocal of
the time for flux reversal versus applied longitudinal field for constant
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transverse bias field, could be divided into tv1o linear and one nonli near region .

The low speed nonlinear region Has ascribed to domain

wall motion and nucleation processes .

The facts that supported this

concl usion Here that no curr ent Has induced in a transverse sense l oop
around the film a nd that lov1 speed quasistatic reversal was observed
to be by domain v1all motion with the Kerr magneto - optic effect and
Bitter techniques.

The process believed to be involved in the high

speed region was uniform r otation .

Olson and Pohm (1958) shov1ed that

for reversal in this region, the slope of the curves predicted values
of ad, the damping parameter in the Landau- Lifschitz equation, to be
within a factor of 2 or 3 of that obtained by fe r romagnetic resonance
in thin films.

HoHever, as Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959) pointed out,

the threshold for this high speed region did not correspond to the
Stoner - Wohlfarth threshold as it should if the uniform rotation model
was truly correct .

I n fact , it Has found that the intermediate speed

reg ion extrapola ted roughly to the Stoner- Wohlfarth threshold .

Yet,

the flux reversal times in the intermediate speed region Here much too
slow for uniform rotation .

Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959) suggested that

in this intermediate region, the magnetization rotated coherently at
first and then broke up into "noncoherent rotation" '"hereby the phase
of the precession varied with position i n the film .

They based this

proposal on the observed signals induced in l ongitudinal and transverse
pickup loops around a film .
Typical examples of flux reversal curves are shown in Figs . 2 -5
and 2-6 where the reciprocal of the reversal time is plotted against

70

60
Hy= 0.5oe

-!.u

Ql

(/) 40

:::1...

'"'

2

3
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7
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9

10

(oe)

Fig. 2-5·
Plots of the reciprocal of the switching time, t ,
versus applied longitudinal pulse field, H , with transverse bi~s
field, H , ( given in oersteds) as a parame~er for film 81-4-6. Data
indicate~ by ·we re taken using inductive sense loops. The symbols
0 represent the values of field at which the reversal process has
been photographed. Figure numbers are indicated.

70

Hy = 0 .5 oe

O. 25

Figo 2-6o
Plots of the r eciprocal of the switching time, t 1
versus applied longitudina l pulse f i e ld, H 1 with transverse bi~s
field, H , ( given in oe r steds ) as a parame~er f or film 81-4-l2o
Data indrcated by • were taken using i nductive sense loops . The
symbols 0 r epresent the values of f i e ld at which the r ever sal
process has been photographed. The f i gure numbers are indicatedo
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l ongitudinal pulse field with the transverse bias field as a parameter
for films 81- 4- 6 and 81- 4 - 12 .

The data represented by . were taken

by observing the integrated signal induced in a single turn loop
oriented so as to pickup the easy axis flux change in the magnetic
film .

The lo% -

90%

risetime of the observed signal was defined as

t he reversal time, t .
s

The apparatus with which this data were t aken

is s i mila r to that described by Humphrey (1967).

It is seen that the

c urves taken with a transverse field may indeed be fitted by two linear
a nd one nonlinear curve, as Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959 ) suggested .
The nonlinear portion is only slightly visible on these curves and
corresponds to very low speed switching .

The intermediate linear region

is fairly well defined and extends up to t sfi elds of 0 . 175, 0 .25, and 0 . 5 oe .

l

~

20 ~sec

-1

for transverse

The high speed linear portion

ex t ends up f r om the intermediate linear region .
Also shown in Figs . 2 - 5 and 2 - 6 are some of the values of applied
f i eld s at which the flux reversal process has been photographed with
the Kerr magneto - optic camera described in Chapter 6 .
which the reversal process is shown is indicated .

The figures i n

The symbols , 0 , are

no t true data points as the reversal time determined from the Kerr
photographs is frequently different from tha t determined with the
i nductive sense l oops because bandwidth limitations of the inductive
s ense l oop apparatus prevent some of the reversal process from being
s e nsed .

These bandwidth l i mitations will be discus sed in more detail

later i n Section 3 .2 .6 .
The photographs obtained from the Kerr magneto - optic camera have
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made it possible to observe the detailed dynamic flux reversal processes
occ~r ing

in magnetic thin films.

to be extremely complex .

The reversal processes have been found

Due to the complexity, they are most easily

described 1.,ri th reference to Kerr photographs -vrhich show the dynamic
magnetization configuration .
in subsequent chapters.

Many of these photographs -vrill be sho-vm

From these photographs it has been found that

rather than three mechanisms of flux reversal there are at least five .
All of these mechanisms . are quite _distinct .

They. are (l) domain wall

motion, (2) diffuse boundary propagation, (3) non- coherent rotation,

(4) coherent rotation, and (5) nucleation and subsequent reversal of
partially reversed regions.

Non- coherent rotation and coherent rota -

tion occur only during flux reversal with a transverse field , while
all of the other mechanisms o ccur during flux reversal either with
or without a transverse field .
discussed in some detail later .

Each of these mechanisms -vrill be
It should be stressed that the class -

ification was made on the basis of the observed magnetization configura tion rather than on the basis of the flux - reversal curves .

Previously

the term "non- coherent rotation" has been used to describe whatever
processes -vrere occurring during the intermediate linear portion of the
flux - reversal curve obtained with a transverse field and also during the
linear portion of the zero transverse field curve .
2 . 3.2

Domain Hall Motion .

Domain wall motion is a relatively 1..rell

known phenomenon occuring in the flux reversal of most fer r omagnetic
materials .

In thin films possessing a uniaxial anisotropy, when no

transverse fields are applied, the magnetization is normally along the
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easy axis so that the

180° domain wall is the expected configuration .
~

Magnetostati c fields created by the change in the component of M perpendicular to the wall cause the wall to lie parallel to the easy axis .
When an easy axis field greater than the coercive force is applied, the
wall moves in the hard axis direction causing the domain whose magnet ization lies parallel to the applied field to grow at the expense of
the other.

The velocity of the wall is field dependent and goes to

zero near the coercive force of the film .

Typic~lly

the velocity_ versus

field plot has a constant slope or mobility.
Landau and Lifshitz

(1935) first calculated expected velocities of

a wall separating reverse domains in bulk material by considering losses
in a phenomenological manner.

Their analysis was based on the previously

mentioned Landau- Lifshitz equation.

Galt

(1952 ) advanced their

phenomenological treatment to obtain the domain wall velocity of walls
with arbitrary magnetization distribution .

Eddy current losses in

bulk material were considered by Williams, Schockley, and Kittel

(1950 )

who approximated the wall by a transition region of zero width .

Ford

(1960) adapted the calculation of eddy current losses to thin films,
but retained the assumption of a zero - width wall .
McGill, and Wilts

Subs equently Patton,

(1966) calculated eddy current losses for a wall of

finite width and found them to be not significantly different from the
zero-width prediction.
Experimentally Menyuk

(1955) observed the thickness dependence of

the reversal time of permalloy tape cores and concluded that eddy
current losses were negligible for tape thinner than

3 x 10

4

A.

Ford
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(1960), on the other hand , found domain wall velocities in films
700-4000

A thick

current losses .

that were in agreement with his predictions of eddy
However , more recent wall motion measurements by

Copeland and Humphrey
and Humphrey

(1963) , Il ' icheva and Kolotov (1965), Patton

(1966) , and Middelhoek (1966) do not agree with Ford ' s

data and indicate that eddy-current losses are negligible in thin films .
The most complete and recent study is that of Patton and Humphrey

(1966) . Their data clearly indicate that eddy current losses are
negligible in thin films .

They found that a phenomenological treat -

ment of losses based on the Landau- Lifshitz eQuation and calculated
s tatic wall shapes did fit the data for films in the

300-800 A range .

However, for thicker films the data did not agree with this treatment,
and they suggested that the calculated static wall shapes may be in
error for the thicker films .
and Patton

This view is supported by Suzuki, Wilts ,

(1968) who found large differences between calculated wall

shapes and wall shapes experimentally observed by Lorentz microscopy
for films thicker than

800

A.

Although a detailed study of domain wall motion has not been made
with the use of the Kerr magneto-optic camera described in Chapter

6,

fo r purposes of comparison with other processes some photographs showing domain wall motion are displayed in Fig . 2 - 7 ·
static domains on film

This figure shows

81- 4-6 during interrupted - pulse flux reversai

with zero transverse field and a

1 .9 oe longitudinal pulse field .

The

1 em diameter thin film appears as an ellipse because the camera is
oriented at

60° to the normal of the film .

In these photographs, like

70

.lW

lW

240

2~

440

Fig . 2-7.
F i lm 8 1 - 4-6 i n the process of quasi- stati c domai n wall
mo t ion with a 1 .9 oe l ongitudinal pulse fie l d. The total time
duration i n microseconds of the appl ied f i e l d ( appl ied in 10 ~ sec
l ong pulses ) befor e t he taki ng of each photograph i s indicated .
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all others in this thesis, the easy axis corresponds to the minor axis
of the ellipse (vertical in the photographs shoHn here) .

In the lighter

regions on the photographs, the direction of the magnetization is
toward the top of the photograph .

In the darker regions the magnetiza-

tion is directed toward the bottom which is the direction of the applied
pulse field.
It should be emphasized that these are photographs of static,
not dynamic, domain configurations.

These photographs were not taken

during the actual reversal process like others >vhich v1ill be shown
later, but rather were taken some time after the application of 10
long pulses.

~sec

The total duration in microseconds of the 1 . 9 oe magnetic

field pulses applied before the taking of each photograph is indicated
by the number
In the 0

at the right of each photograph .
~sec

photograph no reverse domains are visible because

no pulse field has yet been applied .

After a single 10

~sec

pulse,

reverse domains are visible as dark areas at the upper and lov1e r edges
of the magnetic film .

With subsequent 10

~sec

pulses these reverse

domains grow in the easy axis direction, until at roughly 60
domains from the upper and lower edges join .
motion occurs.

It is seen in the 70

~sec

After 60

~sec

~sec

the

domain wall

photograph that the walls

are sharply defined and lie approximately parallel to the easy axis.
With subsequent pulses after 70

~sec

the domain walls move in the hard

a xis direction, sweeping out the unswitched portion of the film .

There

a re clear differences between the reversal process occuring before and
after 60 ~sec .

In this study and in that made by Patton (1967) only
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~sec

the proc ess after 60

is called domain wall motion .

of pr,opagation occuring before 60

~sec

The velocity

in the easy axis direction is

on the order of 0 .01 cm/~sec while the velocity of domain wall motion
occuring after 60 ~sec is on the order of . 00075 cm/~sec.
~sec

the propagation before 60

Furthermore

involves diffuse tips rather than well

defined domain walls .
The practice of observing flux reversal processes by interrupting
the drive field and observing the . resultant static domain pattern-must
be used with extreme care .

It will be shown in Chapter 5 that if a

pulse field is interrupted during high speed flux r eversal processes,
considerable change occurs in the magnetization configuration before
static equilibrium is obtained.

Interrupted pulse techniques >·rere

used in obtaining the photographs of Fig. 2 - 7 for two reasons.

First

of all,the Kerr magneto - optic camera is presently equipped with a pulser
which allows no longer than 10

~sec

pulses to be applied .

Secondly,

there is evidence that the interrupted pulse technique is valid if
_used with care during domain wall motion processes.

Patton

(1967)

showed that the measured velocity of a domain wall was independent of
pulse length from 1

~sec

to 50

~sec

indicating that any changes from

the static to dynamic configuration occured in much less than 1
and therefore that so long as pulses longer than 1

~se c

~s ec

were used that

the technique should be valid .

-2 . 4 Ripple Theory .
Fuller and Hale (1960) used a defocused electron microscope to
observe the Lorentz deflection of electrons by the magnetic induction
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B=

4rrM(;) in a thin magnetic film .

They observed not only the expected

disco-ntinuities of domain Halls, but also a wave - like magnetic structure
which they called ripple.

Subsequently Fuchs

(1968) have confirmed this discovery .

Wilts

(1961) and Suzuki and
Fig .

2-8 is a Lorentz

micrograph taken by Takao Suzuki which shows ripple structure .

Both

longitudinal and transverse ripple with wave vector parallel and perpendicular , respectively, to the mean magnetization are assumed to exist
in a thin film .

The two types are diagrammed in Fig .

2-9 ·

Since

~he

volume divergence of the magnetization is large for the transverse
r ipple and small for the longitudinal ripple, r,.rhile the exchange and
anisotropy energies are equal, the longitudinal component is the
dominant type of ripple existing in static equilibrium .

Hence the

mean magnetization is perpendicular to the observed fine structure
lines .

Suzuki

(1969) has shown that the mean wave length is dependent

upon the applied field and that it varies from about

l~

to

7~

for

fields applied along the easy axis in the range - Hk< H < 3Hk .
The cause of ripple is not entirely clear .
Suzuki and Wilts

Suzuki

(1969) and

(1968) indicate that, at least for films which have

been removed from their substrates , the random crystalline anisotropy
produced by the random orientation of the crystallites in the magnetic
film is a major factor .

It is probable that other sources of local

a nisotropy such as magnetostrictive effects also contribute to ripple
' i n films still attached to a substrate .
Hoffmann

(1968 ) and Harte (1968) have both treated the origin of

ripple theoretically .

Using different vie\·Jpoints , they arrived at

results which differ only by numerical factors .

Hoffmann

(1968)

31

\

Fig. 2-8.
A lorentz microgr a:ph of ripple structure in a
magnetic film--take n by T. Suzuki .
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approached the problem by considering the spatial dependences of the
various components of fields and magnetization .

In order to do this

he used a Taylor series expansio n for the rnagnetostatic energy keeping
only the low order terms .

Harte

Fourier analysis of the ripple .

(1968) , on the other hand, made a
By doing this he was able to include

the magnetostatic energies without a Taylor series expansion and there fore , as Brown

(1969) pointed out, made a more rigorous treatment in

that respect .

Because Hoffman n included the spatial dependences of

the fields and magnetization, local effective fields may be computed
by his method, while with Harte's method only average effective fields
may be computed .

Harte's method is useful because time dependences of

the various Fourier components can easily be investigated .

Since

both local fields and time dependences are important in the flux
r eversa~

~----

problem, it is necessary to combine their analyses, being

consistent in choice of numerical factors .

Because of the general

agreement among their results , and because both models are reasonably
well established by experiment, such an approach is justified .
Both authors considered contributions to the total energy or
a lternatively the torque on the magnetization, from exchange , uniaxial
anisotropy, applied fields, magnetostatic fields , and local anisotropy .
A central result of their calculations i s the root - mean- square

ampl~ -

t ude of t h e r ipple , or the magnetization dispersion,

~~

'

(2 . 29)

•
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where :
·K
s
D
cr

r . m. s . value of the local anisotropy constant.

= mean

crystallite diameter.

standard deviation of the angular function describing the

1

local anisotropy .

= number

n

of crystallites through the film thickness with

different preferred directions of local anisotropy .
A

exchange constant .

K

uniaxial anisotropy constant .

M
s

saturation magnetization.

u

and
d

= film thickness.

The term heff(a) is a mean effective field defined by :
heff(a)

=

h(a) + hd(a) + hk (a) + hu (a) + .. .
3
3

(2 . 30)

where h(a) is the single domain field given by (2.10)J hd(a) is a mean
effective field caused by the nonlinear rnagnetostatic stray fields of
the longitudinal ripple) hk (a) is a nonlinear mean effective field
3
caused by the random anisotropy variations ) and hu (a) is the nonlinear
3
mean effective field caused by uniaxial anisotropy and applied fields .
The derivation of each of these terms will be discussed later .
The notation used above is that of Hoffmann
· treated only the case in which cr

1

= l//2 and n

(1968) . Harte (1968)
1.

The numerical

factor of 0.243 was chosen in a manner thought to reconcile the theories .
Because Harte

(1968) did not approximate the magnetostatic energy while
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Hoffmann

(1968) did it is believed that Harte ' s results are more

a ccu~ate .

On the other hand in real films local anisotropy variations

with other than sinusoidal energy dependences surely occur and there fore Hoffmann's theory is slightly more general in that it allows for
angular fluctuations for which the standard deviation, a , is other
1
than

1//2.

In order to retain the accuracy of Harte ' s

tions and also the more general form of Hoffmann
notation with the

nume~ical

factor of Harte

(1968) calcula -

(1968), Hoffmann ' s

(196$) was used but •

mul tiplied by /2 to account for the more general case in which
a

1

*l//0n

*

1.

Numerical factors throughout all the calculations in

this study were chosen to be consistent with this method .
Suzuki

(1969) has pointed out that because of wave optical limita -

tions, Lorentz microscopy cannot be used to measure ripple amplitude .
Nevertheless , Fuchs

(1961) , Baltz (1964), and Suzuki (1969) did show

that ripple vanished at the composition at which magnetocrystalline
anisotropy goes to zero .

This is in agreement with

(2 .29) and shows

that for films which have been removed from substrates, magnetostric tive effects do not add significantly to ripple .
Both Harte and Hoffmann's analyses may be used to calculate the
Fourier components of the ripple .

The expressions obtained indicate

how exchange and transverse magnetostatic fields affect the ripple and
also can be used to determine the wavelength of ripple expected to be
seen with an electron microscope , thereby providing an important
contact with experiment .

Furthermore , the Fourier expressions

illustrat e the nature of Hoffmann's magnetostatic field approximation .
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Hoffmann's approach leads to
(2.31)

where
r

r

2
A
e = Ku heff

m

(2.32a)

2
CM
y s
d2Kuheff

The quantity

~k

(2 -32b)

.....
is the angle which the wave vector k makes with the

easy axis, and flk is a Fourier component of a random function describing
the local anisotropy .

The parameter, C , which Hoffmann evaluated by
y

a self consistency argument is

cy

=

16 d

~ Ku~ eff

(2.33)

Harte (1968) on the other hand calculates ~ to be :

2 k2
2rm ~
2(
+ d
Xk' sin cp0
l + re

-

~k

)

(2. 34)

where
r

(2. 35a )

m

a nd
( 2 . 35b )

For l ong wave length ripple (~d << 1 ),

Xmay be

approximated by
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::; (kd)
/\.2

=

kd - ~ (kd)2
2
3 2
+ ... ,

(2 . 36a)

while for short wave length ripple it may be approximated by
~

'X.

(kd)
2 =l

-

l
kd
+ ...
2(2)

(2 . 36b)

The only difference in equations (2 . 31) and(2 . 34) for the Fourier
components of the ripple i s

2
in the terms involving sin (cp0

-

~k) .

These terms come from the magnetostatic fields produced by transverse
components of the ripple .

Harte's result which was calculated without

a Taylor series expansion of the magnetostatic field, varies as k for
ripple with wave -length long compared to the film thickness and is
independent of k for wave -lengths short compared to the film thickness .
On the other hand, Hoffmann's result varies as k

2

at all times.

Hence

Hoffmann ' s approximation underestimates the long wave -length magnetostatic interaction and overestimates the short wave - length magnetostatic
interaction .

In obtaining the r.m . s. ripple amplitude he effectively

averages over both long and short wave -length components and the
result is that his approximation is good .
Ha rte's expression for~ (2 . 34) characterizes the ripple.
2 2

k , ripple with wave - length less than

2~r

For a film with no applied field , a typical value is

2~r

of the term r

e

Furthermore , transverse ripple (for which cp
l ess than

2~r

m

is also strongly suppressed .

0

-

~k

=

is attenuated .

e
e

Because

~

1 . 5 x 10- 4em .

~) with wave lengths

Typically

2~r

m

~

8 x 10 - 2 em.

Hence, it is seen that indeed components of transverse ripple are very
s trongly suppressed, and as expected the ripple is mainly longitudinal.
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Both Hoffmann (1968) and Harte (1968) calculated the dimensions of
a coupling region within 'Hhich the magnetization vias strongly coupled
by magnetostatic and exchange forces .

Hoffmann 's region is elliptical

in shape with the minor axis parallel to the mean magnetization in the
film, while Harte's is diamond shaped with a similar arrangement of
axes.

The minor axis of Harte ' s region is
2rrr

(2.37a)

e

and the major axis is

dl.

2rrr l/2r 1/2
m
e

=

(2 . 37b)

Hoffmann's value for dl. is 1.6 times Harte's while both values for dll
are the same .
that heff

~

For a typical saturated film with no applied field so

1, dll

~

1.5 x 10-

4

em and dl.::::::: 3 . 5 x 10- 3 em .

Also, from both Harte and Hoffmann's expressions

for~ ,

it is

possible to calculate the dominant ripple wave length which one expects
to see in a n electron microscope .

Fuller and Hale (1960) showed that

the variation in intensity of the electron beam in the electron
mi c ros cope due to the -k th component of ripple varied as k l~ I .

Hence,

the most i ntense periodic variations in intensity seen with the electron
mic ros cope should be those with a wave length such that
maximum.

k1Cl1<1 is a

Using either (2 . 31) or (2.34) the wave l ength A, expected

to be observed is
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(2 . 38)
Note that this is equal to dll J the longitudinal dimension of the
coupling region which \-/as calculated above to be 1 . 5~ .

This is roughly

the wavelength observed with zero applied field by Fuller and Hale (1960).
Furthermore} Suzuki (1969) has examined the field dependence of the
wavelength observed in thin films and found a dependence like that
indicated by (2 . 38) .
The average effective field, heff J was calculated by both
Har te (1968) and Hoffmann (1968).

Hoffmann, however, in addition to

calculating heff calculated the local effective field, heffJ which
i ncludes the spatial variations in the effective field which are lost
when one averages to obtain heff .

Since local effective fields are

important in the flux reversal process , it is necessary to follow
Hoffmann ' s calculation and compare the values of heff which he obtains
with those of Harte (1968).

For this calculation the coordinate system

s hown in Fig . 2 - l will be used .

Since this calculation is based on

static energy considerations only, 90

=

~

In order to calculate heff Hoffmann (1968) began with an equation
for the total energy density} £ .

This total energy density included

energy from applied fields , uniaxial anisotropy, exchange, magnetostatic
fields and l ocal anisotropy .

In order to find the equilibrium condition

Hoffmann took the first variation of the energy density integral and
s et it equal to zero :

J

5 edT

0 .

(2 . 39)
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This vras used to calculate Euler's equation .

Hoffmann (1968) then

obtained Jacobi's differential equation by variation of Euler's
equation.

Such an analysis leads to
(2.40)

where

~ f2
2K
u

(2 . 4la)

hk3

Ks
2K cp f 3
u

(2. 4lb)

hu2

cp [h sin (a: - cpa) - 2 sin 2 cpa]

(2 . 4lc)

hk2

::::

2
2

- £_ [

hu3

h cos (a: - Cf'o) + 4 cos 2 cpa]

2
-Ms Cx
Ku

hd

and h(a:) is given by (2 . 10) .

[ 2cp

02

dx2 + (oco)2]
ox

(2 . 4ld)
(2.4le)

The functions f , f , and f are defined
1
2
3

by
f

_ dFs (
... )
1 - d~ cpa r
.
'
2
d F
f2
d~~ (cpa,;)
f
where~

density .

==

cp

0

(2 . 42a)
(2. 42b)

d 3F

3

~ (cpa,;)

(2 . 42c)

+ cp and where Fs (~,;) is the local anisotropy energy

The terms hk

and hu were neglected by Hoffmann, but are
3
3
included for completeness here. As in calculating Cy for the transverse

magnetostatic fields, Hoffmann evaluates C from a self-consistency
X
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argument,
(2 . 43)
The mean effective field , heff(a) may be found by averaging heff(a) :
(2.44)
hu2

and hk2

=

0.

Each of the terms in (2 . 44) calculated by Hoffmann's

method may be compared to Harte's corresponding terms.
hd and hu

3

The results for

show all the same dependences on film parameters, but they

do differ by numerical factors.

Using Hoffmann 's (1968) notation and

Harte ' s (1968) numerical factors generalized to account for cases in
which cr

1

:f l//2 , n:fl, it is found that
M

/d

8

2

(2 . 45a)

hd = O . 41 (A: ) 5/4 (-h - )l/4
u
eff
h

u3 = -

0 03

.

2
8
[h(a) + 3 cos 2 cp,..,]
M /d(AK ) 314
(-h -)3/4

s

u

eff

where the structure factor, 8, has been defined as 8
In the calculation of hk

3

(2.45b)

= (KsDcr 1 /fn) .

, Harte and Hoffmann's methods lead to

different dependences on the applied field and film parameters.

As

was done i n arriving at (2 . 45a,b), the result obtained with Harte's
analysis is used but VTith Hoffmann's notation and suitably corrected
for cases in which cr 1 :f l//2, n
hk3

=

4/2rr

82
M K
s u

*l

:

/A

D

(2 . 45c)
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Therefore , hk

3

is independent of heff , unlike hd

or hu

3

Blocking is caused by a local instability in the magnetization.
Before blocking occurs the ripple is in equilibrium Hith the magnetization and

(2 . 1.6)
That is, the local effective field , heff' mainly consists of h(a) ,
the single domain field, and of hd' the magnetostatic stray fields
produced by the divergence in the magnetostatic ripple .

All other

fields are sufficiently small that they can be neglected .

The local

effective field , heff' is the normalized effective field acting to
produce the local torque
(2 . 47)
which arises with a virtual displacement,
tion.

of the local magnetiza-

So long as heff > 0 , the torque, 5T, acts to restore the

magnetization to equilibrium .
~·

5~,

However if heff

~

0 , 5T acts to increase

Hence the condition for stability of the magnetization is heff > 0 .

Now from (2.4le) it can be seen that in the vicinity of~

= O, hd

becomes
- M

2

S

C

X

K
u

(~)2

(2 . 48)

When fields are applied that approach the Stoner -Wohlfarth threshold
with angle , a, such that 90° <a< 270° , the single domain field , h(a) ,
is decreas ed .

This is most easily seen from Fig . 2 -2 where h(a) is the
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length of the line segment connecti ng the tip of the field vector to
the point of tangency on the Sto ne r-Wohlfarth thre shold .
Stoner - Wohlfarth threshold is rea che d (h(a)
tion heff(~ = 0) = 0 is obtained .

in those regions hd > 0 .

0), however , the condi -

When this occurs the direction~

is no longer a stable direction for the
values of both positive and

=

Before the

negative~

magnetizatio~ .

0

Yet, large

are still stable positions as

Thus the theory implies that when blocking

occurs, the only stable states are those for which 1 ~1 is greater than
some

~

. , and it might be expected that a discontinuity occurs in the
m1n

ripple such that the local magnetization jumps from some
~

=

-~min ·

~

= + ~m1n
. to

In reality,of course, a delta function discontinuity cannot

occur as the magnetostatic and exchange energies would become infinite
at such a discontinuity.

The failure of the theory to account for the

infinity lies in the fact that even though nonlinear terms were
included in the analysis , the theory is based on the linear calculation.
The linear calculation predicts a smoothly varying ripple with a
- dominant wave length given by (2.38).

The effects of the nonlinear

terms were calculated by assuming that a solution of the form obtained
from the linear analysis is valid even when nonlinear terms become
important.

In reality it is expected that the ripple changes in form

so that the predicted delta function discontinuity does not occur .
It can be shown that one of the magnetostatic effective fields,
fourth order in ~' varies as (o~/ox1 )

4 and is positive . For a delta

functi on discontinuity this term would be larger than the term hd

1

equation (2.48)) which varies as (o~/ox )

2

(see
2

and is responsible for the
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blocking .

In general, hoHever, the coefficients of these fourth order

effective fields are much smaller than the coefficients of the second
order effective fields.
becomes large.

Hence they only become significant when c~/cx

1

Therefore, for stability to occur after the blocking

threshold, there must be a fairly sharp discontinuity in the ripple
near

~

= 0 in order that these higher order terms become sufficiently

large to cancel the effect of hd .

Unfortunately, no method has been

2

found to calculate the actual blocked ripple configuration .
(1966) suggested that the ripple formed vialls near ~
occurred .

=

Hoffmann

0 when blocking

This idea is consistent with the view given above that the

ripple must form fairly sharp discontinuities near

~

0 in order that

stability be maintained .
Hoffman's ripple theory predi cts the value of h(a) at which
blocking should occur .

For this prediction it is necessary to

ca lculate the average value of hd

at ~

2

that blocking occurred when h(a) = h
h

a

=

0.

Hoffmann (1966) found

where:
(2 . 49)

a

and where B is a numerical factor which can be calculated from Hoffmann's
theory .
case cr

1

In this study Harte's numerical factors gene ralized for the

t 1//2 are being used .

In Hoffmann ' s (1966) calculation, B

4
is equal to (l/4rrJ2) / 5 \.,rhich is the numerical factor
Hoffmann ) raised to the 4/5 power .
4
study B i s chosen to be (0 . 41) / 5

of hd ( found by

In order to be consistent, in this
=

0 . 49, where 0 . 41 comes from (2.45a) .

As Hoffmann (1966) showed, the equations h(a )

= h a and (2.7) may be
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combined to define the blocking curve Hhich can then be plotted in the
same manner as the Stoner- Wohlfarth threshold .
shown in Fig. 2 - 10 for h

a

0 .5.

This blocking curve is

For vector fields Hhich result in

values of h(a) > h, as for example h ' in the figure, the film is in a
a
free ripple state Hith heff > 0 throughout the film.
reaching the blocking curve (for example h") heff
~

For fields just

= 0 in regions where

= 0 and blocking occurs . With vector fields which exceed the

blocking curve , (for example h"') ripple theory as developed thus far
ca nnot be used without further assumptions to describe the ripple
state .

The blocking curve is only valid for transitions from the free

to the blocked ripple state and does not predict the transition
from the blocked to the free ripple state .

After blocking occurs it is

necessary to resaturate a film with large fields in order to return it
to a free state .
Hoffmann (l964a) explained that domain splitting occurs after
blocking, and has calculated values of a
formulation.

90 and a 50 , etc. using this

In the domain splitting experiments the film is saturated

in the hard axis by a large (>> Hk) field .

This field is then decreased

to zero, allowing the magnetic film to break up into long slender
domains vrhich lie parallel to the easy axis .

Hoffmann's explanation

is that , when the decreasing field reaches the blocking curve at
H

= Hk (l + h a ), (see Fig. 2 - 10) small angle walls form in the ripple .

Upo n subsequent decreasing of the field , the ripple splits along these
walls, forming the long slender domains .

From Fig . 2 - 10 it is seen

that saturating fields may be applied at a small angle to the hard
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axis and still cross the blocking curve as they are decreased to zero.
Hence, there is a certain angular region near the hard axis in vihich
the magnetization will tend to split and fall to the easy axis with
some of the magnetization rotating in one direction and the remainder
in the other .

The percentage vlhich rotates in either direction depends

on the direction of the magnetization in the blocked domains at the
time of blocking vihich can be calculated using Hoffmann ' s theory .
Hoffmann

(1969) has recently reported an experimental verification

of the shape of the blocking curve .

He found that when fields were

applied that crossed the blocking curve a large rotational hysteresis
was observed .

This he explained was caused by the blocked walls in the

ripple which acted to retard the rotation of the mean magnetization.
By investigating at what values of applied field this large hysteresis
effect began to occur he determined the position of the blocking curve.
His experimental data agree

quite well with the blocking curve which

he calculated for the same film.

--

In summary, it has been shown that magnetization ripple is
experimentally observed and that local anisotropy variations are
a n important cause of ripple .

A model has been used that leads to

expressions predicting the ripple wave length and amplitude as functions
of film parameters .

Two effective fields, heff(a)

and heff(a) can

be used to predict macroscopic and microscopic instabilities , respec t i vely , in the magnetization configuration .

Within the limits of the

theory, heff (a ) can never go to zero and hence the mean magnetization
is ahrays stable .

On the other hand local instabilities are possible.

-~-

One form of local instability was blocking, and in later chapters the
effects of blocking and other local instabilities on flux reversal
will be discussed .

-49Chapter 3
Flux Reversal with a Transverse Field
3.1

Introduction.
Ever since Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959) and Olson and Pohm (1958)

pointed out that data on the flux reversal process did not fit the uni-

.

form rotation model, there has been speculation about the mechanisms involved in the flux reversal process.

There have been numerous models

suggested to describe the magnetization configuration in a magnetic
film as a function of time and position, and there has been much experimental data obtained in attempts to establish whether any of the proposed models are correct.

Yet flux reversal in magnetic films is not

understood.
To clearly show the dynamic magnetization configuration during
flux reversal, the Kerr magneto-optic camera described in Chapter 6 was
constructed.

The photographs obtained from the camera give a detailed

visual picture of the dynamic magnetization configuration during flux
reversal.

The Kerr photographs obtained with the camera show not only

the change in the average magnetization as a function of time

to com-

pare to the signals induced in pickup loops about a film, but also the
direction of the l o cal magnetization as a function of both time and
position in the film.

Furthermore, unlike previous Kerr cameras this

camera permits photographs to be taken of the dynamic magnetization configuration while the reversing field is still applied rather than the
static configuration resulting when the drive field is terminated.

The

apparatus employs a Q-spoiled ruby laser and a Kerr electro-optic shutter to provide a 10 nsec exposure time.

The time at which the

-50photograph is taken relative to the initial application of the pulse
field is variable from -100 nsec to + 10
lity at any setting of ±3 nsec.

~sec

with a relative time stabi-

To obtain a sequence of photographs

depicting a flux reversal process, it is necessary to rely on the experimentally verified fact that the reversal processes are reproducible
and take photographs at different delay times during successive reversals.

For flux reversal with a transverse field, photographs of (1) do-

main wall motion,

(2) diffuse boundary propagation, and (3) non-~oherent

rotation have been take n .
Section 2 . 3.2.

Domain wall motion was briefly d_iscussed in

Diffuse boundary propagation will be discussed in this

chapter after the discussion of non-coherent rotation since an understanding of the locking mechanism involved in non-coherent rotation is
necessary.

Coherent rotation will be briefly discussed; however, the

camera does not have a short enough exposure time to verify its existence .

Some· photographs of the nucleation of partially reversed regions

are shown in this chapter but the process is mainly discussed in Chapter
4 because it occurs predominantly when zero or very small transverse
bias fields are applied.
3.2

Non-Coherent Rot at ion.
3 . 2.1

General.

Non-coherent rotation is a moderate speed process

t hat has been one of the least understood and most discussed mechanisms
of flux reversal.

Previous workers have referred to non-coherent rota-

tion as the c omplete flux reversal process occurring during the intermediate linear region of the reversal curve.

In this study non-coherent

rotation will be used more specifically to refer to a particular mechanism of flux reversal which first begins to occur at the beginning of

-51the intermediate linear region of the reversal curves, but, as will be
shown later, is not the only mechanism occurring in this part of the
curve.

Because of the complex ity of this mechanism, it is best de-

scribed qualitatively with reference to Kerr photographs which depict
the dynamic magnetization config uration, concentrating on a quantitative description of some of the features of the reversal process.

Be-

cause the process is so complex, no attempt is made to explain all features of the process in detail.
rotation.

Ripple strongly influences non-coherent

As was mentioned in Section 2.4, instabilities in the magne-

tization ripple can and do occur.

Blocking, which was one form of in-

stability, is found to have at most minor effects in the non-coherent
rotation process.

However, a different instability called locking is

found to cause the ripple to grow very large in amplitude forming a
striped magnetization configuration.

Magnetostatic fields, which become

large when the striped configuration occurs, cause a rotational reversal
process which is much slower than the predicted uniform rotation.
The striped configuration appears in the Kerr photographs of

3-1 which shows film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal.

Fig.

In this

case, the transverse field is 0.25 oe, directed to the left and the
pulse field is 2.98oe directed downward.

As is the case with all pic-

tures shown in this thesis, the 1 ern diameter circular thin film appears
as an ellipse because the camera is oriented at 60° to the normal of the
film.

The easy axis of the film corresponds to the minor axis of the

ellipse (vertical in the photographs shown here) .

The time in nano-

seconds, relative to the initial application of the pulse field, at
which each photograph was taken is indicated to the right of each
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Fig. 3-1.
Film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal in the
presence of a 0.25 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and
a 2.98 oe longitudi nal pulse field directed downward. 'l'ime in
nanoseconds relative to initial application of pulse field is
i ndicated •

-53photograph.

A picture was t aken 30 nsec before the field was applied

to show th e film in the sa tur ated s t ate, with its magnetization directed
upward along the easy axis in the photograph.

This photograph shows the

non-uniformity of illumination and th e imperfections in the optics and
surface of the film which can be expected to remain relative ly constant
throughout the sequence .

At 0 nsec there has been no significant

change, however, by 25 nsec, near th e upper and l ower edges, the photograph has darkened considerably indicating that the magnetization has
rotated from its original saturated state.

Note that the contrast is

not uniformly dark as it was in th e domains shown in Fig. 2-7.

The de-

gree of darkness indicates th e amount by which the magnetization has
rotated.

The striped pattern is already beginning to occur in the par-

tially rotated regions of the 25 nsec photograph.

By 50 nsec, more of

the film has darkened indicating that the magnetization has continued to
rotate.

The striped pattern has become more evident and can now be seen

faintly in the center of the film.

The 75 and 100 nsec photographs show

the film continuing to become darker while the stripes remain visible.
By 125 nsec a large portion of the film near the upper edge has totally
reversed, and the striped pattern in the center of the film is beginning
to disappear, as small regions of partially reversed magnetization nucleate in the striped region.

These small regions continue to appear

and reverse as time continues, until at 300 nsec all except the extreme
right and left-hand .edges of the film have reversed.

Although it is not

shown in this series of photographs, the reversal process is completed
by a slower propagational process which will be discussed later •
. The film reverses by basically a rotational process with the

-54exception of the extreme right and left-hand edges; however, the rotation takes place more quickly in some areas of the film than in others.
This spatial non-uniformity in position must be caused by anisotropy
dispersion, both microscopic (the source of ripple) and macroscopic, and
by non-uniform demagnetizing fields located mostly at the film edges.
Macroscopic anisotropy dispersion is responsible for the reversal
of large areas of film before others as shown in Fig. 3-1.

Since the

applied field is uniform any local variations in the anisotropy constant
(amplitude dispersion) produce local variations in the uniform torque
on the l ocal magnetization.

In general, the regions with low values of

local anisotropy wil l switch more quickly than those with high anisotropy.

Variations in the local easy axis direction (angular dispersion)

will cause the magnetization direction to vary throughout the film, producing variations in th e torque from the pulse field.

The regions with

large angular dispersion,such that the l ocal magnetization lies far from
the mean easy axis and closer to the direction of the transverse field,
will switch the fastest.
Edge demagneti?ing fields also alter the speed at which the magnetizati on will reverse.

It is possible to calculate these demagnetizing

fields by approximating the divergence at the edge by an effective line
charge.

Figure 3 -2 is a diagram of a film showing the effective charge

per unit length M d cos~ existing at the edge (r

s

tization is at angle
field,

Hy

~
0

a).

The mean magne-

to the easy axis because of the hard axis bias

The demagnetizing field in the plane of the film may be

evaluated using the Green's function expansion in spherical harmonics
given by Jackson (1965) and assuming that the film lies in the plane,
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EASY AXIS

-------Fig. 3- 2 .
A diagram of a thin film showing the effective charge
and the direction of the stray field from the divergence Qf the
magnetization at the edge.
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8 = n/2, where 8 is the polar angle.
where r'

<

At a point (r, 8 , 8)

(r' , n/2,8'),

a, the field is given by the components
211:M d
__::_s_

=_

H
r

(3.la)

a

-2nM d

H = _ _,;:.s_ sin8 ' 'f
e
a
i=o
At points with r'

$

(3.lb)

a/2, these series converge rapidly and the sums are

readily evaluated by the first few terms.
cal film with M

s

800 emu, d = 1000

K,

At (a/2, n /2,-n /4) for a typi-

a= 0.5 em, the field is found

to be 0.063 oe and to be directed at an angle 8H : 186.2°.

Thus, at

(a/2,TI/2,-TI/4) the demagnetizing field tends to increase the angle,
of the magnetization near that point.
it also tends to

increase ~

,

By symmetry it can be seen that

at (a/2,n /2,3n /4) and to

(a/2,n/2,n/4) and (a/2, n /2,-3n/4).

~

decrease ~

at

Furthermore, the magnitude of the

field (0.063 oe) is significant in comparison to the 0.25 oe transverse
bias field, H , and can be expected to produce significant effects when
y

fields only a few tenths of an oersted over the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold are applied as they were in Fig. 3-1 and in many other figures seen
in this chapter.
For points near to the edge, the series in (3.la,b) do not converge
rapidly and other solutions for the field must be found.

For points

sufficiently close to the edge, it is reasonable to approximately calculate the demagnetizing field by assuming an infinite line charge of
M d cos 8 ' exists a distance ( a- r') from the point
s
the field is being calculated .
(2H d cos (3 ')/(a- r').
s

(r',n/2,~')

at which

This yields the result that the field i s

Using the same parameters as above the field at

-57(0.9a, rr/2,-rr /4) is calculated to be 0.226 oe .
approximation suggests that th e angle

~H

The infinite line charge

at this point would be

~H = · S rr /4, however, because the charge is greater at~ = 0 than at
~

= rr/2, the field actually curves qualitatively as shown in Fig. 3-2 so

that ~H ~ S rr /4.

Hence, 0.5 rnrn from the edge of the film at ~ =- n /4,

the demagnetizing field is approximately equal in magnitude to the
transverse bias field, H , and is directed so as to aid

y

the angle

~

of the magnetization near that point.

Hy

in increasing

Thus, closer to the

edge the demagnetizing · fields are· exp.e c ted to have even a larger "effect
than the y do at r' = a/2.
The effects of the demagnetizing fields are qualitatively like the
above calculations of the demagnetizing field would suggest.

In Fig .

3-1 th e upper right (~ ~ - rr /4) and lo~ver left (~ ~ 3 -rr. /4) regions of the
film reverse quite rapidly while the regions at the upper left (~ ~ rr /4)
and lower right (~ ~ -3 -rr. /4) are the slo~vest to reverse.
The formation of stripes in the magnetization configuration during
flux reversal in permalloy thin films is characteristic of the non-coherent rotation process.

Such stripes are observed during flux reversal

which occurs in times as short as 25 nsec, at which point the temporal
resolution of the Kerr magneto-optic camera is significantly affecting
the photographs.

In later sections, it will be shown that the stripes

occur when an instability in the ripple causes the magnetization in regions where

~

> 0 to become unstable and switch, producing magnetostatic

fields that lock the magnetization into a striped configuration and
cause a reaction torque opposite in sign to th e torque produced by the
applied field.

If this reaction torque grows as large as the uniform

-sstorque from applied field and uniaxial anisotropy, the mean magnetization will stop rotating until some rearrangement of the stripes occurs
which reduces the reaction torque.

In Fig. 3-1 this rearrangment con-

sisted of the nucleation of many partially reversed regions.

In other

cases, the reaction torque does not become as large as the uniform
torque, but does slow the rotation of the magnetization, and in such
cases nucleation does not occur -

rather, after they

for~

the stripes

are observed to decrease in amplitude until they can no longer be seen.
3.2.2

Slow Versus Fast RipEle Relaxation .

Harte (1964) was one of

the first to propose that ripple was responsible for the fact that films
did not reverse by coherent rotation when fields
the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold were applied.

slightly in excess of

He proposed that the ini-

tial ripple existing in the film before the pulse field was applied
could relax to a new

+

stable position with respect toM

0

only in times

which were very long compared to the time required for the mean magnetization to rotate coherently to a new stable position in a film.

Hence,
+

the initial ripple was assumed to remain in the film even though M roo
tated away from

k,

the wavevector of the mean ripple.

illustrate what would occur if

M0

is still parallel to

k

M0

did rotate away from

Figures 3-3a,b

k.

In Fig. 3-3a,
+

so that ilie ripple is longitudinal, V•M is
+

small, and there is no reaction torque from ilie ripple on M0
3-3b,

Mo has

rotated slightly away from

quired a transverse component.

k,

.

In Fig.

hence, the ripple has ac-

Divergences in the magnetization create

which result in an effective torque to restore
2
1
+
M so it is once again parallel to +k.
fields h str

and h str

0

3arte calculated the reaction torque of the initial ripple on

M0
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-60by solving the equations of motion for each Fourier component of the
ripple as
occurred.

M0 rotated

away from

k,

assuming that no ripple relaxation

He then calculated the average reaction torque which the sum

of the ripple Fourier components had on the mean magnetization and found
that the effect of the initial ripple was to retard the rotation of
in the first 90° and to speed the rotation of

M0

M0

in the second 90° .

Since most of the switching time was involved in the first 90° 1 the
effect of the reaction torque was to slow the rotation process.

Further-

more, it was found that for fields less than a certain threshold but
greater than th e Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold that the reaction torque of
the ripple in the first 90° of rotation would become equal to the driving torque of the applied and uniaxial anisotropy fields.
occurred there would be no net

torqt~e

When this

to rotate the magnetization and

hence switching Hould stop until the ripple could relax sufficiently to
allow

M0

to begin rotating again.

Harte's (1964) model rests heavily upon the assumption that the
initial ripple does not relax with the mean magnetization.

Hoper (1968)

was the first to suggest that ripple relaxation could be calculated in a
phenomenological manner using either the Gilbert (1955) or LandauLifshitz (1935) phenomenological damping.

Using either damping term, it

is possible t o arrive at the equation of motion of a ripple component :

cp_
k

MH
0

(3 .2)
p
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where

T

is the normalized time variable,

used earlie r in Chapter 2.

T =

yJ4nN H t,
.,
s p

From this equation it is seen that if
position~

instantaneously r o tated from one

0

(T )
1

to ~

0

N0

is

(T), that the

ripple amplitude will go thr ough damped oscillations until the final
st ate of equilibrium is attained at which ~~ = ~- = 0, and ~- has the
k
k
k
value (2.34) as would be expected. It is readily observed that the
decay time of the oscillations in

~

is

k

as Hoper (1968) first reported.
cal values of a d
(3.3) is t

~

r

~

The value of t

r

calculated using typi-

0.01 (determined from ferromagnetic resonance) and

1 nsec.

Hoper (1968) determined experimentally that the ripple relaxation
time is of the order of 1 nsec by observing the fallback of the magnetization in a thin film when a 0.25 nsec risetime pulse field sufficient
to rotate -N

0

by 7 0 was applied and then terminated.

By varying the

pulse field magnitude he was able to vary the time it took
by 7° from 0.6 nsec to 9 nsec.

He found that if -N

0

M0 to

rotate

rotated through 7 0

in less th an 1 nsec that there was a significant reaction torque from
the ripple which acted t o speed th e fallback of

M0 upon

termination of

the field, but if the time of rotation were much longer than 1 nsec then
the effect was insignificant .
Depending upon the magnitude of the applied field, the relaxation
time of the ripple could be either shorter or longer than the switching

-62time of

Mo .

In most experimental situations the risetime of the magne-

tic field is not sufficiently fast that the applied field appears as a
true step function.

The risetime of the pulse magnetic field in the

apparatus used in this study is 10 nsec, long compared to switching
times by coherent rotation and compared to ripple relaxation times.

The

pulse field is not a step function th en, but a slowly rising field and
it can be assumed that the magnetization remains in quasi-static equilibrium with the field as it rises.

In order for such a quasi-static anal-

ysis to be made it is necessary that the rotation of the magnetization
be critically or nearly critically damped.
The condition for critical damping may be derived from (2.28a,b).
Harte (1964) calculated the condition for critical damping to be that
ad obtain the value

(3 .4)

where hf(a ) is the value which h(a ) obtains when the magnetization comes
to rest.

Critical or over-damping can therefore be expected during a

slowly rising magnetic field so long as

h (a )

(3. 5)

which for a typical permalloy film with a d ~ .01, Ms ~ 800 emu and Hk
~

3 oe gives h(a )

~

0.1.

This implies that although critical damping

may not be achieved early in the risetime of the pulse field (with h
h(a) = 1), as the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold is approach e d, critical

0,

-63damping is obtained because right at the
h(a)

=

0.

Stoner-~vohlfarth

threshold,

Hence, during a 10 nsec risetime pulse field, quasi-static

equilibrium is expected to be approximately achieved for fields roughly
equal to the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold .

For reversal times long com-

pared to the 10 nsec risetime then, the initial condition of the magnetizati on should not be important in determining the reversal process.
The fast ripple relaxation time has been independently verified
using the Kerr magneto - optic camera.
in Fig. 3-4a.

Consider the pulse sequence

sho~n

Film 81-10-4, reset with a longitudinal field equal to

15 oe (;:::: 2 Hk), initially is subjected to a steady transverse bias field
equal to 2.75 oe (0.358 Hk).

From equation (2.7) ~ , the angl~ which
0

makes with the easy axis, can be calculated to be 21°.
time pulse longitudinal field of 2.8

M0

A 10 nsec rise-

oe (0. 364 Hk) is then applied to

the thin film, and photographs are taken during the flux reversal pro cess both at 75 and 200 nsec after application of the pulse field.
film is th en sub j ected to the pulse sequence in Fig. 3-4b.

The

It is ini-

tially reset as before in the presence of a 2.75 oe (0.358 Hk) transverse field.

An additional longitudinal field equal to 6.0 oe (0.78 Hk)

....

is applied in th e reset direction so that the initial angle of M

0

only ~ ~ 12°.
0

A 10 nsec risetime pulse field equal to 8.8

is

oe

(1.144 Hk) is then app lied and photographs are taken at the same times
as during the previous reversal.

Note that the total field applied to

the film is the same whichever pulse sequence is used, but that the initial condition is very different for each pulse sequence.

Figures

3-5a,b show photographs of film 81-10-4 obtained with such pulse sequences.

The pictures are essentially identical even though the initial
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r ever sal process .
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F ig . 3- 5· ( a ) Photographs taken 75 and 200 nsec after application
o f a 2.8 oe longitudinal pulse field directed downward to film
8 1-10-4 i n the presence of a 2. 75 oe tra11.sverse qias fie l d . (b ) Pho tographs taken 75 and 200 nsec after application of an 8.8 oe l ongitudinal pul se f i eld to film 81-10 - 4 in the presence of a 2 .75 oe
transverse bias field and a 6.0 oe l ongitudinal bias field in the
r eset direction .
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direction of the magne tizati on was different by 9 •

This shows that the

initial ripple must not have a significant effect on the observed reversal process.

Therefore, it must be concluded that ripple relaxation

is fast compared to the magnetization rotation during the 10 nsec risetime of the pulse field.
It is possible to demonstrate with another experiment that the magnetization rotates coherently prior to the formation of the stripes.
Figure 3-6 shows the pulse sequence used for this experiment.

First a

steady transverse bias field of 5 . 75 oe (0.746 Hk) was applied to film
81-10-4 .

A reset field of 15 oe (~ 2 Hk) was then applied in addition

to a longitudinal bias field in the reset direcQon of 6.0 oe (0.78 Hk).
Figure 3-7 is a series of photographs taken during the flux reversal
process using a longitudinal pulse field of 6.9 oe (0.896 Hk).

The -30

nsec photograph shows the film with the reset field removed and with its
magnetization at equilibrium at an angle

of 23° to the easy axis.

The

shutter for the zero nanosecond photograph is open during the entire 10
nsec risetime of the field, so that the darkness of this photograph is
representative of
the risetime.
photograph.

th~

average of the direction of magnetization during

The 0 nsec photograph is clearly darker than the -30 nsec
Furthermore, the photograph is uniformly darker, indicating

that the magnetization is rotating coherently during the risetime of the
pulse field.

The photograph taken at 25 nsec is darker than the 0 nsec

photograph and also shows structure in the magnetization configuration
just beginning to appear.

By 50 nsec the structure is clearly evident.

There are faint stripes which are oriented at 75° to the hard axis
throughout the center section of the film which is light e r than the
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The pulse sequence used t o obtai n the ser ies of
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Fi g o 3-7 o
Film 81-10-4 in the process of flux reversal afte.r
the application of a 6·9 oe longitudinal pulse field directed downward with a transverse bias fie l d of 5 ·75 oe directed to the left
and a longitudinal bias field of 6.0 o e directed upv1ardo Time in
nanoseconds relative to initial application of pulse field i s
indicated o

-69sides.

This area is roughly the same darkness as the 0 nsec photograph

indicating that, at least within this area, the magnetization has not
rotated significantly beyond that rotation which occurred during the
risetime of the pulse field.
film continuing to reverse.

The pictures at 100 and 200 nsec show the
This series of photographs was repeated

many times in order to be certain that the laser intensity was constant
throughout the series.
The interpretation of this s·eries is that during the 10 nsec· risetime of the pulse field, the magnetization rotates coherent·ly with the
ripple in equilibrium with it.

After the field exceeds the Stoner-

Wohlfarth threshold and the mean magnetization has rotated to 75

0

(per-

pendicular to the stripes) the ripple grows in amplitude forming the
striped pattern.

After the stripes first appear the reversal process

is slowed considerably.

Whereas the magnetization rotated from 23° to

75° during the risetime of the pulse field, the contrast indicates that
at least within the central portion of the film the rotation to the
final equilibrium angle of 140° is not complete in even 200 nsec.

The

reason that the edges of the film switch more quickly is thought to be
due to macroscopic anisotropy dispersion (either angular or amplitude
dispersion) which lowers the threshold for reversal in these areas .

It

should be pointed out that the conjecture that the magnetization rotates
coherently at first and then breaks up into domains is in agreement with
the early work done by Humphrey (1958) and Sakurai Jll. ll·
coherent rotation.

(1966) on non-

They based their conclusions on the shape of the

longitudinal and transverse switching signals induced in inductive pickup loops about the film.

-70It is clear then, that ripple relaxation occurring in times of the
order of 1 nsec is observed and that slow relaxation models are not
appropriate.

The initial condition of th e magnetization does not signi-

ficantly affect the r eversa l process.

Furthermore, the magnetization in

a film rotat es coher en tly during th e risetime of the pulse field (when
this risetime is several nanoseconds) until some instability occurs to
prevent further coherent rotation.
3.2.3

The Fast Relaxation Model of Harte .

fast relaxation model for flux reversal.

Harte (1967) proposed a

It is based on Hoffmann's

(1966) proposed blocking threshold which was briefly discussed in Chapter 2 and assumes that the ripple is able to relax rapidly with the mean
magnetization until blocking occurs.

At that instant he assumes the

ripple can no longer relax >.;rith the mean magnetization.

Blocking was

visualized as producing fairly sharp discontinuities or low angle
''walls 11 in the ripple in regi ons where cp

=

0; hence, any reorientation

of the ripple must involve the rearrangement of these walls.

Since do-

main wall motion is a sequential process and relatively slow, it is easy
to imagine that the presence of the ''walls 11 would slow the ripple relaxation.
This fast relaxation model fails to explain the experimentally observed stripes •.

The stripes cannot be the blocked ripple as the angles

which the stripes make with the easy axis do not correspond to that . expected if the stripes formed as soon as blocking occurred, assuming, of
cours e, th at the direction of the mean magnetization at blocking is perpendicular to the stripes.

In several films, the angle of the stripes

was investigated as a function of transverse field with longitudina l

-71pulse fields just sufficient to exceed the
and cause the stripes.

Stoner-~-lohlfarth

tareshold

In all cases the angle of the stripes indicated

that when th e s tr ipes formed th e magnetization had already rotated past
qsW' the angle of the magnetization as predicted by the Stoner-Wohlfarth
model for a threshold field.

Since the blocking curve lies inside the

Stoner - Woh lfarth threshold, the stripes could not have formed when the
ripple blocked.
An example of the photographs from which the angles were measured
is shown in Fig. 3-8.

In the figure film 81-4 -6 is seen in the process

of flux reversal with a 1.5 oe transverse bias field directed to the
right and a 1.1 oe longitudinal pulse field directed downward .

The

striped pattern in this figure illustrates that the angle at which the
stripes form is strongly field dependent.

Not only are the stripes at a

very different angle than those in Fig . 3-1, but because the transverse

--

field is in the opposite direction, the stripes lie in a different quadrant from those in Fig. 3-1.

It is readily seen from the 150 and 200

nsec photographs in Fig. 3-8 th a t the angle which the stripes make can
be measured accurately.

In this case, it was determined that the

stripes make·an angle of about 60° with the hard axis (horizontal in the
0

photographs) of the film while qsW ~ 48 •

In making this measurement,

it is necessary t o ta ke into account the fact that the camera is oriented at 60° to the normal of the film resulting in a 2:1 correction of
distances measured in th e vertical direction.

The angle which the

stripes makes with th e hard axis, ~t ' is consistently greater than qsW'
as can be seen in Fig. 3-9 showing data on thre e different films.

These

data are plotted as a function of the normalized transverse bias field,
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Fig . 3-8.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with a 1.5
oe transverse bias field directed to the right and a 1.1 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.
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The longitudinal pulse field was, in each case, just suffi-

cient to exceed the Stoner -Wohlfarth threshold.

Also shown in the plot
Clearly ~!>

is qsW as a function of transverse bias field.

qsW in all

cases.
Other characteristics of blocked ripple as predicted by Harte's
(1967) model are inconsistent with the concept that the stripes are
blocked ripple.

The calculation predicts that each component of ripple

will oscillate as

M0

rotates away from

k,

the wavevector of the ripple.

For the width of stripes observed· in the Kerr photographs (50-100' J.l),
the oscillation would occur at a frequency of roughly 10

9

c·ps or at a

rate which is more than an order of magnitude faster than the camera
could resolve.

Hence, the camera should not be able to resolve the

blocked ripple in Harte's (1967) theory.

Furthermore, as may be ob-

served in Fig . 3-8, the stripes maintain the same phase relationship
(dark stripes remain dark and light stripes remain light) over times
longer than 100 nsec.
even 10

6

cps.

Therefore, they certainly are not oscillating at

In addition, the blocked ripple in Harte's (1967) model

should decrease in amplitude as time proceeds rather than becoming very
large in amplitude as it does in Fig. 3-8.

The contrast between stripes

in Fig. 3-8 suggests that the observed amplitude is at least 20° instead
of the 2° theoretically predicted.
It was thought that the possibility that an additional field might

= h(a)

add into the expression heff\
~=0

+ hd 2

l

from which the
~=0

blocking threshold was calculated should be explored.

This field would

shift the blocking threshold and if it were sufficiently large could
even make blocking occur after q~n.,r·

The field hu

3

can be dismissed

-75because, depending on

~

0

, it may be either positive or negative and

hence would tend to shift the blocking differently for different applied
fi elus .

Furthermore, it is to o small by an order of magnitude to ex-

plain the observed shift.

The local anisotropy field hk3 on the other

hand can and probably does shift the blocking curve, however, by roughly
an order of magnitude too little to account for the observed shift.

The

fields hu2 and hk2 can be dismissed because they are local fields and
have no average values ~
u2

=

0

= ~).
k2

In summary it can ·be seen that neither Harte's slow (1964) nor fast
(1967) model is adequate to explain the observed stripes which form during the non-coherent rotation process .

This is not meant to imply that

blocking has no effect on the reversal process nor that Harte 's models
do not have a region of applic a tion.

In fact it will be shown later
+

that ripple reaction torques do slow the rate at which M rotates before
0

th e stripes form.

Furthermore, it is expected that with sufficiently

large amplitude pulse fields of very fast risetime that Harte ' s approximation of a slow ripple relaxation time will be valid.
3.2.4

The Fast Relaxation Model of Stein.

Stein (196Sa, 196Sb,

1966) also proposed a model for non-coherent rotation in which the longitudinal ripple should increase in amplitude a t or immediately after
the minimum in the torque curve.

If the ripple grew sufficiently large,

it would appear as a striped configuration when observed with the Kerr
effect.

In his model he assumed th at th e ripple initially relaxed with

-+

M , the mean magnetization; h ence , it is a fast relaxation model as is
0

required by the

exp~mental

evid e nce.

To understand why the ripple was

expected to grow in amplitude shortly after the minimum in the torque

-76consider the curve plotted in Fig. 3-10.
at

~
0

cp

± · cp, then while 0 < cp

If the mean magnetization is

and th e re are local magnetization components from the ripple at

< cp

(where cp
is the angle at which the
0 .
min
m1.n
torque is a minimum), there is more t orque on the magnetization at rn
't'o -w
,
0

than on

....

M .
o

0

0

and there is less torque on th e magnetization at ~ +cp than on

M0

0

The uniform torque acts, th en, to suppress the ripple by accelerat-

ing the magnetization which trails
netization which leads

M·

Mo more

than it accelerates the mag-

On the other hand, if the pulse field is

0

sufficient to exceed the Stoner-Wbhlfarth t ·hresho"ld, then the torque
curve does not go to zero until the magnetization has reversed, so that

M0

will rotate to and beyond cp

. For cp at or slightly past cp . ,
0
.
0
m1.n
m1.n
there is more torque on the magnetization at ~ +cp than on M while there
0

0

0

is less torque on the magnetization at cp - cp than on
0

M0 .

Therefore, now

the uniform torque tends to increase the ripple amplitude by accelerating the magnetization which le ads the mean magnetizat i on by more than it
accelerate s the magnetization which tr ai ls the mean magnetization.
Stein therefore suggested that the ripple would grow large in amplitude
when

reached

forming a striped magnetization configuration
't'o .
m1.n
which would slow the reversa l process.
Now cp
may be calculated by
0 .
m1.n
setting 0 T/ocp =0, and this simply yields the result
rn

't'o

rn

0

h (a) = h cos (a - cp

0

.

m1.n

) + cos 2 cp

0

(3 .6)

0 .
.

m1.n

The prediction that a large amplitude ripple would appear when
rn

't'o

=

rn

't'o .
m1.n

was checked by replotting the data of Fig. 3-9 in Figs. 3-lla,

b,c which show h cos(a- cp!) as a function of (-cos 2 cp!).

The experi-

menta l data are shotvn by error bars representative of th e experimentally
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Fig. 3-11. (a) A plot of h cos(a - ~i) against (-cos 2~! ) for
film 81-4-6. Bars represent range of values observed.
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Fig. 3-11. (c) A plot of h co s (a - ~l) agai nst (-cos ~l) f or
film 84- 8-7. Bars r epre sent r ange of va l ues observed .

-81observed spread in ~z ·

Typically this is about ± 5° and is attributed

largely to macroscopic anisotropy dispersion and edge effects.

Stein's

predicted result (3.6) would be a straight line of unit slope thr ough
the origin.

It is clear that the data f orms a straight line of unit

slope, but it is shifted by various amounts from the origin for the
three different films.

c~rves of the f orm

The experimental data fit

h(a )

(3. 7)

-h

t

where ht is a constant positive parameter characteristic of each film.
Hence, the experimental results are similar to what Stein suggests, but
an explanation for the shift by ht must be found.
3.2.5

Magnetizati on Loc ki ng .

A theoreti cal framework which

attempts to provide an explanation for the observed striped configuration can now be presented.

It is proposed that a local instability in

the ripple occurs to produce the stripes.

This instability is caused by

a non-linear local effective field arising from applied fields and uniaxial anisotropy.

This local effective field grows sufficiently nega-

tive to overcome th e non-linear rnagnetostatic field, hd' in r egions
where

~>

Q.

At this time the magnetization in regions

where

~ >

0 will

switch, producing magnetostatic fields that prevent the regions where
~

< 0 from reversing and thereby locking a striped domain pattern into

the film.

A quasi-static analysis based on the theory derived for free

ripple in Chapter 2 can be justified with low applied fields.

The

effects of blocking can be included later by the addition of reaction
torque terms.

For the films inves tiga ted, the addi ti onal terms are

-82minor in significance and in any case are not necessary for an under standing of how the stripes form .

Under conditions in which this ana-

lysis is valid, th e model accurately predicts the experimentally ob served angular dependence of the stripes on applied field except when
fi elds are applied very near t o th e Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold (Fig . 2-2)
in t he region of high transverse field.
The effective field responsible for th e locking is hu2 (see (2 . 4lc)),
the non-linear field which arises from th e uniax ial anisotropy and ap plied field.

This field is effectively a correction to h(a ), the l inear

effective field arising from th e same source .

To obtain aq intuitive

fe eling for the meaning of hu2' consider Fig . 3 -12 which shows, for comparison, the uniform t orque fr om applied fields and uniaxial anisotropy,
T; the linear uniform field, h(a ); and th e non-linear uniform field, hu2
plotted as functions of ~ , for h
0

=

0 . 6 and a = 170° .

In a Taylor

series expansion of th e uniform t orque about an equilibrium position, it
is seen that T is contained in the zero ord er te:cm, h(a:) in the first
order term, and h uZ in the second order term:

Tu /Ms Hk

h sin(O:-~ ) 0

i

sin2 CP.

0

+ cp[ -h cos (a - rn
) - cos2 CP. J
Yo
o
(3. 8a)

+ •.•
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-84(3. 8b)
With the mean magnetization at ~

0

~ 16.5°, which corresponds to static

equilibrium (T=O), it is seen that - qh(a) is the linear restoring
torque from applied fields and uniaxial anisotropy seen by magnetization
at an angle cp +~ .
o

So long as

~

is not very large, h (a ) > 0 and the re-

sultant torque, -qh(a ), tends to restore the magnetization to equilibrium.
-(~

2
The second order torque is - ~ /2 [h sin(a- ~ ) -2 sin 2 ~
0

J

or

So long as ~ is small, this torque is positive regardless

/2)hu •
2

of whether

0

~

is greater than or less than zero .

order torque restores magnetization where
magnetization away from equilibrium for

~

netizati on near static equilibrium (T=O),

~

Hence, this second

< 0, but tends to push the

> 0.

Of course, for the mag-

~ is

small and the first order

torque is much greater than the second order torque.

Therefore, the

total torque is a restoring torque.
When the field is increased beyond the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold,
the uniform torque does not become negative until the magnetization in
the film has reversed.

In this case, T, h (a ), and hu /~ depend on ~
2
0

as shown in Fig. 3-13.

These curves were drawn for h=0.70,

a

If for example th e mean magnetization is during an instant of time at

~

0

=

40°, the first order torque, -~(a), is positive for ~ > 0 and

negative for

~

< 0.

Hence, the first order torque causes the ripple to

grow.

However, the mean demagnetizing field, hd, acts to suppress the
_ _-1/4 ripple amplitude and since hd cc (heff)
, hd' always cancels the effect of h(a) so that no instability of the mean magnetization can occur.
A local instability can occur, however, and the second order uniform

2

.

torque, -(~ /2)[h S1n(a - ~ )- 2 sin2 ~ ]is the cause of i t .
o
0

This non-
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Plots o f T 1 h(a), and h~~ as functions of ~
0
for h = Oo 7 and a = 170°.
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linear torque in the vicinity of
~ is

positive or negative.

trailing

M0 to

0

= 40 0

is large and positive whether

Th e refore, it causes the magnetization

catch up, but it causes the magnetization leading

increase its angle.

M0 to

This may also easily be seen from the expression

for hu2:

~[h sin(a- ~ ) - 2 sin2 ~
0

0

0.7, a = 170°, ~

0

which shows that at h

Of course, because hu2 is proportional to
~

locally in regions where

J ,

(2 .4lc)

= 40° that
~'

for ~> 0, hu 2 < 0.

it averages to zero, but

> 0 it may cause heff to go to zero, allowing

the magnetization in these regions to switch.
In calculating when huz becomes sufficiently negative that heff
for ~>

0

0, the fields hu , hk2' and hk3 are all negligible in comparison
3

to hd and huZ'

Then, for locking,

heff (~ > O)

h (a ) + hd + hu2 ( ~ > O)

For hd' its average value, hd' is used, and
value,

=

{r,

is used.

o.

for ~

(3. 9)

in huZ' its r.m.s.

Then, since hd >> hu ' hk , at locking,
3
3

h eff ~ h (a ) + hd ~ -huz (~ > 0).

(3. 10)

Because hd >> huz( ~ > 0), at locking,

--- =

h(a ) ~ -hd(heff

-hu 2 ( ~ > O))

-h

i

(3.11)
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where cp (at locking)

11

cp.R, .

20

-11
S
_[_ _ _ ___;:;_ _ _ _ _ 2 '

(3 .12)

-h sin(a:- cp.R,)+2 sin2 cp..e] u
Hence, the condition for loc king is

0

h (a:) = -h .R,

•

Although h.R, is not totally independent of h, a:, and cp.R,' for the experimentally observed case, with ·fiel2s near th e ·Stoner-Wohlfartlr
threshold , [-h sin(a:- cp.R,) + 2 sin2 cp.R, ]

11

~

1±0.25.

Hence, h .i is nearly

constant and as was a lready pointed out, the data shown in Fig. 3-lla-c
approximately fit such a relation.

In Fig. 3-14a-c the data of Fig.

3-lla-c are plotted again, but this time including th e fact that h.R, is
weakly dependent on h, a:, and cp..e ·

The experimental data fit th e model

very well with the exception of data taken with Hy p 0.7 Hk which shows
a deviation from the straight line.

At l ow to moderate transverse

fields, the slope of the data agrees with the predicted slope of one to
better than 10%.
The value of S from equation (3.12) can be calculat ed using h.R,
from the data (0.3 for 8 1-4 -6, 0.2 for 81- 10-4, and 0.4 for 84-8-7),
and using A
Table 2-I.
em

-2

10-

6

erg cm-l and th e values of M, d, andK

The values S

s

=

6.1 x 10

-3

, 9 . 6 x 10

-3

u

listed in

, and 9.1 x 10

-3

erg

were obtained for films 81-4-6, 81-10-4, and 84-8-7, respectively.

If a numerical correction of 2.9 is applied to the values in order that
they may be made consistent with Hoffmann's th eory, they are typical of
values found by Kempter

(1969) in films of similar composition and eva-

poration conditions, although no direct comparison with values
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Fi g o 3-14 ( a ) A plot showing how the data fit the rel ation
h( a ) = hi f or film 81-4-6. Bars r epresent range of val ues obser~ed .
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Fig. 3-14 (b) A plot showing how the data fit the relation
h(a) = hi for film 81-10-4. Bars represent the range of values
observed.
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Fi g . 3-14 ( c) A plot showing how the data fit the relation
h ( a ) = hl for film 84-8-7. Bars represent r ange of values observed.

-91determined by other methods, e.g ., by susceptibility measurements as
Kempter

(1969) has done, has been made.

At high transverse fields the
_2..

observed c:p.t tends to constant values such that [-h sin(a-cp.2. )+2sinZ:p .2. J
~.2. )

(-cos

: 0.8 .

11

This behavior is not predicted by the locking model.

The data in the high transverse field region suggest that the explanation for the unpredicted behavior may be that ripple relaxation stops at
some angle cpi

As was seen in Fig. 3-9 which showed cpi plotted as a
max
function of h with h sufficient to reach the Stoner-Wohlfarth t~reshy

X

old, c:p .2. tends to a constant value when Hy

>

0. 7 Hk.

If ripple relaxa-.

-+

tion does stop, then as M continues to rotate h(a) will decrease and
0

because the ripple is in a blocked state (h(a )

<

h ) domain splitting
a

like that predicted by Hoffmann (1964a) and discussed briefly in Section
2.4 should occur.

This domain splitting would also appear as a striped

configuration.

An alternative method of obtaining a transve r se component of applied
field is simply to apply a pulse field at an angle to the easy axis .
All of the data plotted in Fig . 3-14a-c were obtained by applying an
easy axis pulse field to a film which had a static hard axis bias field
applied.

In order to show that either method led to the same results,

the data in Fig. 3-15 were obtained by varying the direction of the pulse
field.

It can be seen that the data indicate

hi= 0 . 3 for film 81-4-6

as did the data obtained using static transverse bias fields and longitudinal pulse fields.
Basically, the blocked ripple and the fact that the magnetization
is rotating so that ripple relaxation must occur have some of the same
possible effects.

Because of the blocking and the finite ripple
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Fig. 3-15.
A plot showing how the data fit the r e lat ion h(a) =hi
for film 81- 4 - 6 when the p ulse field is applied a t various angles
to the easy aXis of the film.
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.... <

relaxation time) it can be expected that

ci>

k

cp , where q>

k

0

of the wavevector for the mean ripple components.

is the angle

Therefore, the ripple

--.
is expected to exert a reaction t orque, via magnetostatic fields, on M .
0

To discover whether the angle

~

=

cp

-

ci>....

0

is large enough to produce a

k

significant reaction torque, comparisons will be made between the time
for the magnetization to rotate and the speed of ripple relaxation.

For

the former a solution to (2.28a,~ valid for an anisotropic film is
need ed.

Combining (2 .2 8a) with (2 .28b):

1-h+O:~~
'+'o

d

p

(3 .13)

o

Now, over small intervals of time such that cp (T) - cp (T ) << 1,
0
0
1
T(cp (T)) may be approximated by the value T(cp (T )).
0
0 1

Making such a sub-

stitution, a solution is obtained:

cp (t)
E)

(3 .14)

+

Although it is not difficult to obtain a computer solution for cp (t),
0

equation (3.14) can be used to obtain quite accurate values for cp (t) if
0

a number of consecutive short time intervals are used.
It was pointed out in Section 3.2.2 th at since the risetime of the
pulse field is 10 nsec, up until the time at which the Stoner-Wohlfarth
threshold is reached, the mean magnetization should maintain quasistatic equilibrium with the rising field because times for coherent

-94rotation of the magnetization are short compared to 10 nsec.

By using

(3.14) repeatedly with 0.2 nsec time intervals and assuming for example
a step function pulse field of 0.7 Hk applied at 170° (for which Tis
plotted in Fig. 3-13), it is found that the time required for rotation
0 to cp = co.... = 29
o
T~w

from cp

0

0

.
l.S

....

about 2 nsec, indicating that indeed M
o

should be in quasi-static equilibrium with the 10 nsec riset ime pulse
field.
of

Mo

Furthermore, the ripple must be able to follow the 29° rotation
in 10 ns ec as Hoper (1968) found that the ripple was able to fol-

....

low M

rotating at 7

0

both

M and

0

per nanosecond.

Therefore, the assumption that

the ripple maintain quasi-static equilibrium with the field

0

up until the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold is reached is certainly valid.
However, as the mean magnetization rotates past the torque minimum of
the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold, it begins to rotate more quickly because
of the increasing torque.

In film 81 -4-6, locking occurs at h(a )

which, as may be seen from Fig. 3 -13, is obtained at cp

0

~

0

40 .

~

- 0 .3

By using

equation (3 .14) repeatedly as before with (0 .2 nsec) intervals and assuming ad

~

• 01, it is found that at cp

0

0

tating at a rate of roughly 14 /nsec.

= 40° J

Hence, the assumption that the

ripple maintains quasi-static equilibrium with
fied, though it might be guessed that

the magnetization is ro-

n is

M is
0

not really justi~

only a few degrees.

action torque from the ripple will slow the rotation of

There-

Mo thereby

im-

proving the assumption of quasi-static equilibrium.

-

M ,
o

To calculate th e static reaction torque exerted by the ripple on
lying at angle cp

0

to th e easy axis, th e ripple configuration was as-

sumed to be that obtained when ripple came to equilibrium with
gle cp - i\·
0

For

n small,

Mo at

this should be a reasonable approximation.

anThe

-95calculation is done in Appendix A in detail.

The resultant reaction

-+

torque, T , is given by
r

-+

T

(A. 9)

r

To have the reaction torque a function of sin

2~

is intuitively satisfy-

ing because it implies that the torque changes sign when
. c h anges
t h at ~t

.
s~gn

at n

=

n

does and also

90° as ~s
. expecte d .

The reaction torque, T , should be compared with . the uniform drivr
ing torque, T.
h

i

: h

I

d at 1 oc

At locking, hd
k.

~ng

.

=

0.3 for film 81-4-6, as

Then assuming n << 1, T

3-13 and the fact that hi

=

r

: -0.3 n MsHk.

From Fig.

0.30, it is observed that T = 0.045 MsHk when

locking occurs and a field of 0.7 Hk is applied at 170° to the easy axis.
Now by substituting T

+ Tr

forT in equation (3.14), ~

o

can be calculated

as a function of time with the effects of the reaction torque included.
It is found that if T + Tr : 0.02 MsHk' the magnetization rotates at approximately 7°/nsec.

This requires n :

.07 rad or 4°.

Thus, for fields

only slightly in excess of the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold the ripple is
expected to lag

M by.less
0

than 4°, indicating the assumption that the

ripple is able to maintain quasi-static equilibrium with

M0

is quite

good.
Another experimentally measurable quantity is the stripe width or
alternatively the wavelength of the stripes.

The photographs of Fig'.

3-16a clearly show the locked ripple as it forms in film 81-4-6.

Note

the very short wavelength stripes which are forming as time proceeds.
In Fig. 3-16b the area within the rectangle in the 200 nsec photograph

-96-

Fig. 3-16 . ( a) Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with
a 1.75 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 0.88 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed do~~ward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.
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....._....:....,__~I§
100 !J.
Fig. 3-16. (b)
o f Fig. 3-16a.

The rectangular section of the 200 nsec photograph

-98of Fig. 3-16a is shown magnified.
direction corresponds to 100

~

In Fig. 3-16b, 1 em in the horizontal

on the magnetic film, while 1 em in the

vertical direction corresponds to 200

~

with wavelengths in the 50

range are easily discernible,

though the limited 10

~

~

to 100

~

on the magnetic film.

Stripes

resolution of the photographic film is seen to

be affecting the visibility of the shorter wavelengths.
In contrast to the locked ripple, the wavelength of the most intense ripple in the electron micrograph of Fig. 2-8 was in the 1 V to 2
range.

Hence, there is considerable difference in wavelength between

the locked ripple observed with the Kerr magneto-optic camera and the
free ripple with no field applied observed with the electron microscope.

As was pointed out in Chapte r 2, Fuller and Hale (1960) showed that the
magnitude of the change in intensi ty of the electron beam of an electron
microscope due to the -+th
k
component of ripple is proportional to k I~-+1
k

hence, the wavelength of the most intense periodic structure seen with
an electron microscope is that which makes kl~-+1 a maximum
k

(2.38)

At locking in film 81-4-6, heff may be calculated using the parameters
given in Table 2-1 and the value S
3-14a.
gives

=

6.1 x 10-3 determined from ' Fig.

From equation (3.10) is obtained h

A : 10

~

•

I

eff at locking

:

0.039, which

On the other hand, the magnitude of the change in in-

tensity of the light beam in the Kerr magneto-optic camera due to the

~

-99 -

->th
k
component of ripple, is proportional only to ~ ~-~; consequently,
k

the components of rippl e most easily seen in the photographs ob tained
with the Kerr magneto-optic camera are th ose with the largest amplitude.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the Fourier ripple spectrum consisted of
components given by

(2.34).

It is seen that, since f

is constant in

lk
the region of interest (Harte

(1964)), there actually is a broad spec-

trum of ripple components which are not attenuated by exchange or transverse magnetostatic fields.

In particular note that there is no long

wavelength (k - O) attenuation from either the exchange or transverse
magnetostatic fields.

Therefore, long wavelength components of ripple

with large amplitudes do exist in the free ripple spectrum before locking occurs .

Of course, the density of long e r wavelength components is

less than that of the shorter wavelength components because the density
is proportional t o k, but this does not alter the fact that such long
wavelength components do exist .

Since the transvers e magnetostatic

fields which arise when the locking occurs are proportional t o k, (for
kd
-n << l),
~

it is to be expected that only components of ripple with

longer wavelengths will be able to obtain large amplitudes.

Therefore,

it is the longer wavelength components which one should expect to see
with the Kerr magneto-optic camera .
In this section an explanation for the observed stripe f .ormation
process was given.

It was suggested that the cause of the stripes

~as

an instability in the ripple which occurred when the non-linear uniform
field hu2 grew sufficiently large and negative in regions where ~ > 0 to
overcome the average effective field heff in that region.

When this

occurred , it was expected that the magnetization in regions where

~

> 0

-100would switch and that the magnetization in regions
not.

where ~ <

Thus, stripes would form in the magnetization.

0 would

Quantitative

agreement between the theory and the experimental data was good , with
the exception of data obtained with high transverse fields .

Finally,

the wavelength of the observed stripes was discussed, but no quantitative test of the theory could be made.
3.2.6

Flux Reversal after Locking.

When locking occurs, locked

ripple in the form of stripes grows in amplitude and without changing
its orientation as seen in the photographs in Figs. 3-1, 3-8, and 3-16.
For the applied fields used, reversal would be expected to take place
in a few nanoseconds on the basis of equations (2.28a,b); however, it
is clear that it takes much longer.

There must be some torque caused
-+

by the locked ripple acting to slow the rotation of M .
0

free or blocked ripple with

~k

< ~

Just as the

0 was expected to exert a reaction

-+

torque on M , we expect that the locked ripple does also .

However,

0

since a model valid for large
torque cannot be calculated.

~

2

is not available, the total reaction

If the reaction torque from the locked
-+

ripple is actually sufficient to prevent the rotation of M , then a
0

-+

rearrangement of the ripple must take place before M can rotate.

In

0

Fig. 3-1 this rearrangment involved the nucleation of many small regions of partially reversed magnetization.
Nucleation of partially reversed regions can also be seen in Fig.
3-17 a,b,c where film 81-4-6 is reversing with only a 0.1 oe transverse bias field.

In this case the angle of the stripes which form

between 10 and 75 nsec indicates that ~ t : 25°.

From 100 nsec on, nu-

cleated regions appear throughout the striped area of the film.

At
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-30

-10

25

50

Fig. 3-17. (a) The film 81- 4- 6 in the process of flux reversal with
a 0.1 oe transverse bias f i eld directed to the left and a 4.1 oe
longitudinal pulse f i e l d directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is i ndicated.
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Fig . 3-17. (b) Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux r eversal with a
0.1 oe transver se bias fie l d directed to the l eft and a 4 .1 oe
longi tudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
relative to i nitial application of pulse field is i ndicated.
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Figo 3- l 7o ( c ) Film 81- 4-6 in the process of flux reversal with
a Ool oe transverse bias field directed to the l eft and a 4ol oe
l ongitudinal pulse field directed downwardo Time in nanoseconds
r e l ati ve to initial application of pulse fie l d is indicatedo
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25 nsec, the stripes with~t: 25° are visible.

There is a gradual

darkening of the stripes until at 100 nsec nucleation begins to occur
and as a result the stripes are obscured somewhat.

The contrast of the

nucleated regions indicates that the magnetiza tion within them has not
yet reversed, but rather tha t it has just begun to rotate.

By 125 nsec,

many nucleated regions have totally reversed as indicated by their sharp
contrast.

The poor depth of focus obscures some of the nucleated re-

gions, but the regions within the in-focus area are quite clearly seen.
The section of the 125 .nsec photograph in the square is shown greatly
magnified in Fig. 3-18.

The nucleated regions are on the ayerage elon-

gated along the easy axis although the compression of the vertical scale
by a factor of two caused by the 60° angle at which the camera is oriented relative to the film plane must be considered .

Qualitatively, this

elongated shape is to be expected because of the demagnetizing fields in
the revers ed region.

It is seen from the pho tograph of Fig. 3-18 tha t

the nucleated regions have very comp lex shapes and do not form a simple
pattern.
When the applied fields produce somewhat more torque on
Figs. 3-1 and 3-17, the nucleation processes do not occur.
~

stripes just slowly disappear as M reverses its direc tion.
0

M than
0

in

Rather, the
This is seen

quite clearly in the photographs of Fig. 3-19, where film 81-4-6 is seen
reversing with a 1.0 oe transverse bias field and a 1.65 oe longitudinal
pulse field.

At 25 nsec stripes have already begun to appear, hence,

the magnetization is locked.

By 75 nsec, the stripes have increased in

contrast and are visible in a large region of the film.

After 75 n sec ,

the entire striped region continues to become darker indicating that

M
0

Fig.

3-18.

Section of the 125 nsec photograph in Fig.

3-17b highly magnified .

I

ll

Ii

I

b
\J1
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Fig. 3-19. (a) Film 81- 4 - 6 in the process of flux reversal with.
a 1.0 oe transverse bias f i eld directed to the left and a 1.65 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Tine i n nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.
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75

100

125

150

Fig. 3-19. ·(b) Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with
a 1.0 oe transverse bias field directed to the l eft and a 1.65 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
relative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.

. 175

200

· 250

300

Fig o 3-l9o (c) Film 81-4-6 i n the process of f lux r eversal with
a loO o e transverse bias field directed to the l eft and a lo65 oe
long itudinal pulse f i e l d directed downward o Time in nanoseconds
relative to initial application of pulse fie ld is i ndicated o

.350

' 1000

' 5000

Fig. 3-19. .(d) Fi lm 81- 4-6 in the process of flux reversal with
a 1.0 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 1.65 oe
longitudinal pulse field dire cted downward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial applicat ion of pulse field is indicated.

-nois continuing to rotate .

Nuc lea tion like that in Fig. 3-17 does not
By 200 nsec most of the

occur, rather the stripes slowly fade away.

stripes have vanished from the central portion of the film, and thereafter reversal is completed by slower propagational processes.
Qualitatively, it is reasonable that the stripes should decrease in
-+

amplitude after H

0

rotates sufficiently far past cpt.

We know that the

transverse magnetostatic fields grow as the stripes become transverse.
On the other hand, for sufficiently l a rge

to zero and changes sign.

-+

Hence, as M

0

cp

0

, h

u2

eventually decreases

rotates pas t cpt ' the magneto-

static fields grow and the non-linear field which originally caused the
instability in the ripple decreases.

At some point the net result will

be that the total effective field will act to suppress the amplitude of
the locked ripple, and, when this occurs, the stripes should fade aHay .
It is clear that the stripes vanish as their amp litude decreases rather
than by Stein 's (1965) proposed mechanism of wall motion.

He proposed

that after the stripes formed the reversal was completed b y the movement
of the "walls" between the light and dark stripes.

From Fig. 3-19, it

can be seen that many of the li ght stripes do not become narrow and eventually vanish as the wall motion concept would imply but rather that
they slm.;ly become darker and fade away .
To clearly show the effects of increasing the lon g itudinal pulse
field while maintaining constant transverse bias field, four series of
photographs were t aken of film 81-4-6 reversing by non-coherent rotation with H
y

= 0.25

oe and with different values of pulse field.

In

Fig. 3-20 the film is in the process of flux reversal with a 0.25 oe
transverse bias field and a 2. 80 oe l ongitudinal pulse field, \vhich are

Fig o 3-20o
Film 81-4-6 in the process of f l ux r eversal with a
Oo25 oe transverse bias fie l d directed to the l eft and a 2 o8 oe
longitudinal pul se fie l d directed downward o Time in nanoseconds
r e l ative to initial application of pu l se field i s i ndicated o

/

-112just sufficient to exceed the Stoner-lilohlfarth threshold and cause noncoherent rotation.

In the 50 nsec photograph the striped configuration

is just beginning to form near the upper edge of the film.

Any locked

ripple existing in the center of the film has not grmvn sufficiently in
amplitude to be seen.

By 100 nsec, the striped region has g rown, and

stripes are faintly visible in the central region of the film.

By 150

nsec the stripes in the center of the film have increased in contrast,
and the nucleation of partially reversed regions is occurring in the
earlier formed stripes near the upper edge .

At 200 nsec, the stripes

throughout the film are being obscured by nucl eation processes.

At 300

nsec, a few stripes are still visible , but most of the ma gnetiza tion in
the central region has now reversed by the nucleation processes.

By 500

nsec the reversed re gion has grown with the nucleation of more reversed
areas and the propagation of a jagged and diffuse boundary .

By 1000

nsec most of the nucleation processes are complete and t ne film is
switching as a jagged and diffuse boundary propagates toHard the extreme
right and left-hand edges of the magnetic film.

As time proceeds after

1000 nsec, the reversal is completed by the diffuse boundary propagation.
Figure 3-21 shows the same film is the process of flux reversal
with the same 0.25 oe transver se bias field but with the longi tudina l
pulse field increased to 2 .90 oe.

A very small change in the drive

field has produced a significant change in the reversal process.

In the

-+

25 nsec photograph M has already rotated through a large angle and the
0

striped configuration indicative of the locked ripple is evident.

Not

much change occurs between 25 and 50 nsec, indicative of the effect of
-+

the large reaction torque exerted by the locked ripple on M .
0

Even at

-30

100

25

1 25

50

roo

75

500

Figo 3-21.
Film 8i-4-6 in the process of flux r eversal with a
Oo 25 o e transverse bias f i e ld directed to the l eft and a 2 o9 oe
long itudinal pulse field directed downward o Time in nanoseconds
relative to initial appl ication of pulse fie l d is indicated o
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75 nsec large changes do not occur, though the stripes are beginning to
fade away in the center of the film.
+

disap"pear allowing N

0

By 100 nsec, most of the stripes

to rotate still further .

boundary has formed, and after 200 nsec, the

By 200 nsec a diffuse
boundary propaga tes toward

the extreme right and left-hand edges of the film .

This propagation is

very slow and although it is not shown in the photographs, flux reversal
is not actually completed for several microseconds .

It should be noted

that unlike the r eversal shown in Fig. 3-20 there was no significant nucleation in the reversal process shown in Fig. 3-21.

In general,·when

fields are applied that barely exceed the Stone r-Hohlfarth Threshold or
when there is zero or very small transverse bias fields , the nucleation
of parti ally reversed regions occurs .

However, with transverse fields

applied and pulse fields exceeding the Stoner-Wohlfarth Threshold by
more than 0.1 oe (in films with Hk : 3.5 oe) nucleation is not observed,
suggesting that the nucleation occurs only if the reaction torque fr om
the locked ripple overcomes the uniform torque from applied fields and
uniaxial anisotropy.

In Fig. 3-21 the nucleation did not take place,

presumably because the torque from applied fields was able to overcome
the locked ripple reaction torque.
In Fig. 3-22 film 81-4-6 is shown reversing wi th a still larger
pulse field of 3.0 oe.

The reversal process is similar to that in Fig.

3-21, although it occurs in a somewhat shorter time interval.

At 25

nsec the mean magnetization has rotated by a fairly large angle and the
stripes, indicative of the locking , are present.
+

stripes h ave vanished as N

o

By 50 nsec most of the

has rotated still further .

By 100 nsec dif-

fuse bounda ries have begun to form separating the reversed from the
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Fig. 3-22.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with a
0. 25 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 3.0 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
relative to initial application of pulse fie l d is indicated.

-116non-reversed regions.

After 100 nsec these diffuse boundaries propagate

toward the extreme ri gh t and lef t-ha nd edges of the film.

Again, al-

though it is not sho~vn in the figure, the propagation is very slow and
is not complete until several microseconds have passed .
In Fig. 3-23 the same film 81-4-6 is seen wi th a still higher pulse
field of 3.15 oe.

Unfortunately, the reversal process is now so fast

that the time resolution of the camera is a handicap.

The contrast in

~

the 5 nsec picture indicates that M in the center of the film has alo
ready rotated

0

by roughly 60 .

In the 25 nsec photographs a few stripes

are visible near the edges of the reversed region lying at the same
angle as tho se in Figs. 3-22, indicating that locking mus t still be occurring at least in a small portion of the film.

As usual, a diffuse

boundary forms to separate the reversed from n on-reversed regions
which then propagates to the extreme edge

of the film.

The series of photographs in Figs. 3-20 through 3-23, when considered together, exhibit two remarkable characteristics.

First, only

minor changes occur in the non-coherent rotation process, wi th locking
persisting to the fastest reversal that could be photographed and with
no large changes occurring in

~~ ·

Secondly, a small increase in pulse

field produced a large change in reversal time in the center of the film
(from about 300 nsec to less than 25 nsec).

One fundamental change in

the reversal process which did occur was the disappearance of nucleation
processes when higher fields were applied.
Inductive sense loops have been used to observe flux reversal for
some time, so it is instructive to relate the reversal processes 'observed here to the reversal curve plotted in Fig. 2-5.

The four open.
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Fi g o 3-23 o
Film Si-4-6 in the process of f l ux reversal with a
Oo 25 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 3ol5 oe
l ongitudinal pulse field directed downwardo Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicatedo

-118circles on the curve representing the data seen in Figs. 3-20 through
3-23 are indicated.

As pointed out in Chapter 2, thes e circles are not

data points but are placed to show where on the reversal curve the
photographed process occurs.

The photographs show that actually the

reversal takes much longer than the data from the

ind~ctive

sense . loop

apparatus indicates, which is because the inductive sense loop apparatus
does not have a sufficiently broad bandwidth to detect all of the different processes occurring during the reversal.

Because of the limited

bandwidth the apparatus is not sensitive to both the fast non-coherent
rotation occurring in less than 100 nsec and the slo\v propagation which
takes place for several microseconds.
In Fig. 3-24a,b,c are shown the oscilloscope traces which yielded
the inductive sense loop data points denoted by a,b,c, respectively, in
Fig. 2-5.

The 100% point on the vertical scale of the traces was deter-

mined by reversing the film with high fields (of the order of 5 to 6 oe)
so that the edges of the film would switch completely in a short enough
time interval to be measured on the oscilloscope trace.
time, t

s

The revers a l

, was defined as the time for the longitudinal flux to change

from 10% to 90% its final value on the trace, the same definition u sed
by Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959).

The trace in Fig. 3-24a indicates that

at 50, 100, and 200 nsec, the film was about 40%, 60%, and 75% switched,
respectively.

Between 200 and 450 nsec, the trace shows that the re-

versal is quite slow, and that even at 450 nsec, the film is only 85%
reversed.

This trace matches reasonably well the reve r sal process in

Fig. 3-21 where, until roughly 100 nsec, the reversal is by noncoherent rotation and thereafter by slower propagation.

The trace in
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Fig. 3-24.
The integrated signal induced in the longitudinal
p ickup loop around film 81- 4- 6 with a 0 . 25 oe transverse bias field
and l ongitudinal pulse fields of (a) 2 . 86 oe , (b ) 2.96 oe, and
( c ) 3 . 06 oe .

-120Fig. 3-24b matches the reversal of Fig. 3-22, indicating that at 2S,

SO, and 100 nsec the film is roughly 30%, 60%, and 7S% reversed, respectively.

Thereafter the reversal is quite slow

which, as may be

seen from Fig . 3-22, is because it is by propagation.

The trace in Fig.

3-24c obviously matches a reversal which is somewhat faster than that of
Fig. 3-22 and somewhat slower than that of Fig. 3 - 23 which was expected
since the pulse field was 3.06 oe .

The trace shows a reversal in which

at 25, SO, and 100 nsec the film w~s 40%, 6S%, and 80% reversed, respectively.

The traces of Fig. 3-2S match the photographs of Figs . 3-20

through 3-23 quite well, then.

Whatever deviations exist can certainly

be explained by (1) the approximate S% accuracy of calibration of the
fields used to switch the film,

(2) the 0 .25

0

0

(0.1 ) accuracy of alig n-

ment of the easy axis of the film in the inductive sense loop apparatus
(Kerr apparatus), or (3) the difference in risetimes of the pulse fields
(2 nsec in the inductive sense loop apparatus ·- 10 nsec in the Kerr apparatus).
The photographs of Figs. 3-20 through 3 -2 3 provide an insight into
the meaning of data obtained with inductive sense loops.
traces does the longitudinal flux

actua~ly

In none of the

reach 100%, which is expected

since the photographs show that by 4SO nsec none of the reversals are
complete.
t

s

Since the reversal i s not complete at the end of the trace,

must not be interpreted as a measure of the total reversal time, but

rather as a measure of the reversal time by only the high e r spe e d processes.

Previously, t

s

, as determined by inductive techniques, has not

been interpreted in this manner .
The

concept

that a different mechanism is respons ibl e for th e

-121flux reversal in the intermediate linear region than in the lm.,er speed
non-linear region is clearly substantiated by the camera.

Non-coherent

rotation is first observed with the Kerr magneto - optic camera in film
81-4-6 with H

y

= 0 .25 oe at H
X

= 2.8

oe (longitudinal pulse field).

Similarly it is observed to first occur with H
y
and with H

y

= 0.5 oe at H

X

= 2.3

oe.

=

0.1 oe at H

X

= 3.8 oe,

All of these field values corre-

spend to the start of the linear region of flux reversal curves of film
81-4-6.

Similar agreement between the start of non-c oherent rotation

and the start of the intermediate linear region is obtained for film
81-4-12, also.

Hence, it can be concluded that

non-coheren~

rotation as

it has been described in this chapter does first begin at the start of
the intermediate linear region of the reversal curves.
As pointed out in Section 2.3.1, Humphrey and Gyorgy (1959) and
Olson and Pohm (1958) suggested that in the high speed region of the re versal curve the reversal process was coherent rotation.

Since that

time, the third re gion of the reversal curves has often been referred to
as the coherent rotation region.

However, Stein (1965) reported that

yet another break, this t ime to a region of smaller slope, occurred in
the re versal curves in the vicinity of t

s

=

2 nsec.

He reported that

the region prior to this final break was actually a transition region
and was not coherent rotation.
In order to investigate the so-called coherent rotation region of
Fig. 2-5 , photographs were taken of film 81-41-6 during flux reversal
in the presence of a 0.25 oe trans verse bias field and a 3.8 oe longitudinal pulse field.

These photographs are shown in Fig. 3-25.

ns ec photograph shows the magnetic film in the reset condition .

The -30
In the

122

Fig. 3- 25 .
Film 81-4-6 in the process of flR~ reversal vnth 0.25
o e transverse bias field directed to the right and a 3.8 oe longi tudinal pulse field directed downward. Tin1e in nanoseconds r elative
to initial application of pulse field is indicated.

-1230 nsec photograph which depicts the film during the risetime of the
pulse field, there has been a slight darkening of the magnetic film indicating some rotation has taken place .
tion has occurred.

By 10 nsec considerable rota-

The temporal resolution of the camera is not ade-

quate for the photograph to depict any structure in the central portion
of the film, and it is therefore unknown whether any exists.

Clearly,

however, at the edges of the film, there are non-reversed regions.
These regions at the edges become more sharply defined in later photographs.

It is seen that as time proceeds, the boundary defining the

non-reversed regions propagates t o the edges, thereby completing the reversal of the magnetic film.

Whereas the propagation in Fig. 3-20 took

several microseconds, in this series of photographs, it takes about 250
nsec.
The inductive sense loop apparatus is capable of detecting some of
the faster propagation and in Fig. 3-26 the oscilloscope traces showing
the integrated longitudinal flux change as a function of time are shown
for points a 1 , b 1 , c

1

,

and d

1

of Fig. 2 .5

It is seen that in all

cases ther e is a fast· initial change in the longitudinal flux, followed
by a long tail.

A comparison of the traces taken for pulse fields of

3.76 oe and 3.85 oe with photographs of Fig. 3-25 shows that the long
tail is caused by the propagation taking place at the edges of the film.
The points at which the trace had reached 10% and 90% its final value
are also shown.

The time between these points was used as the reversal

time, t , plotted in Fig. 2-5.
s

The position of the 90% points illus-

trate how the steep slope in the reversal curve is created.

As the

field is increased, the 90% point moves rapidly down the tail of the
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Fi g . 3- 26 .
I ntegrated signal s induced in a longitudinal pickup
loop around film 81-4- 6 with a 0 . 25 oe transverse bias field and
longi tudinal pulse f i elds of ( a ) 3-76 oe, (b ) 3.85 oe, ( c ) 3·95 oe,
and ( d ) 4 . 05 oe . Points at whi ch signal is 10% and 90% its final
v a l ue are al so indicated.

-125trace producing large changes in the measured reversal time.

Clearly,

however, the photographs in Fig. 3-25 show that coherent rotation of
the whole film does not occur in the high speed region.
high speed region of the reversal curve in Fig.

Instead the

2-5 is actually a

transition region which is caused by the disappearance of the slow propagational process occurring at the extreme edges of a film.

Further-

more, using an inductive sense loop apparatus with a pulse field risetime of 0.4 nsec and a response time of 0.25 nsec, it has been verified
that another break in the reversal curves does occur as Stein suggested.
In Fig. 3-27 data obtained from this high speed apparatus are plotted.
Clearly a break does occur in the curves in the vicinity of t

s

~

3 nsec.

This break occurs when the 90% point seen in Fig. 3-26 reaches the leading edge of the signal.

It is considered likely that coherent rotation

is the reversal process in the region above the break at t
3.3

s

~

3 nsec.

Diffuse Boundary Propagation with a Transverse Field.
Diffuse boundary propag3tion is the flux reversal mechanism which

takes place with transverse bias fields and longitudinal pulse fields
larger than required !or domain wall motion, but smaller than required
for non-coherent rotation.

As the name suggests the mechanism involves

a poorly defined, jagged and diffuse boundary which propagates through a
film.

The propagation occurs in a number of directions, but the velocity

in one direction is much greater than in any other.

This preferred ·di-

rection of propagation corresponds to the direction of the stripes
which form in the non-coherent rotation process.
Figure 3-2 8 shows film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal by
diffuse boundary propagation.

The transverse bias field is 0.25 oe and
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Fig. 3-28.
Film 81- 4-12 in the process of flux reversal with 0.25 oe transverse bias field
directed to the left and a 2.76 oe longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds relative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.
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-128the longitudinal pulse field is 2.76 oe, corresponding approximately to
the Stoner-Wohlfarth ~1reshold which is th e upper limit for diffuse
boundary propagation .

At 200 and 400 nsec the striped pattern charac-

teristic of the non-coherent rotation process is seen in the partially
reversed regions at the upper and l ower edges of the film.

There has

been considerable nucleation in the region near the upper edge.

The

reason these regions are able t o reverse by non-coherent rotation is
that the demagnetizing fields in these regions lower the rotational
threshold as was discussed earlier in Section 3.2.1.
propagation takes place .

After 400 nsec the

Note how jagged and diffuse the boundary sepa-

rating the reversed and non-reversed regions is in contrast to the
sharply defined domain walls observed in Fig. 2-7.

It can be seen that

the direction of fastest propagation is 35° to 40° to the hard axis,
roughly the same angle at which the stripes formed in the same film
with the same transverse bias field in Fig. 3-1.

At r oughly 1.8

~sec

the boundaries that are propagating from the upper right and lower l eft hand regions join, and by 3.0

~sec

reversal is complete except for the

extreme right and left-hand edges of the film.

The re versa l of the

right-hand edge clearly illustrates the differenc e between diffuse boundary propagation and domain wall motion.

The upper left-hand edge of the

right-hand non-reversed region in the 3000 nsec photograph is a d omai n
wall lying parallel to the easy axis .

A diffuse boundary lies at th e

lower edge of the film and the non-reversed domain is seen reversing in
the 3000 to 4500 nsec photographs as this diffuse boundary moves upward,
while the domain wall remai ns approximately fixed in position.

Clearly

the diffuse boundary propaga tion has a much larger velocity th an domain

-12 9wall motion.
A good example of the details of diffuse boundary propagation can
be seen in Fig. 3-29 which shows the 1000, 1200, and 1400 nsec photographs from Fig. 3-28 at higher magnification .

Remember that these

photographs were taken on successive reversals and that, although each
reversal is similar to the preceding one, they are not identical especially during lower speed propagational processes where the reproducibility becomes much worse than during the higher speed processes such as
non-coherent rotation.

Figure 3-29 shows how propagation occurs by

the nucleation of long slender regions ahead of the tip.

This is easily

seen from the narrow regions of low contrast which extend ahead of the
tips of the reversed regions and which are indicated by arrmvs in the
photographs.

These regions are roughly 1 mm in length (dimension on

the magnetic film - about 1 em on the photograph) indicating that the
magnetization is partially rotated for relatively large distances in
the tip.

It can be seen that small regions ahead of the propagating tip

lock into striped configurations much as the majority of the film does
during the non-coherent rotation process discussed earlier .

The angle

of the stripes at the tip, in fact, matches that of the stripes observed
during non-coherent rotation in the same film with the same transverse
field (see Fig. 3-1).
To understand how the locking phenomenon occurs in the tip, consider
Fig. 3-30 which shows a rough diagram of the magnetization configuration
believed to be responsible for the observed patterns near the tip in the
rectangle of the 1400 nsec photograph.

In Fig. 3-30 the magnetization

outside the tip is shown rotated a\vay from the easy axis by the applied

Fig. 3-29.
Film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal with
0.25 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 2. 76 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed dovmward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.

Figo 3-30.
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-132fields, but not yet reversed, while the magnetization within the tip and
in region I has reversed and th e refore appears dark in the photograph.
In region II of both the photograph and diagram there is a striped pattern which is broken up by nucl ea ted reg ions connecting the stripes.
The contrast in the photograph indicates that some of the stripes and nucleated r egions are only partially reversed.

In region III there are par-

tially reversed stripes, but no nucleated regions have yet appeared, and
in region IV reversal has not yet begun.

The propagation from the tip

is believed to take place as magnetostatic stray fields from the reversed or partially reversed magnetization in one region cause the magnetizati on within the next region to reverse.

For example, the magneto-

static stray fields from the partially reversed magnetization of region
II couple to the magnetization in region III causing it to rotate sufficiently for locking. to occur .

After locking in a small region, nucle-

ation like that in region II occurs to compl e te the reversal.

Since

region Ill is now partially reversed, it can be expected to produce magnetostatic fields ahead in region IV.
tinue.

Thus, the propagation will con-

The poorly defined boundaries in region I propaga te away from

each other ,.,hen the magnetization rotates in small areas extending from
the reversed region, which has presumably just occurred in areas A,B,C .
The propagation from the tip is similar to the labyrinth propagation observed, during quasi-static reversals, by Smith and Harte (1962).
They reported that films reverse when "long slender domains develop by
extension from th e tip, l eaving behind regions of un switched material
and resulting in a labyrinth-like flux pattern."

The directions of pro-

pagation which they observed showed depend e nce on applied fields like

-133the data in Fig. 3-9.

It is therefore tempting to also apply the ex-

planation of locking to labyrinth propagation, but the thickness dependence of ht does not indicate that the thickness dependence which Smith
and Harte (1962) found should occur unless S depends implicitly on
thickness in a manner which causes S to increase with decreasing thickness.

At this - time there are no grounds to warrant such an assumption.
The diffuse tip propagation becomes less pronounced than in Fig.

3-2 8 with lower pulse fields.

For example, Fig. 3-31 shows film

81-4-12 with the same 0.25 oe transverse bias field as in Fig. 3-28, but
with the pulse field decreased to 2.3 oe.
magnetization appear near

t~e

Initially regions of reversed

upper and lower edges of the film.

At

500 nsec, for example, a small number of stripes is visible near the
lower edge of the film.

As time proceeds, these reversed regions grow,

however, not so very rapidly from the tips.

For example, at 5000 nsec,

although tips pointing 35° to 40° to the hard axis are present, the propagation has not been limited to this direction.

In fact, there has

been considerable propagation in the easy axis direction by the diffuse
boundaries which formed.

At 7000 nsec, the diffuse boundaries join and

thereafter the extreme right and left-hand edges of the magnetic film
reverse by domain wall motion and diffuse boundary propagation.
At still lower fields the reversal process becomes even less like
that in Fig. 3-28, but more like th at in Fig. 2-7.

Figure 3-32 shows

film 81-4-12, again with the same 0.25 oe transverse bias field, but
with a still lower pulse field of 2.1 oe.

As usual

regio~s

of reversed

magnetization first appear at the upper and l ower edges of the film.
this case they grow predOminantly in the easy axis direction and lean

In
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Fig. 3-31 .
Film 81-4-12 in the process of f lux reversal with
0. 25 o e transverse bias f i e l d directed to the left and a 2 .3 oe
longi tudinal pulse fie l d directed downward. Time i n nanoseconds
relative to i nitial application of pulse fie l d i s indicated .
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Fig. 3-32.
Film 81-4~12 in the process of .flux reversal with
0.25 oe transverse bias field directed to the left and a 2.1 oe
longitudinal pulse field directed downward. Time in nanoseconds
r elative to initial application of pulse field is indicated.

-136only slightly in the direction of the diffuse tip propagation.

With de-

creasing pulse fields, this growth in the longitudinal direction is becoming similar to that observed in Fig. 2-7 prior to the domain wall
motion.

Although field pulses longer than 10

~sec

duration were not

available, it is reasonable to expect that after the central band of the
film in Fig.

3-32

is switched by the longitudinal growth of the domains

that domain wall motion in the transverse direction occurs to reverse
the edges of the film • . In

Chapte~

4 when the zer.o transverse field dif-

fuse boundary propagation is considered, the structure and propagation
of the longitudinally propagating diffuse boundaries will be discussed
in more detail.
To relate the diffuse b,oundary propagatiCOln process to the flux reversal curves note where the data points from the series of photographs
seen in this section fall in Fig. 2-6 which shows the reversal curve for
film 81-4-12.

The large circles for H

y

=

Q.25 oe and H

X

= 2.76,

2.3,

and 2.1 oe were taken from the respective photographs of Figs. 3-28,
3-31, and 3-32.

It can be seen that the diffuse boundary propagation is

the dominant reversal process occurring when fields slightly below the
intermediate linear portion of the reversal curve are applied.

This

diffuse boundary propagation occurs to a lesser extent, being replaced
by normal domain wall motion, as the pulse field is decreased to below
H •
c

As in the case of non-coherent rotation discussed earlier, the re-

versal times determined from the inductive sense loop apparatus are
much shorter than is observed in the photographs.

This is because the

low frequency limitations of th e apparatus made it impossible to detect
much of the diffuse boundary propagation, while the faster non-coherent

-137rotation observed, for example, for 400 nsec in Fig. 3-28 was detected.
As a result the reversal times shown in Fig. 2-6 are representative of
only the higher speed reversal processes occurring at the edges of the
film.
3.4

Summary.
Non-coherent rotation and diffuse boundary propagation with a

transverse field were shown in this chapter to involve a
tization configuration.

str~ped

magne-

In the non-coherent rotation process, the

striped pattern occurred after the magnetization uniformly rotated in a
few nanoseconds through some angle.

When the stripes appeared, the re-

versal process was completed either by the nucleation of partially reversed regions (when the applied field torque was very small) or by a
rotational process taking on the order of 100 nsec.

In diffuse boundary

propagation, the stripes appeared in poorly defined tips of reversed magnetization which propagated across the film.

The jagged and diffuse

boundaries left behind these tips propagated to sweep out any remaining
non - reversed regions in several microseconds .
. Neither the slow nor fast relaxation models of Harte (1964,1967)
nor the fast relaxation model of Stein (l965a,b,l966) could be used to
explain the fact that the stripes appeared only after the mean magnetization rotated beyond the critical angle for reversal.

A new model was

proposed and shown to accurately predict the angular dependence of

~he

stripes on applied field except in the high transverse field region.
This model predicted that when the single domain field, h(a), reached a
specific negative value an instability would occur in the ripple and
lock the magnetization into a striped configuration.

-138Finally, the photographed reversal processes were related to the
reversal curves taken with inductive sense loops.

Comparison of the

photographed reversal process with the oscilloscope traces depicting the
change in longitudinal flux as a function of time showed that typically
the inductive sense loop apparatus detected only the higher speed rotational processes but neglected low speed propagational processes.

It

was shown that th e non-coherent rotation process, as described above,
first occurs at the beg.inning of the intermediate linear portion ?f the
reversal curve, and that diffuse boundary propagation occurs below this
linear portion with domain wall motion becoming increasingly important
at fields near H •
c

Furthermore, it was shown that within the so-called

"coher ent rotation region" of the reversal curve, some slower speed propagational processes still occur .

-139Chapter 4
Flux Reversal with Zero Transverse Field
4.1

Introduction.
In an ideal single domain film in which the magnetization lies

uniformly in the same direction, the Stoner-Wohlfarth model outlined
in Chapter 2 predicts that if a field is applied approximately antiparallel to the magnetization, the magnetization direction will remain
unchanged until the field becomes equal to
continuous reversal will occur .

Hk

at which time a dis-

Of course, such a condition is not

obtainable in practice because edge effects and anisotropy dispersion,
microscopic and macroscopic, cause the magnetization direction to be a
function of position in the film.

With zero transverse field, not only

the torque magnitude, but also the torque direction depends on how
exactly antiparallel the field is applied to

+

M , and therefore the

magnetization not only rotates at different speeds in different regions
of the film, but in different directions .

While blocking of the ripple

was of minor significance when a transverse field was applied, here
blocked ripple will be important in preventing films from reversing
even though easy axis fields exceeding

Hk

are applied.

Locking, on

the other hand, does not occur without a transverse field.
Flux reversal processes with zero transverse field (< ±0.002 Hk)
in permalloy thin films have been investigated with the Kerr magnetooptic camera described in Chapter 6.
have dispersion (a
0.002

~

90

Since typical low dispersion films

) of the or~er of 1°, a maximum transverse field of

rotating the mean magnetization by 0.1

experimentally reasonable.

0

was accepted as

-140From Kerr magneto-optic photographs three distinct mechanisms of
flux reversal have been identified.

These three mechanisms are referred

to as (1) domain wall motion, (2) longitudinal propagation of diffuse
transverse boundaries, and (3) the nucleation and subsequent reversal
of partially reversed regions.

Domain wall motion was briefly dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 and shown to involve a well-defined domain wall
lying parallel to the easy axis and propagating in the hard axis direction .

On the other hand, diffuse boundary propagation with zero trans-

verse field involves a poorly defined jagged and diffuse domain boundary
lying parallelto the hard axis and propagating in the easy axis direction .

The nucleation and subsequent reversal of partially reversed

regions is a reversal process wherein the magnetization in small
(~ . 01

4. 2

2
mrn ) regions of the film reverses by rotation.

Diffuse Boundary Propagation
4.2.1

Introduction

The longitudinal propagation of diffuse transverse domain
boundaries is a major mechanism involved in flux reversal with zero
transverse field at least for times longer than about 500 nsec.

In

many respects the process is the direct opposite to domain wall motion.
The diffuse boundary, although separating regions of opposite magnetization, is typically transverse to the easy axis and propagates in the
longitudinal direction, whereas the normal domain wall lies parallel
to the easy axis and propagates in the transverse direction.

While

the domain wall is typically a few thousand angs troms wide, the diffuse
boundary ranges in width from a few hundred microns to several millimeters .

Furthermore, the diffuse boundary propagates at velocities two

-141to three orders of magnitude greater than domain walls.
A series of photographs depicting film 81-4-12 in the process of
flux reversal by diffuse boundary propagation is shown in Fig. 4-1.

It

can be seen that 1000 nsec after the application of the 2.1 oe longitudinal pulse field, reverse domains are visible as small dark spots at
the upper and lower edges of the film.

These domains grow in the

longitudinal and transverse directions as time goes on, forming transverse diffuse boundaries.
longitudinal direction.

The transverse boundaries propagate in the

After 10,000 nsec the unswitched portion of the

film reverses by normal domain wall motion in the transverse directions.
Figure 4-2 shows the diffuse boundary during a higher pulse field
(H

4.1 oe).

of the film.

The boundary forms again near the upper and lower edges
Note that in this case, however, the boundaries do not

form from individual reverse domains at the edges, but instead form
along the entire edge.
longitudinal direction.

Once formed, the boundaries propagate in the
At 800 nsec there is a connection made between

the upper left and lower right hand boundaries.
from the perfect quadrantal symmetry is due to a
the easy axis with respect to the field.

By 1.6

This slight deviation

< 0.1° misalignment of
~sec

the film is

totally reversed.
In both Figs. 4-1 and 4-2 the diffuse boundaries formed at the
upper and lower edges of the film and propagated in the easy axis direction .

The observed boundaries are diffuse, jagged, and wide (on the

order of 0.5 mm), in comparison · to the domain walls seen in Fig. 2-7.
Furthermore, the boundary velocity in either Fig. 4-1 or 4-2 is much
greater than the velocity of the domain wall of Fig. 2-7.
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Ftg. 4-l.
Film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal with a
2.1 o e longitudinal pulse field. Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial aPPlication of pulse field is indicated.
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Fig. 4 - 2.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with a
4.1 oe longitudinal pulse field. Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial application of pulse fie ld is indicated.
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Blocking of the Coherent Rotation Process.

One question which must be answered in a discussion on the diffuse boundary propagation is why, when a field greater than

~

is

applied to the film as it is in Fig. 4-2, does the magnetization not
reverse by rotation.

In an ideal single domain film the magnetization

should reverse by rotation if the applied field exceeds the StonerWohlfarth threshold, which for fields along the easy axis, corresponds
to

Hk , the anisotropy field.

The film does not reverse by rotation,

however, because of the magnetostatic stray fields ·caused by the
blocked ripple.

With zero transverse field, unlike when a transverse

field is applied, there is so little torque on the mean magnetization
from the applied field that the reaction torque from blocked ripple can
~

be expected to prevent the rotation of

M

Increases in the torque

0

from the applied field are expected to be canceled by increases in the
reaction torque.
regions where

~

Recall that the blocked ripple has "walls" separating
> 0

from regions where

~

< 0 •

Increases in the

~

applied field antiparallel to

M
0

will cause

~

to increase; how-

ever, because the ripple is blocked and has walls, the wavelength is
not free to adjust as it was before blocking occurred.

Since the

longitudinal magnetostatic field which is responsible for the reaction
torque is proportional to the square of the ripple amplitude and
inversely proportional to the wavelength, when the applied field is
increased the reaction torque is expected to increase, thereby compensating for increases in the torque from the applied fields.
The reaction torque from blocked ripple , then, prevents the
magnetization from reversing by coherent rotation, thereby giving

-145diffuse boundaries time to

gro~v

and propagate through the film.

Of

course, locking does not occur because the nonlinear uniform field that
causes the locking
(2.4lc)

is zero, since
4.2.3

Boundary Formation

First appearance of the boundaries at the edges of the films suggests that edge demagnetizing fields are responsible for the boundary
formation.

In Fig. 4-1 the boundary is formed as small reverse domains

appear at the extreme upper and lower edges of the film.
reverse domains grow

togeth~r

When these

a transverse boundary is created.

Fig. 4-2, on the other hand, no small reverse domains are seen.

In
Instead

the boundary forms when the magnetization near the upper and lower edges
of the film rotates as evinced by the gradual change in contrast which
takes place at the edges of the film.

The major difference between

these two cases is, of course, the magnitude of the pulse field, 0.584 Hk
and 1.14 Hk ,

respect~vely.

In Fig. 4-2 the applied field is suffi-

ciently large that, when it is combined with the edge demagnetizing
fields, it overcomes any blocking which may have occurred near the edge
so that rotation of the magnetization may occur.
applied field much less than

In Fig. 4-1 with an

Hk , however, there is no blocking but, of

course, since the applied field is small, there also is very little rotation.

Instead small reverse

dom~ins

nucleate at the edge of the film

where the demagnetizing fields are high.

-146A good example of how the boundary forms ,.,hen a large field is
applied is seen in Fig. 4-3 which shows film 81-4-12 during the initial
stages of boundary formation.
case is 1. 31 Hk

The long itudinal pulse field in this

The 25 nsec picture has slightly shaded regions near

the lmver right edge ,.,hich extend roughly 1 mm into the film.

The

regions are darkest at the edges of the film and become lighter near
the center of the film.

This gradual change in contrast indicates that

the transition from nonswitched to switched magnetization takes place
over the entire shaded region.

By SO nsec the shaded regions have

grown so that they extend up to 2 mm into the film, but still the
transition from nonswitched to switched magnetization is gradual and
smooth--the boundary is not yet jagged .

By 75 nsec the shaded regions

have grown still more, however now the boundary has begun to break up
into slender domains so that it is no longer smooth but rather quite
jagged.
These photographs suggest that at high fields the boundary is
initially formed by coherent and unisensical rotation (rotation in one
direction) of the magnetization in regions near the edges of the film.
The magnetization within these regions is only partially rotated and
if the field is quickly terminated, the magnetization configuration
changes (see Section 5.2).
is an unstable state.

Therefore , this partially rotated boundary

Furthermore, the fact that the boundary eventu-

ally becomes jagged indicates that the smooth bounda ry is not actually
even a stable dynamic configuration .

It appears , then, that the smooth

transverse boundary is a configuration which can be temporarily created
by a longitudinal pulse field, but cannot be maintained ei ther
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Fig. 4-3·
Film 81-4-12 in the process of forming a diffuse
boundary with a 4.7 oe longitudinal pulse ·f ield applied. Time in
nanoseconds relative to initial application of pulse field is
indicated .

-148statically or dynamically in time.
The demagnetizing fields in a saturated film were calculated in
Section 3.2.1.

From the direction of the fields, ·as shown in Fig.3-2,

it can be seen that the magnetization near the edge of a film will be
curled away from the easy axis qualitatively as indicated in Fig. 4-4 .
Reverse domains are shown at the top and bottom edges of the film
because they are observed in those regions by Bitter
which will be discussed later.

techniques

It was shown in Section 3.2.1 that

0.5 mm from the edge of a saturated film at the angle

8 = -rr/4

the

demagnetizing field was about 0.225 oe and directed at an angle
~ ~ 5TI/4

(Fig. 3-2).

In a film with

~

=

3.6 oe

such a field would

rotate the magnetization by roughly 2.5°, which is the angle of the
magnetization when an approximately 0.12 oe transverse bias field is
applied.

In Fig. 3-17 it was seen that when a 4.1 oe longitudinal

pulse field was applied to such a film in the presence of a 0.1 oe
transverse bias field, the reversal was by noncoherent rotation.
Therefore, it should be expected that alarger pulse field of 4.7 oe
used in Fig. 4-3 would cause the magnetization 0.5 mm from the edge of
a film and at an initial angle of roughly 2.5

0

to reverse by rotation

in spite of any blocked ripple which may exist in that area.
For lower pulse fields significantly below

~

, as in Fig. 4-1,

the fields are too small to cause the rotational process along the
edge, and in this case the boundary is formed by the growth of many
small reverse domains at the edge of the film.

Static edge domains

were observed with Bitter patterns (named for F. Bitter (1931), who
first attempted to use the t echnique) in round films after a large
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Figo 4-4o
Diagram showing in which direction the magnetization
curls because of the demagnetizing fields near the edges of a filmo

-150(>> ~) easy axis field was terminated.

Figure 4-5a is a photograph of

the edge domains at the upper edge and Fig . 4-5b shovrs another portion
of the edge where no domains exist.
about

100~

into the film.

The domains are observed to extend

With zero applied field the edge domains

were observed only along 1 mm segments of the edges which corresponded
to the extreme upper and lower edges of the films iu Figs. 4-1, 4-2, and

4-3.

However, with increasing fields applied antiparallel to

domains were observed to appear in wider segments of the edge.

-+

H

0

, the

There-

fore, when the pulse field is applied to the film in Fig. 4-1, there·
is both the growth of previously existing edge domains and the creation
of additional edge domains.

With increased pulse fields, the reverse

domains appear farther out toward the extreme right and left-hand
edges until at 3.3 oe (= 0.92 Hk) the boundary forms along almost all
of the edge.
The effect of the edge can also be investigated by hard axis
fallback experiments. The film is saturated by a hard ax.is uniform field
of "'10 ~ aligned to '-lithin 0. 25°.

The field is then smoothly reduced

to zero (as opposed to A-C demagnetization) and a photograph of the
resulting domain pattern is taken with the Kerr magneto-optic camera.
Figure 4-6 shows thedomains which result after such a hard axis fallback experiment fora typical low dispersion film. Angular dispersion,
a

50

, is only 0.5° for this film. In large areas extending more than l mm

from the edge of the film the magnetization lies only in one direction
yet near the center of the film domain splitting has occurred, and the
magnetization has broken _up into long slender domains along the easy
axis.

/
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( a)

Fig. 4-5· (a) A photograph of the Bitter pattern resulting from
edge domains at the upper edge of film 81-4-6 shown in Figs . 4- 3 and
4-5· (b) A photograph of an edge of film 81-4-6 where no edge domains
exist.
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Fig . 4-6. Photograph showing the domain pattern which results when
a hard axis saturating field is removed from film 81-4-6.

-153The demagnetizing field which is caused by the divergence of the
magnetization near the edge of the film is, of course, the reason the
magnetization tends to fall back into specific directions near the
edges of the film rather than breaking up into domains.

Consider

Fig. 4-7a which is a schematic diagram of a circular thin film
saturated in the hard direction with divergences of the magnetization
at the edges represented by the

+ and -

signs in the figure.

When

the hard axis saturating field is removed, the magnetostatic stray
fields from the divergence at the edge cause the magnetization ~ear the
edges to fall back to the easy axis as shown in Fig. 4-7b:

Fallback

patterns similar to that shown in Fig. 4-6 were obtained for almost all
films of composition near 81% Ni-Fe .

For films with

quite large

(>1.0°), dispersion effects in the film tended to dominate the edge
effects, although even in these high dispersion films, regions very
close to the edges tended to fall back to the easy axis in the directions indicated in Fig. 4-7b.
In films with higher dispersion where the edge effects do not so
clearly dominate, transverse walls can nucleate in the center of the
film.

An example is shown in Fig. 4-8, which shows film 81-10-4

reversing in the presence of a 9.7 oe longitudinal pulse field.

By

25 nsec areas of the film are beginning to darken, indicating that the
magnetization within these areas is partially rotated.
reversed regions are clearly visible.

By 75 nsec

Some reversed areas are in the

central portion of the film while others are at the edges as in Fig .
4-2.

By 100 nsec diffuse boundaries are clearly formed, although they

are not as symmetrically aligned as in Fig. 4-2.

After 100 nsec the
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a

b

Fig. 4-7 (a) Diagram of a magnetic film saturated in the hard
direction, showing the magne tic monopoles resulting at the edges
because of the divergence of the magnetization there. (b) Diagram
of the film after the hard axis field is removed, showing in which
directions the demagnetizing fields cause the magnetization to fall
back to the easy axis.
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300

Fig.

4-8.

Film 8 1-10-4 in the process of flux reversal with a
Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial application of pulse field is indicated.

9.1 oe longitudinal pulse field.

-156film is switched as the diffuse boundaries propagate and sweep out
unswitched portions of the film.
It is clear then, that in very low dispersion films edge effects
are important in determining how thediffuse boundaries are formed and
that in higher dispersion films macroscopic anisotropy dispersion is
important.

In the low dispersion films with low fields, the boundaries

form by the creation and growth of small domains at the edge; with high
fields, by a rotation of the curled magnetization at the edge.

In the

higher dispersion films, not only do the boundaries . form at the edges,
but also in the interior of the film around regions which r evers e by a
rotational process.

4.2 . 4 One Dimensional and Two Dimensional Boundaries
The initial smooth boundary which forms at the edges of a film has
been found to be an unstable configuration, by the fact that it tends
to break up into a jagged boundary with two dimensional variations in
the magnetization.

The reason for this is that the jagged boundary is

a lower energy state than is the smooth boundary.

Theoretical models

of both the smooth and jagged boundaries have been constructed to show
that this is true.

These models do not include dynamic properties,

but rather are based on purely static energy considerations.

The

dynamic effects can be shown to add small energies in comparison to the
large magnetostatic, exchange, applied field, and anisotropy energies
already contained within these models.
In a one dimensional transverse boundary existing in static
equilibrium between opposing regions of magnetization as in Fig. 4-9.
the volume divergences which exist as the magnetization direction
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Fig. 4-9o
Diagram of the model used to find the energy of a
smooth one-dimensional transverse boundary.

-158varies through the boundary would be equal whether the magnetization
stayed in the plane of the film or rotated up out of it.

Since the

surface diverg ences would add magnetostatic energy to the boundary ,
the magnetization would remain in the plane of the film similar to a
Neel wall.

The familiar case of the Bloch wall in which the magnet-

ization rotates out of the plane of the film producing surface
divergences but eliminating volume divergences cannot apply for a
transverse wall.

The application of a longitudinal field would pro-

duce a torque to rotate the magnetization within the boundary slightly
out of the plane of the film.

Surface divergences created cause the

magnetization to rotate in the plane and the boundary to propagate.
For the experimentally observed velocities the magnetization need
rotate only

2 x 10

-3

rad out of the plane of the film, adding negli-

gible energy to the boundary.
To describe the variation of the magnetization direction or the
"shape" of the boundary, a third order polynomial is assumed:

e=

cos

-1

[1 - (2 + b)u 2 + bu 3 ]

(4.1)

with
u =

1

;-t

L
(±X--)

where
axis, b

9

L + 2b

(4.2)

is the angle which the magnetization makes with th e easy
is the "shape" parameter which will be determined by energy

minimization, L/2
the film, and

w'

b

is the distance the boundary is from the center of
is the width of the boundary (also to be determined

by energy minimization).
b

L .£ l2xl :f

2

b

For the model to have physical significance,

must be within the range
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-2
With~n

this range, however,

b

~

b

4

(4.3)

may vary and hence the shape of the

boundary changes.

Figure 4-10 shows plots of

functions of

The upper and lmver bounds, corresponding to the

u •

limits of (4.3) are shown.

cos 9

and of

9

as

The form of the polynomial was chosen to

satisfy the boundary conditions.

For
and for

u

0

M

M cos 9

u

1

M

-M

X

X

aMX

M,ax

(4.4a)

0

(4.4b)

The film is assumed to be infinite in the hard axis direction with no
specific assumption being ma de about the film's width in the easy axis
direction; however, edge effects are neglected.

Furthermore, two

parallel boundaries are assumed to exist in the film.
The total energy of the one dimensional transverse boundary is
calculated in Appendix B.
boundary is so wide.
for

h

~

3/175:

The energy minimum occurs when
b

w'
b
For

Exchange energy is negligible because the

=

4

(4. 5a)

4M d
s ( 1
9)
Hk
h+35

h < 3/175, the values of

b

and

(4.5b)

w'

b

corresponding to the energy

minimum can in some cases be found, but both are complicated functions
of the applied field.

Interest here is in the range

0.5 ~ h ~ 2, and

therefore the results (4.5a,b) are all that is required.
minimum energy for this model was found to be

The total

u

b =4

u
Figo 4- lOo
Plots of cos 9 and 9 versus u for the assumed variation in direction of the magnetization through the smooth, onedimensional transverse boundaryo The limits corresponding to b = -2
and b = 4 are showno
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I

s
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s

For a typical 1000

L

=

0.5 em, and
E
b

=

h

R thick

+

2M d HL
s

film with

M

s

(4.6)

800 emu, Hk

3.6 oe,

1, this yields

3. 6 x 10-

3

- M dH (H - 2 L)
s

(4.7)

In order to compare the total energy of the smooth boundary with
-+

one dimensional variations in

M

-+

two dimensional variations in
energy of a jagged boundary.
ary is

sho\~

with that of a jagged ooundary with

M

it is necessary to estimate the

A convenient model for the jagged bound-

in Fig. 4-11 as consisting of domain walls running in a

zig-zag pattern across the film.
and peak to peak amplitude of

The pattern has a wavelength of

500~

.

100~

As an approximation to the energy

contained \vi thin the walls, the static wall energy calculated by
Middelhoek (1961) will be used.

In his calculation Middelhoek assumed

a wall parallel to the easy axis in which there was a linear variation
of the angle of the magnetization with respect to distance through the
wall.

He estimated the magnetostatic energy contained in such a wall

and calculated the total exchange and anisotropy energies.
fields are assumed.

No applied

After finding the total wall energy as a function

of wall width, Middelhoek minimized the energy with respect to the wall
width.

Unfortunately the model does not lead to simple analytical

expressions for the wall \vidth and energy, and therefore only numerical
solutions could be obtained.

Other researchers such as Dietz and

-163Thomas (1961), Collette (1964), Brown and LaBonte (1965), Aharoni (1967),
and Kirchner and Doring (1968) have also made domain wall calculations
which agree

~•ith

Middelhoek' s calculation of the wall energy within a

factor of two, but in no case is Middelhoek's value lm.,rer than the others.
Suzuki (1969) measured domain wall widths as a function of film
thickness in various alloys, obtaining reasonable agreement with Middel0

hoek's predicted widths for films up to 700A thick.

For thicker films

his data did not agree with any of the theoretical models, suggesting
that there is a wall configuration with a lower energy state than any
of the theoretical models thus far suggested.

In any case, it appears

clear that by using an upper limit of Middelhoek's calculation, the
wall energy is not being underestimated.

For a lOOOA thick film

Middelhoek found the wall energy of a Neel wall to be about 8 ergs/em

2

2

and of a Bloch wall to be about 4.6 ergs/em .
Assuming a model like that shown in Fig. 4-9, but with the smooth
one dimensional boundaries replaced by jagged t\vO dimensional boundaries
like that shown in Fig. 4-11 and conservatively assuming the Neel wall
energy, the total energy per unit length of film is
E

z

1.6

X

10-

3

- 2M dH(W - 21)
s

(4.8)

Comparing (4.8) \vith (4.7), i t is found that when the term (-2MsdH(W-2L),
the field energy in the saturated portions of the magnetic film, is neglected, the energy of the jagged boundary is roughly one-half that of
the smooth boundary.
are oriented at

In obtaining this result, the fact that the walls

1
tan- 0.1

~ 5.7°

to the easy axis was neglected, and

therefore the magnetostatic energy due to the opposing components of

-164magnetiza tion on either side of the wall was neglected.

This energy is

proportional to the square of the components of opposing magne tization and,
since these components are reduced by about 1/10 from that of the smooth
boundary, the energy per unit leng th of wall could be expected to be reduced by about 1/100.

Multiplying by 10 the length of wall per unit zig-

zag boundary 'length, it is found that the additional energy which must be
added to (4.8) is approximately 10% of the magnetostatic energy contained
in the smooth transverse boundary, which is clea rly insufficient to make
the energy of the zig-zag boundary equal to that of the smooth boundary.
The additional magnetostatic energy from the opposing components
of magnetization would make the wall wider than one parallel to the easy
axis and hence the anisotropy energy would increas e , but there would be
a corresponding decrease in exchange energy.

The anisotropy energy ac-

counts for only about 4% of the total energy in the smooth boundary and
_only 0.5% of the energy in a normal domain wall, so t his term is clearly
negligible.

Therefore, a jagged transverse boundary with two dimensional

variations in the mangetization is more favorable than a smooth transverse boundary with one dimensional variations in the magnetization , so
that the smooth boundgry, which initially is created because of the
demagnetizing fields at the film edges should be expected to eventually
break up into some sort of jagged boundary.
4.2.5

Boundary Structure, Width, and Velocity

The method of propagation of the boundary can be investigated by
studying the boundary structure.

Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show film

81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal with zero transverse field and
3.3 oe and 4.7 oe longitudinal pulse fields, repsectively.

Note how

jagged and diffuse the boundaries are and notein Fig. 4-13 that small
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Fig. 4- 12.
Film 81-4- 12 in the process of flux reversal with
a 3·3 oe longitudinal pulse field . Time in nanoseconds relative
to initial application of pulse field is indicated.
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Fig. 4- 13.
Film 81-4-12 in the process of flux reversal with
a 4.7 oe longitudinal pulse field. Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial application of pulse field is indicated.

-167regions are nucleatingYhich are separated from the reversed areas at
the edges.

Figures 4-14 and 4-15 are highly magnified photographs of

the rectangular regions in Figs . 4-12 and 4-13.

This magnification is

clearly the limit of resolution of the photographs, since approximately
1 mm corresponds to the

10~

minimum width of line which could be re-

solved with the film used. The boundary is seen to be much more complex
than it was represented in the model of Fig. 4-11.

With higher fields

in Fig. 4-15, small regions of partially rotated magnetization which
are not directly connected to the reversed region are observed (indi~
cated by arrows), suggesting that the boundary does not propagate by
growth from tips, but rather that it propagates as small regions
nucleate ahead of it. At lower fields in Fig . 4-14, many of the tips
which do connect to the reversed regions (indicated by arrows) are
observed to be lower in contrast and therefore only partially reversed
. and forming by a rotational process.
Another good example of such propagation by the rotation of magnetization within small regions is shown in Fig. 4-16.

Figure 4-16a

shows a film with the static domain pattern which results when a 3.0 oe
longitudinal pulse field is terminated 1500 nsec after it was applied
to a film with

~

=

3.6 oe.

Figure 4-16b shows the same film 175 nsec

after a second 3.0 oe pulse field was applied.

Note that although the

boundary is in approximately the same position, in Fig. 4-16b there are
slender partially reversed regions extending ahead of the boundary
(indicated by arrows).

On the other hand, in sections of the boundary

it is observed that many tips have not propagated at all.

Hence, the

boundary does not propagate as walls slowly move over the film, but
rather as a large number of small regions directly ahead of the

\

Fig.

4-14.

A segment of the boundary within the rectangle in Fig .

4-12

.J
highly magnified.
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Fig.

4-15 .

The segment of the boundary within the rectangle in Fig. 4-13 highly magnified.
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s

175

Fige 4-16 (a) Film 81-4-12 with the static domain pattern which results when a 3e0 oe longitudinal pulse field is terminated 1500 nsec
after it was appliede (b) The same film 175 nsec after a second
3o0 oe pulse field was applied .
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boundary successively reverse by rotating as the boundary approaches.
The nucleation of small r egions ahead of the boundary is believed
to be caused by the magnetostatic stray fields produced by the large
divergence inthe magnetization across the boundary.

As the boundary

approaches a region of the magnetic film, the magnetostatic fields will
increase until the total field is sufficient for rotation to occur in
that region.

By employing this model, a rough estimate of the expected

width of the boundary may be obtained.

Approximating the divergence of

the magnetization in the boundary by a line charge of ZM d
s

length, the magnetostatic field produced is

4Hs d/x

a distance

x

It will be shown in Sect. 4.3 that for

from the boundary center.

fields greater than some field
entire surface of the film.

H , nucleated regions appear over the
n

The width of the boundary, then, will be

determined by the region within which the applied field plus
exceeds

per unit

4M d/x
s

Therefore,

H
n

4M d
H+

s

H

(4.9)

1
1- H/H

(4.10)

n

(w"/2)
b
or

w"
b

where

w"
b

8Hd
s
H

n

is the total width of the boundary.

shown in Fig. 4-17 was plotted for
H

n

=

n

5.2 oe •

H

s

=

The theoretical curve

800 emu, d

=

960R,

and

Also shmvn in the figure is the measured width of the ·

boundary (defined as the region within which nucleated regions exist
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Fig. 4-17.
A plot of boundary width versus applied field showing
experimental data and theoretical curve for H = 5.2 oe .
n

-173separating the reversed from the not reversed regions).

The error bars

show the range of boundary widths observed in different areas of the
film.

At higher fields this range increases, presumably because the

nucleation threshold is a function of position in the film and for
fields very close to

H , a small change in
n

large change in boundary width.

The value

H/H
n

H

n

=

should produce a

5.2 oe

what appeared to be a best fit to the experimental data.
crude model predicts

s~rprisingly

well the

depe~dence

was chosen by
The very

of the width on

applied field.
The broad diffuse tips of small reverse domains seen in Figs. 2-7
and 4-1 result from the dynamic nucleation process by which the domains
grow.

When a pulse field greater than the coercive force is applied to

a film, as it was in Figs. 2-7 and 4-1, small reverse domains nucleate
by the rotation of magnetization within small areas of the film-mostly near the edge--because the edge demagnetizing fields lower the
threshold for rotation in this area.

As soon as the small region

reverses, however, it itself produces demagnetizing fields in regions
near it.

If the demagnetizing fields plus the applied field are large

enough, then additional reverse domains will nucleate near the first.
Spain (1966) investigated thefields around tips of reversed rnagnetization and found for a 80-17-3, Ni/Fe/Co film that the field fit a
relationship of the form
radially directed.

H.

l.

= .023/r

(r

in ern,

Hi in oe) and \vas

It was seen in Chapter 3 and from the reversal

curves of Figs. 2-5 and 2-6 that a transverse component of applied
field greatly reduced the reversal times of thin films, producing

-174rotational processes when easy axis fields sufficient to exceed the
Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold were applied.

On the other hand, with

zero transverse field the easy axis field must exceed the nucleation
threshold

Hn

>

Hk

for a fast rotational process to occur.

Since the

demagnetizing field about a tip is r a dial, it is expected that the
observed reverse domains should broaden at the ends, because the
transverse component of demagnetizing field greatly lowers the rotational threshold in the transverse directions from the tips.
Perhaps the most striking characteristic of diffuse transverse
domain boundaries is that they propagate at unusually high velocities
as compared to longitudinal domain walls.

Fig. 4-18 shows the

observed velocity as a function of applied field for a typical
permalloy film .
0.033

cm/~sec

2 . 1 to 4.7 oe.

The velocity of the diffuse boundary varies from
to

1.25

cm/~sec

as the applied field varies from

The differential mobility or slope of the velocity

versus field plot varies from 0.057

cm/oe-~sec

to

1.4

cm/oe-~sec

which is one to three orders of magnitude greater than the mobility
of a normal domain wall in a film of similar thickness and composition
as measured by Patton (1967).

The high velocity of propagation

obtained with the diffuse boundary permits reversal of thin films
in times the order of 1

~sec

which is two orders of magnitude greater

than what could be expected with domain wall motion at similar fields.
The diffuse boundary propagation, along with the nucleation of partially reversed regions to be discussed in Sect . 4 . 3, therefore

is

the reason reversal times as measured by inductive sense loops have
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Fig. 4-18.
A plot of the experimentally observed velocity versus
field dependence of t he transverse boundary in film 81-4-12 .

-176been much faster than what can be expected by domain wall motion.
high velocity of the boundary is attributed to its large width.

The
As

compared to a domain wall, for a given angular velocity of the magnetization, more of the film is switching p er unit time in the
diffuse boundary.
The plot of diffuse boundary velocity as a function of field is
certainly

~ot

linear as in the case of domain wall mo tion, but varies

roughly as the fifth power of the field, going to zero near

H

c

In

general, if the structure and width of a boundary remain constapt,
then the viscous flow approximation implies that the

velo~ity

should

depend linearly on applied field (see Patton and Humphrey (1964)).
The nonlinearity of the plot in Fig. 4-18 is attributed to the
changes in structure and wid th that occur as the field is increased.
As was seen in Fig. 4-17, the width of the boundary changes considerably as the field is increased ; similarly, the photographs of
Figs. 4-14 and 4-15 showed that structure changes

o~cur.

Qualitatively ,

it is expected that at higher fields the transvers e boundary will
propagate with a larger mobility because of the increased wid th of
the boundary; however, until a detailed knm·Tledge of the boundary
structure is obtained, it is impossible to unders tand in de tail the
velocity dep endence of the boundary on the applied field.
4.3

Nucleation of Partially Reversed Regions
Flux reversal by the nucleation of partially rever sed regions

can be seen in Fig. 4-19.

In this case film 81-4-6 is seen reversing

with a 5.1 oe l ongi tudinal pulse field and zero transverse bias
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Fig . 4- 19 .
Film 81-4- 6 in the process of f l ux reversal with a
5.1 oe longitudinal pulse fie l d. Time i n nanoseconds r elati ve t o
initial application of pulse field is indicated .

-178field.

Between

0

and 125 nsec a diffuse boundary begins to form much

as it did in Fig. 4-2 for lower applied fields.

However, from 150 nsec

on, nucleated regions begin to appear in the central portion of the
film.

As time proceeds the film reverses by the nucleation of more

and more regions until at 350 nsec it is nearly completely reversed.
The nucleation process is more easily seen in Fig . 4-20 which shows the
125, 150, and 175 nsec photographs of Fig. 4-19 with higher magnification.

It can be seen that the nucleation is quite complex.

The small

nucleated regions do ~ot form w{th w~ll defined shapes nor in a well
defined pattern.

The tendency forfue nucleated regions to· extend from

the lower left to upper right hand boundary is caused by a slight misalignment (< 0.1

0

in the clockwise direction) of the pulse field with

respect to the easy axis of the film.

In cases where the alignment is

more precise, the location of the nucleated regions seems to be random.
Figure 4-21 shows film 81-4-12 reversing by the nucleation process
with a larger longitudinal pulse field of 7.3 oe .

In this case at

25 nsec a reasonably smooth boundary is still evident as it has not had
sufficient time to break up and become jagged.

At 50 nsec nucleated

regions appear throughout the entirety of the central portion of the
film.

By 75 nsec the nucleated regions have nearly reversed the mag-

netization in the film and by 100 nsec the reversal is complete.
Although much faster, this process is like that in Fig. 4-19.
The nucleation processes seem to be independent of the film edge
and hence independent of the shape of the diffuse boundaries.

Figure

4-22 shows film 88-14-3 with an applied pulse longitudinal field of
9.4 oe.

By 75 nsec small nucleated regions have begun to appear in
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175

Fig. 4- 20.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of flux reversal with a
5.1 oe longitudinal pulse fie ld. Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial aPPlication of pulse field is indicated.
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Fig.

4-21.

Film 81-4- 12 in . the process of flux reversal with a
Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial application of pulse field is indicated.

1.3 oe longitudinal pulse field.
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Fig. 4- 22 .
Film 88-14- 3 in the process of f l ux reversal with a
longitudinal pulse field of 9.4 oe. Time in nanoseconds relative to
initial application of pulse field is indicated.

-182the film and by 100 nsec they have appeared over most of the film.
Diffuse boundaries have not formed at the edges of this film, with the
exception of a portion of the lower edge, however· This is because the
edges of the film are chamfered,
fields.

greatly reducing the demagnetizing

Thus the boundary is not the cause of the nucleation, but

rather as was implied in Sect. 4.2.4, the film seems to have a
threshold for nucleation.

The presence of magnetostatic fields from a

boundary may cause the threshold to be exceeded in regions near the
boundary, but the boundary is not necessary for ·nucleation to occur.
The delay time before nucleated regions begin to appear is significantly long; in Fig. 4-19 they do not appear until 150 nsec; in
Fig. 4-21 not until 50 nsec; and in Fig. 4-22 not until 75 nsec.
any one film the delay time is found to decrease

~~ith

In

increasing field.

The delay is unusual in that no changes in the magnetization configuration are seen to occur in the immediate vicinity of the nucleated
regions prior to their appearance.

Although Figs.

4~19

and 4-21 seem

to indicate the delay is associated with the boundary formation, Fig.
4-22 indicates that the nucleation is independent of the boundaries.
The changes which do occur in the magnetization configuration during
the delay time must be microscopic in nature, as they cannot be resolved
with the Kerr magneto-optic camera.

It was observed in Chapter 3 that

the nucleation in Figs. 3-1, 3-17 and 3-20 occurred only after the
formation of the striped patte rn characteristic of the locked ripple
configuration.

It was suggested then that nucleation only occurred

when the reaction torque from the ripple grew large enough to exceed the
uniform torque from applied fi e ld and uniaxial anisotropy.

With zero
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transverse field, as was pointed out earlier in Sect. 4.2.2, the uniform
torque is very small and the reaction torque from the blocked ripple is
believed to prevent the film from reversing.

As with a transverse

field, it is suggested that the nucleation observed in Figs . 4-19, 4-21
and 4-22 occurs after the blocked ripple builds up in amplitude and
rearranges to reduce the magnetostatic fields producing the reaction
torque.

The long delay time would then be explained by the time

required for this rearrangement \vhich, in Fig. 3-.17 with a transv.!'!rse
field, took about 100 nsec.
It is probable that the nucleation occurs because of anisotropy
dispersion in the magnetic film.

Either angular dispersion or amplitude

dispersion produces variations in the switching threshold in different
regions of the film and it is expected that regions with low
thresholds would switch more quickly than those with high thresholds,
leading to the observed process.

It is also clear, however, that mag-

netostatic fields must be important, as significant divergences in
must occur in the boundaries defining the nucleated regions.
more~

+
M

Further-

'

the magnetostatic fields from the blocked ripple are believed to

prevent the film from reversing \vhen

<

H < H

n

, and it is therefore

expected that these fields are important in determining the nucleation
threshold

H

n

A model of the process leading to the nucleation of partially
reversed regions can be made from ripple theory.

Remembering that the

applied field has a 10 nsec risetime, fast relaxation of the ripple
will be assumed as before.

As soon as the blocking threshold is

-184reached, small angle walls form in the ripple and significantly alter
its further relaxation.

A magnetostatic field results from the blocked

ripple which prevents the magnetization from switching, even though
the Stoner-Wohlfarth threshold is exceeded.

Hence the magnetization

remains stable until another threshold is reached at which both the
unaxial anisotropy and the magnetostatic stray fields from the blocked
ripple are overcome.

As

heff(a)

which is the average effective field

from uniaxial anisotropy, external fields and the longitudinal magnetostatic field from the blocked ripple decreases, the local anisotropy fields become important and cause regions of reversed
magnetization to nucleate in the film.

Using this model, a conserva-

tive estimate of the nucleation threshold can be made.

Since the

largest effective field due to angular and amplitude anisotropy dispersion

hk

2

static fields

(given by (2.4la)) is much smaller than the magnetohd

(given by (2.4le)), in order for an instability to

occur the single domain field

h(a)

must at least become sufficiently

negative to overcome the average magnetostatic fields existing at
blocking, h

a

(see (2.49)).

Using

=

S

6.1 x 10-

3

petermined from the

data of Fig. 3-14a for film 81-4-6, it is calculated that nucleation
cannot be expected at least until

h(a)

~

-0.2, or

H

= 4.3

oe.

The

fact that this estimate is below the observed threshold near 5 oe is
expected, since the increase in applied field antiparallel to
beyond the blocking threshold at

H

~

2.9 oe

~

M

0 .

must certainly increase

the blocked ripple amplitude (and therefore increase

hd

~ ~

2

) • More

must be learned about the blocked ripple state and how the applied

-185fields affect it before more accurate calculations of

H

n

can be

made, and before the actual nucleation process can be understood .
4.4

Summary.
Switching with zero transverse field has been inves tigated for

fields slightly above

H , the coercive force, to several times
c

the anisotropy fi eld.

Three mechanisms of reversal have been found to

~·

be important: (1) domain wall motion, (2) diffuse boundary propagation,
and (3) the nucleation and subsequent reversal of partially revers ed
regions.

In general it has been found that domain wall mqtion switches

most of thefilm when fields

H

~

H
c

are applied and that domain wall

motion is gradually replaced by diffuse boundary propagation as t he
field is increased.

Diffuse boundary propagation occurs wi th fields up

to the nucleation threshold

Hn > Hk •

At and above

H

n

, the

nucleation and subsequen t reversal of partially reversed regions occurs.
The longitudinal propagation of diffuse transverse domain boundaries is very different from the transverse propagation of longitudinal
domain walls.

The diffuse boundaries are jagged and have extremely

complex structures, while the domain wall is smooth and of a simple
structure by comparison.

The diffuse boundaries are observed to

propagate at velocities which are 1 to 3 orders of magnitude greater
than those for domain wall motion.

Furthermore, the velocity of the

boundary is found to vary nonlinearly with the applied field.

Since

the structure of the boundary depends upon the applied field, this
nonlinear dependence is expected; however, because the detailed structure of the boundary is not understood, no theoretical treatment of

-186the velocity could be made.

The cause of the boundary formation

process was

sho~vn

in some cases to be the edge demagnetizing fields

in a film.

In other cases macroscopic anisotropy dispersion made it

possible for regions to nucleate in the center of a film and hence to
form diffuse boundaries there.
Nucleation of partially reversed regions was discussed and estimates of the nucleation threshold were made .
nucleation process was believed to be local

The cause of the
anisot~opy

variations.

-187Chapter 5
Relaxation Processes

5.1

Introduction.
Relaxation processes which occur when the pulse magnetic field

is terminated during a flux reversal can also be studied with the Kerr
magneto-optic camera.

These relaxation processes are interesting for

at least t wo major reasons.

First, since the relaxation which occurs

alters the magnetization configuration, it is misleading to infer the
previous dynamic magnetization configuration by observing the static
domain pattern after termination of the field.

The validity of

experiments previously performed using such interrupted pulse techniques is in question.

Secondly, the relaxation processes are

interesting because they yield additional information about the state
of the magnetization during the flux

r e~ersal

process and give insight

into the difference between dynamic and static domain configurations .
The relaxation processes vary according to the flux reversal
process which precedes them, so that the relaxation which occurs after
a propagational

pr~cess

is different from the relaxation which occurs

after a rotational process.

In general, it is found that diffuse

boundaries become more well defined when the field is terminated and
that they remain in approximately the same position.

Nucleated

regions are frequently observed to revert to the non-reversed state,
and the striped configuration characteristic of non-coherent rotation
is frequently found to disappear entirely, either as
revers e or relaxes to the non-reversed state.

~

M

0

continues to

The one factor common

-188to all of the relaxation processes is the long time constant for the
relaxation to be complete.

Static equilibrium is not obtained until

at least 200 nsec after the field is terminated which is roughly two
orders of magnitude longer than the time constant for decay of oscillations of
5.2

~

M

0

about an equilibrium position.

Relaxation with Zero Transverse Field.
A typical series of photographs showing relaxation with zero

transverse field is shown in Fig . 5-l where film 81-4-6 is photographed
during and after a 70 nsec long 6.0 oe longitudinal pulse field.

It

can be seen that the reversal begins with the formation of transverse
diffuse boundaries at the edges of the film.

This boundary formation

process is like that described earlier in Sect. 4.2.3.
seen forming 5 nsec after the field was applied.

The boundary is

At 20 nsec the bound-

aries are still quite broad and relatively smooth and have propagated
inwards from the edges of the magnetic film.
are beginning to become jagged.

By 40 nsec the boundaries

At 70 nsec, just prior to the termina-

tion of the pulse field, the boundary has become quite jagged and
regions of partially reversed magnetization are beginning to appear in
the central portion of the magnetic film.

Note that even the upper

boundaries which are in focus are rather poorly defined.
30 nsec after the field began to fall (falltime

~

By 100 nsec,

20 nsec), there has

been little or no significant change in the magnetization configuration.
A comparison of the 120 nsec photograph with the 70 nsec photograph
reveals that by 120 nsec the boundary definition is beginning to
improve.

By 200 nsec the definition has improved still more and by

500 nsec the boundary is sharply defined though still quite jagged.
comparison of the 20,000 nsec photograph with the 70 nsec photograph

A
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100

500

20,000

Fig . 5-l.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of f lux reversal and relaxation to static equili brium during and after a 70 nsec long 6.0 oe
longitudinal pulse field. Time in nanoseconds relative to initial
application of pulse fie ld is indicated.
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reveals that the boundary which res ults in the final static state is
mucn more well defined than the dynamic boundary which exists before
the field is terminated.

Many of the nucleated regions present in the

70 nsec photograph are not present in the 20,000 nsec photograph.
Another example of this type of relaxation is shown in Fig. 5-2
where film 81-4- 6 is seen relaxing

to static equilibrium after th e

termination of a 200 nsec long longitudinal pulse field of 5.1 oe.
the 200 nsec photograph, just prior to

terminat~on

poorly defined diffuse boundaries are visible.
present in the central portion of the film.
after the pulse field began to fall (falltime

In

of the drive.field,

Nucleated regions are

By 225 nsec, just 25 nsec

=

20 nsec) changes have

begun to occur in the magnetization configuration.

The boundaries

have become slightly more well defined and some of the partially
reversed regions have begun to relax back to the non-reversed state.
It is seen that as time proceeds the boundary becomes ever more sharply
defined and most of the nucleated regions revert back to the nonreversed state.

Because the relaxation processes are not perfectly

reproducible, comparisons between photographs to determine when the
relaxation is complete are difficult; however, close inspection of the
definition of the boundaries reveals that by roughly 500 nsec the
relaxation is complete with the possible exception that some of the
nucleated regions have not yet reached static equilibrium.
The relaxation time, or time for the dynamic boundary to become
static is seen in Figs. 5-l and 5-2 to be at least 200 nsec.

This is

long in comparison to either the experimental or theoretical "(see
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Fig. 5-2.
Film 81-4-6 in the process of relaxation to static .
equilibrium after a 200 nsec long 5.1 oe longitudinal pulse fie ld.
Time in nanoseconds relat ive to initial application of pulse fie ld
is indicated.

-192equation (3.3)) relaxation time for ripple, both of which are of the
order of 1 nsec.

Similarly it is long compared to the theoretical

relaxation time of oscillations of the mean magnetization about an
equilibrium position, which can be calculated to be the same as that
for

~ipple

relaxation.

Jaecklin has done some experimental (1967) and

theoretical (1969) work on a problem which, although not directly applicable, provides some insight into why the relaxation time of the diffuse
boundary should be so long.
(>

2~)

A non-uniform transverse pulse field

obtained with a strip line which covered only a small portion of

the film (see Fig. 5-3) was applied to a saturated magnetic film with a
static, uniform longitudinal field (< H )
c

mean magnetization.

applied antiparallel to the

The equilibrium magnetization configuration after

application of the fields was calculated to involve a region of "curled"
magnetization as indicated in Fig. 5-3.

Jaecklin (1967) found that the

application of the hard axis pulse field caused a wide propagating wave
front to form which traveled as far as 0.63 em through the material at
7
a velocity of about 10 cm/sec.

The final equilibrium curled state was

not obtained until after 40 nsec (much longer than the risetime of his
pulse).

Jaecklin (1969) employed the Gilbert (1955) form of the equa-

tion of motion with phenomenological damping of

ad

reasonable agreement with his experimental values .

~

0.02

to obtain

The reason it took

approximately 40 nsec for equilibrium to be established was that the
magnetization at the edge of the curled region did not r otate until
after sufficient time elapsed for the propagating wavefront to reach it.
Thus, the sequential (as opposed to purely rotational) nature of the
process

~V"as

the cause for the long relaxation time.
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Fig. 5-3·
Diagram showing the relative directions of applied
fields and the curled magnetization state in the experiments performed by Jaecklin (1967).

-194The diffuse boundary is, of course, much more complex than the
curled magnetization configuration which Jaecklin (1967,1969) considered, but nevertheless his results indicate that relaxation times much
greater than the intrinsic relaxation time for oscillations of
be expected from sequential processes.

+

M

0

can

In the dynamic diffuse boundary,

as was seen in Chapter 4 and in Figs. 5-l and 5-2, there are regions of
partially reversed magnetization.

It is reasonable to assume that these

partially reversed regions relax by a sequential process much in the
same manner as the "curled" region which Jaecklin investigated.

Further-

more, the magnetostatic coupling between different partially reversed
regions can be expected to cause the different regions to relax suecessively, thereby further increasing the relaxation time.
An example of the difference between reversals by interrupted
pulses and a single pulse is shown in Figs. 5-4a,b.
obtained for a series of 1
5-4a and at 1

~sec

~sec

The photographs

interrupted pulses are shown in Fig .

intervals for a continuous pulse in Fig . S-4b . It is

seen that the reversal process remains basically the same whether a
continuous pulse or interrupted pulses are used.

The boundary is more

well defined in the interrupted pulse photographs (Fig. 5-4a) as they
show the static boundaries rather than the dynamic boundaries.
versa l

~nth

r eversal

Re-

interrupted pulses takes approximately 20% longer than

~th

a continuous pulse, suggesting that either the more

sharply defined boundary moves more slowly than the original dynamic
boundary, or that 200 n sec is required for the static boundary to again
oecome dynamic .
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(a)

(b )

Fige 5-4 ( a ) Film 81-4-12 in the static state obtained after
multiple 1 ~sec l ong 2.98 oe longitudinal pulses. Number of pulses
applied before each photograph is indicated . (b ) Film 81- 4- 12 in
the process of flux reversal during a continuous 2.98 oe l ongitudinal
pulse field. Ti~e in micro seconds relative t o initial application of
pul se field is indicated .

-196In Figs. 5-5a,b is a comparison of flux reversal by a continuous
pulse of 2.64 oe and flux reversal by multiple 50 nsec pulses of the
same · amplitude.

The pulse

~oJ"as

made 50 nsec \oJ'ide at the top of the

pulse, giving it a 60 nsec width between points of 50% maximum amplitude (risetime = falltime = 10 nsec).

It is seen that reversal by

multiple 50 nsec pulses is considerably slower than reversal by a continuous pulse with a significant change of mechanism.

With the

continuous pulse the reversal is accomplished by the propagation of
diffuse transverse domain boundaries.

With the multiple 50 nsec.

pulses, reversal is accomplished by a

sort of zig-zag

boun~ary.

Furthermore, with a continuous pulse the transverse boundaries extend
almost completely across the film, while wi th the multiple pulses they
extend only through a portion of the film, leaving the extreme right
and left hand edges unswitched.
To further characterize the difference between reversal by continuous and interrupted pulses, photographs wer e taken during the second
pulse.

Examples of these photographs are shmm in Figs. 5-6a-e.

The

photographs labeled by "s" show the static boundaries created by a
1.5

~sec

long 3.0 oe longitudinal pulse field.

The subsequent photograph

shows the same boundary at the time shown after the application of a
second 3.0 oe pulse field.

In Fig. 5-6a it can be seen that very little

if any change occurs in the boundary during the first 25 nsec of a
second pulse.

Fig. 5-6b shows that only very minor changes occur in

50 nsec; for example, within the square a slight change did occur as a
slender region of magnetization r o t a t ed from the non-reversed state.
contrast clea rly indica tes that the small region is only partially re-

The
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(b)

Fig o 5-5
( a ) Film 81-!~-12 i n the stati c ste.te ob tai ned after
multiple 50 n sec long, 2.64 oe lo~gitudina l f i e l d pul ses. Total
dura tion o f pulses i n mi croseconds before each pho tograph is indi cated. (b) Film 81-l~ -12 i n the pro.:!css of f l u.'< reversal during
a continuous 2 .64 oe longitudinal fie l d pulse . •Time i n microseconds
rela tive t o i ni tial appl ication of pulse f i eld i s i ndi cated.
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Fig o 5-6 ( a ) Film 81-4-12 in the st atic state which res~ts after
a lo5 f..LSec long, 3o0 oe pulse field ( denoted by "S") and in the
dynamic state exi sting 25 nsec after application of a second pulse
field of the same amplitude (denoted by 25 )o
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s

, 50

Fig.
a 1.5
n amic
field

5-6

(b )

Film 81-4-12 in the static state which results after
"s") and i n the dystate existing 50 nsec after application of a second pulse
of the same amplitude ( denoted by 50).
~tsec l ongJ 3.0 oe pulse field ( denoted by
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6

100

Fig. 5-6 (c) Film 81-4-12 in the static state which results after
a 1.5 J..l.Sec long 3.0 oe pulse field (denoted by "s") and in the dynamic
state existing 100 nsec after application of a second pulse field ·
of the same amplitude (denoted by 100).
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s

150

Figo 5 - 6 ( d ) Fi lm 81- 4 - 12 in the static state which re sults after
a lo5 1-1sec long 3o0 oe pulse field (denoted by "s") and in the dynalllic
state existing 150 n sec after application of a second pulse field
of the Sallle amplitude ( denoted by 150) o
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s

·.

200

Fig . 5-6 (e) Film 8l- 4-l2 in the static state which results after
a l.5 f.J.Sec long 3 .0 oe pulse field (denoted by "s") and in the dynamic
state existing 200 nsec after application of a second pulse field of
the same amplitude ( dentoed by 200).
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versed.

In Fig . 5-6c, 100 nsec after application of a second pulse,

much of the boundary has partially rotated regions extending from it.
However, there has been very little propagation of the boundary.

Again,

note the regions in the rectangles where the magnetization has partially
rotated.

By 150 nsec, in Fig. 5-6d, much of the boundary has become

truly dynamic .

Large portions of the boundary have propagated and the

boundary is becoming much more poorly defined.

Fig. 5-6e shows the

boundary 200 nsec after the application of a second pulse field.

It is

seen that essentially all of the boundary has propagated significantly.
The dynamic boundary is much more poorly defined than the previous static
boundary.

This poor definition is caused by the wide areas which are

only partially rotated.
The photographs in Figs . 5-l through 5-6 show that there is a
significant difference between the

dynami~

diffuse boundary and the

static boundary which results when the field is terminated.

These dif-

ferences make the use of multiple pulse techniques clearly inappropriate
for the study of diffuse boundary propagation.
with low applied fields by Bourne

~

Multiple pulses were used

al. (1968) in their study of diffuse

boundary propagation leading to errors in the measured velocity.

Multi-

ple pulse techniques probably led them to report that, at low fields,
flux reversal is accomplished by the propagation of zig-zag boundaries
which, as was seen in Fig. 5-5 , results when multiple short pulses are
applied.

In Chapter 4 it was seen that th e dynamic boundary is poorly

defined and propagates by the rotation of the magnetization in regions
ahead of the boundary rather than by the smooth propagation of zig-zag
tips of reversed magnetization as

Bourne~

al. (1968) suggested.
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pulse field is terminated while the magnetic film is in t he process of
flux reversal, significant changes occur in the magnetization configuration before equilibrium is established.

Typically, diffuse

boundaries become more sharply defined and nucleated regions tend to
relax back to the non-reversed state.

Flux reversal by a series of

pulses is different and longer than reversal by a single pulse because
times of the order of 200 nsec are required for static boundaries to
become dynamic when another field pulse is applied.

Similarly, the

relaxation time of the dynamic boundary was of the order of 200 nsec.
5.3

Relaxation with an Applied Transverse Field.
Relaxation processes occurring after termination of the longitud-

inal pulse field with a transverse bias field applied, like the zero
transverse field case, cause significant chang es to occur in the magnetization configuration.

Depending on the size of the ripple reaction

torque and the direction of the magnetization when the field is
terminated, the magnetization in partially reversed regions e ither continues to reverse after the field is terminated, or reverts to the
non-reversed state, further complicating the interpretation of static
domain patterns which result · when the field pulse ends.

Like the case

of zero transverse field, the time required for static equilibrium to
be obtained after termination of the pulse field is at least 200 nsec.
Relaxation processes which occur after termination of the pulse
field cause diffuse boundaries to become sharply defined when the field
is terminated, but to remain in roughly the same position.

The time

-205required to obtain static equilibrium is roughly the same whether a
transverse field is applied or not.

It is reasonable that the relaxa-

tion is similar to the zero transverse-field case as the structure of
the boundaries is observed to be similar .
With higher drive fields where the flux reversal process is noncoherent rotation, considerable change occurs in the magnetization
configuration.

Figure 5-7 shows film 81-4-6 in the process of

relaxation to static equilibrium after the termination of a 75 nsec
long 1.7 oe longitudinal pulse field in the presence of a 1.0 oe transverse bias field.

At 75 nsec after the application of the pulse field

the film is seen in the dynamic state immediately prior to termination
of the longitudinal pulse field.

The striped configuration character-

istic of the locked state discussed in Chapter 3 is evident.

The

contrast indicates much of the magnetization in the film is only
partially rotated.

The field is terminated at 75 nsec with a falltime

of approximately 10 nsec.

It can be seen that, in the 100 nsec photo-

graph, taken 25 nsec after the start of the falltime, the stripes have
begun to break up by a sort of nucleation process.

The contrast indi-

cates that the magnetization has begun to rotate to equilibrium, but
that many partially rotated regions still exist.

By 200 nsec, 125

nsec after the field was terminated, there has been considerable change
in the magnetization configuration.

The contrast now indicates that

most of the magnetization is no longer partially rotated, but is
either reversed or not revers ed.

By 500 ns ec additional changes have

occurred, as the reversed r egion has become smaller and the striped
pattern is thoroughly broken up by small nucleated regions.

After
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75

100

200

500

1000

Fig. 5-7 .
Film 81-4- 6 i n the process of r e l axation to stati c
equil ibr itw after the t ermi nati on of a 75 n sec long, l . 7 oe l ongi tudina l pulse f i e ld i n the presence o f a 1 . 0 oe t r ansver se bias
fi e l d. Time i n nanoseconds r e l ative to i n i tial appl icati on of
pulse fi e l d i s i ndicated .
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500 nsec no additional change is seen to occur as the 1000 nsec
photograph is essentially identical to the 500 nsec photograph.
From Fig. 5-7 it is seen that relatively large changes occur in
the magnetization configuration when the field is terminated.

Much

of the partially reversed magnetization in the dynamic state reverted
to the non-reversed state after the field was terminated.

One

obvious reason that the magnetization would revert to the nonreversed state in some areas is that \vhere
from uniaxial anisotropy is negative.

<p

0

< 90°

the torque

In addition to this torque,

however, there is the reaction torque from the locked ripple.
long as
cp

R,

~

55°

cp

0

- cpR, < 90°

this torque is also negative.

As

Hence, since

in this case, it is possible that in certain areas of the

film the magnetization could even be rotated past 90° and still have
a net torque which acts to restore it to the non-reversed state.
Unfortunately, the accuracy with which the magnet ization direction
can be estimated is limited; however, by making visual comparisons
of contrast in

partially~,totally-,

and non-reversed areas of t he

film, a semi-quantitative determination of

~

can be obtained.

On

this basis it was determined that the magnetization in t he central
area of the magnetic film in the 75 nsec photograph was rotated by
more than 90° even though much of the magnetization in this area
relaxed to the non-reversed state, demonstrating the reaction torque
which is caused by the locked ripple.
Although the final static state in Fig. 5-7 does show some evidence of the stripes which existed prior to termination of the field,
their direction is not as ,.,ell defined as in the dynamic state.
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The

energy from the magnetostatic stray fields is reduced as a result of
this "creaking up" of the long stripes by the elimination of
divergences in the form of line-charges along the stripe boundaries
and permitting flux closure to be obtained within much smaller areas
of the film.
The relaxation which occurs in Fig.

5~7

is an example of the

relaxation which occurs after the pulse magnetic field is terminated,
but is not what occurs in all cases.

Not only

ar~

the relaxation

processes which occur with different applied fields and pulse lengths
very dissimilar, but the relaxation processes are not even reproducible when the fields and pulse lengths are kept the same.

Unlike

dynamic flux reversal, the relaxation processes change with each subsequent pulse.

By taking a large number of photographs at the same

delay time setting it is possible to obtain a representative sequence
like that in Fig . 5-7.
Figure 5-8 shows film 81-4-6 during and after a 75 nsec long
4.1 oe longitudinal pulse field in the presence of a small 0.1 oe
transverse bias

f~eld.

This sequence shows other typical character-

istics of the relaxation.

At -30 nsec the film is in the reset

condition before the pulse field is applied.
change in the

There is little or no

0 nsec photograph, but at 25 nsec stripes are barely

visible in the region of the film near the upper edge.

At 50 ns·ec

stripes are clearly visible and it appears that nucleation like that
in Fig. 3-17 is about to occur.

At 75 nsec, just prior to termina-

tion of the pulse field a large portion of the magnetization in the
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Fig. 5- 8.
Film 81- 4-6 in the process of flux r eversal and relaxation to static equilibrium during and after a ~5 nsec long , 4.1 oe
l ongitudinal pulse field with 0.1 oe transverse bias field applied.
Time in nanoseconds relative to initial application of pulse field
is indicated .

-210film is partially rotated and in a striped pattern with nucleated
regions appearing in the more fully reversed areas.
nated at 75 nsec lv.lth a falltime of 20 nsec.

The field is termi-

At 100 nsec (25 nsec

after the field began to fall) the magnetization in the partially
rotated regions has rotated additionally.

However, at 150 nsec the

partially rotated magnetization has begun to relax back to its original
state.

Between 150 and 200 nsec more of the magnetization retur ns t o

the non-reversed state and similarly a small amount of relaxation occurs
between 200 and 500 nsec.
tion after 500 nsec.

As in Fig. 5-6, there is little or no relaxa-

Comparing the final static state observed at 2000

nsec with the dynamic state which existed at 75 nsec in Fig. 5-6, it is
seen that large changes occur during the relaxation process.

While at

75 nsec there is a lot of partially rotated magnetization and stripes,
at 2000 nsec there is only a small region of reversed ma gnetization and
no stripes at all.

There is no evidence in the 2000 nsec photograph

that the reversal process was basically rotational in nature; rather it
appears that some type of propagation occurred at the uppe r right hand
edge of the film.

This series of photographs is therefore a good

example of the difficulty encountered in trying to infer the dynamic
magnetization configuration from static domain patterns which result
after the field is terminated as in an interrupted pulse experiment.
In both Figs. 5-7 and 5-8 the magnetization rotated to a less
reversed state after the field was terminated, presumably because of
torques from uniaxial anisotropy and the locked ripple, but this need
not always occur.

Figure 5- 9 shows film 81-4-12 during and after a

50 nsec long 2.3 oe longitudinal pulse field with a static 0.5 oe
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Fig. 5- 9·
Film 81- 4-12 during and after a 50 nsec long, 2 . 3 oe
longitudinal pulse field with a static 0.5 oe transverse bias field
applied. Time in nanoseconds relative to initial application of
pulse field is indicated.
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transverse bias field aprlied.
in the photographs obtained at

As usual there is little or no change
~30

nsec and 0 nsec.

By 25 nsec, how-

ever, the magnetization has clearly begun to rotate as the contrast
indicates much of the magnetization in the film is partially rotated
and in the locked configuration.

At 50 nsec just prior to termination

of the pulse field the magnetization has rotated still further and
stripes are still visible in partially reversed areas of the film.
this case the falltime of the field is 10 nsec.

In

At 65 nsec (15 nsec

after the field began to fall) the magnetization has rotated further
around than it was at 50 nsec, and the stripes are still visible.

By

75 nsec nucleated regions are beginning to break up the striped pattern, and by 100 nsec the magnetization in the partially reversed area
has rotated still further and the stripes are beginning to fade away.
Between 100 and 150 nsec the partially reversed area becomes slightly
darker indicating that rotation is still occurring.

At 150 nsec only

a few stripes still remain and these fade away as time proceeds until
at approximately 500 nsec the magnetization is in static equilibrium.
In the photographs of Fig. 5-9 the partially reversed areas of
the film continued to reverse after the field was terminated.

The

reason for this is believed to be that before the field was completely
terminated the magnetization in the partially reversed areas had
rotated sufficiently far past 90° that the torque from the uniaxial
anisotropy was able to overcome the reaction torque of the locked
ripple.

Note that although the field began to fall at 50 nsec, it has

a falltime of 10 nsec and therefore is not zero until roughly the 65
nsec photograph at which point the partially reversed areas have
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Also note that the reversal in this case was occur-

ing somewhat faster

than in Fig. 5-7 and that therefore the stripes

are not as large in amplitude as they are in the case of slower reversal.
Because the stripes are of smaller amp litude, it is expected that the
reaction torque from the
Fig. 5-7.

locl ~e d

ripple is somewhat s maller than in

Hence, after the field was terminated the magnetization was

able to continue reversing in some portions of the film.
Clearly, it is extremely difficult to irrfer the dynamic magnetization configuration from the static domain pattern which follows.

From

Figs. 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 it can be seen that the final static state
gives little or no evidence that the reversal process was rotational.
The striped configuration in Figs. 5-8 and 5-9 dis appeared ,

while in

Fig. 5-7 the well-defined dynamic stripes broke up into a much less
well-defined pattern.

In the final photographs of Figs . 5-8 and 5-9

it appears that the reversal was by propagation of diffuse boundaries
at the upper and lower edges of the film.

Bourne et.al. (1968) did observe

such static domains and erroneously infer from them that with a transverse field reversal processes taking place in less than 100 nsec were
characterized by a well-defined propagating boundary.
show, this clearly is not · correct.

As the photographs

The fact that one cannot even know

whether the static state is more or less reversed than the dynamic one
preceeding it further complicates the interpretation of the static
domain pattern .
As was seen from Figs. 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9, relaxation processes
with a transverse field also take 200 nsec or longe r to be comple t ed ,
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which is long compared to the theoretical time for relaxation of
uniform magnetization about an equilibrium position

c~ l

nsec), but is

typical of the times involved in non-coherent rotation and nucleation
processes.

It is reasonable to assume that the long relaxation time

is due to the sequential nature of the nucleation wherein the nucleated
regions grow by a wide propagating wavefront as they form and where
different regions nucleate at different times as the magnetostatic
fields from one region influence others.
5.4

Summary
In this chapter relaxation processes occuring after ·the termin-

ation of the drive field during flux reversal with and without a
transverse field have been discussed.

With or without a transverse

field it was found that the diffuse boundaries, which appear during
the diffuse boundary propagation, became more sharply defined when the
field was terminated.
and static boundaries.

Fundamental differences exist between the dynamic
The more sharply defined static boundary was

found to propagate much more slowly during the first 200 nsec of a
second pulse field than did the dynamic boundary, so that flux reversal by numerous short pulses differs greatly from flux reversal by
a single continuous pulse.

In addition to the changes in the diffuse

boundary, with zero transverse field it was seen that, when the field
was terminated during the initial nucleation of partially reversed
regions, most of the nucleated regions relaxed to the non-reversed
state after termination of the field •

•

With a transverse field applied it was shown that if the drive
field was terminated during a non-coherent rotation flux reversal
process

large changes occured in the magnetization configurati on

-215as static equilibrium was established.

Typically the static configura-

tion had little resemblance to the preceding dynamic configuration.

Be-

cause of this it was concluded that one could learn very little about the
the non-coherent rotation process by using interrupted pulse techniques.
The one feature common to all the relaxation processes observed was
the long (: 200 nsec) time required for equilibrium to be established.
It was pointed out that this is two orders of

ma~itude

longer than the

time constant for decay of oscillations of the mean magnetization about
an equilibrium position.

This exceedingly long relaxation time was

attributed to the fact that the relaxation processes were sequential
in nature.
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A Nanosecond Kerr Magneto-Optic Camera*
:vt.

H.

KRYDER

A:-<D

F. B.

Ht:~I PHREY

California I nstitute of Teclmology, Pasadma, Calij11mia 9/109
(Received 30 September 1968; and in final form, 11 Fehruary 1969)
A K err magneto-optic camera has been constructed which takes 10 nsec e~posures of the dynamic magnetization
configuration in a magnetic thin film during high speed flux reversal. The photographs obtained have 10 Jl resolution and sufficient contrast and brightness to record, in a single exposure, the dynamic St:llc during :l 50 nsec or
longer flux re\·ersal. The time at which the photograph is taken relative to the application of the switching field is
variable from - 100 nsec to
10 JlSec with a relati,·e time stability at any setting of ±3 nsec. A Q-s,.-itched ruby
laser is used as a light source. The 10 nsec exposure time is obtained with a Kerr electro-optic shutter. The reversing
field has a risetime of 10 nsec, decay time of 20 nsec, variable amplitude ( < 30 Oe), duration ( < 10 JlSec), and is
applied with a stripline. Included in the description of the system are discussions of a blocking oscillator circuit
used to drive K U-27 thyratrons with a jitter of less than 1 nsec, an electron multiplier pulse amplifier with a 6 nsec
risetime and a 0 to 1.5 kY output into 50 n, and a thyratron pulse amplifier with a 10 nsec risetime and a 1.0 to 10
kV output into 50 n. The apparatus is particularly su itable for studying high speed flux reversal in that it gives a
visual picture of the dynamic state of the magneti7.ation. E xamples of sequences of photographs depicting dynamic
flux reversal are also included.

+

INT R ODUCTION

T

HERE arc currently two widely used experimental
techniques for investigati ng flu x reversal in magnetic thin films . One is to infer the fllLx changes in the
longitudinal and transverse dirt:ctions by observing the
induced voltage in loops a round the film.' The other is to
observe the magnetization configuration with the use of a
• This research represents one phase of work sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space .\ dministration under contract
NAS 7-100.
1 F. B. Humphrey, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 1520 (1967).

Kerr magneto-optic effect apparatus.2 The K err effect
gives a more detailed picture of the magnetization configuration in a thin film tha n does the use of pickup loops
but has not been used as extensive\}' a t higher speeds because the instrumentation required is more complex. In
this paper a K err apparatus capable of giving a detailed
p icture of the magnetization configuration at any instant
during a flux reversal is discussed. In this way, the dynamic
configuration for complete reversals as short as SO nsec
can be observed.
• C. A. Fowler and E .

~f.

Fryer, Phys. Rev. 100, i46 (1955).
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FIG. 1. Sketch showing the relative positions of the various optical
components of the Kerr magneto-optic camera.

If a beam of light, plane polarized with its dectric vector
parallel or p erpendicular to the plane of incidence, is
incident on the surface of a ferromagnetic material, the
reflected wave is slightly elliptically polarized with the
major axis of the ellipse rotated through a small angle from
the plane of the incident electric vector. This phenomenon
is known as the Kerr magneto-optic el1ect. The magnitude
and direction of the rotation is dependent upon the magnitude and direction of the magnetization at the reflecting
surface. The three basic types of Kerr effects3 are (1) the
polar K err effect which occurs when the magnetization
is norma l to the reflecting surface, (2) the transverse Kerr
effect which occurs when the magnetization is in the plane
of the reflecting surface and normal to the plane of incidence of the light wave, and (3) the longitudinal Kerr
effect which occurs when the magnetization is in the plane
of the refl ecting surface and also in the plane of incidence
of the light wave. Due to large demagnetizing fields, in
the case of thin films, the magnetization lies in the plane
of the fi lm. Although either the transverse or longitudinal
Kerr effects could be used for observation of the magnetization direction, in the apparatus to be described in this
paper the longitudinal Kerr effect is used, with the polarization of the light perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
It is used b ecause the transverse effect does not produce a
rotation of the plane of polarization, but instead changes
the reflection coefficient of the surface for light polarized
in the plane of incidence. For light polarized perpendicular
to the plane of incidence only the longitudinal etTcct
occurs3 and therefore is unambiguous.
Williams ct a/.4 were the first to use the longitudi nal
Kerr e!Tect for observing domains on finely polished cobalt.
• B. Carey ancl E . 0 . Isaac, .\lagn.-tic l>omains und Tahni•JIICS fo r
Tht'ir Obsert·atioll (.\ cadcmic Press I nc., :'\cw York, 1966), pp. 62 IT.
• H. J. Williams, F. G. Foster, and E. S. W ood, Phys. Rev. 82,
119 ( 1951) .

F owler and f-ryerz .:.-7 later used it for domain observations
on silicon iron and also on thin films. Since then, several
investigators han used the Kerr effect to study flu x
reversal in magnetic thin films . Lee el al. 8 first used the
K err eficct to measure domain wall velocities across a
a 10 mm~ region of a thin ti lm; by using a Hc-Xe laser as :t
light source, Genovese and Chang9 have similarly obscn·ed
na nosecond switching of 25 p. diam spots. Lee 5 and Genovese and Chang9 used a photomultiplier to detect the
K err rotation and inferred the changing domain pa ttern
from the changing light intensity. ~I any investigators
have been reluctant to give up observing the entire domain
configuration, feeling that it is more informative to compromise by interrupting the drive fteld during reversal
long enough to make the domain observations. Copeland
and Humphrey 10 and Patton and Humphrey 11 used this
scheme in quasistatic pulse measurements of domain wall
velocities. Stein1z and Bourne el al. 13 used a similar technique to investigate high speed flux reversal. Their procedure was to apply a magnetic field pulse to the thin film
and then to terminate it before the film was completely
switched. _-\ K err apparatus was then used to observe the
resulting static state and from the static state observations
to infer the dynamic state which existed prior to termination of the field. Conger and ).1oore 14 used a more direct
approach when they constructed a Kerr magneto-optical
strobing apparatus which was capable of taking 100 nsec
exposures of flux reversal. Unfortunately this exposure
time did not permit them to observe flux reversal which
was faster than 1 J.!.Sec. Sarles15 attempted to build a Kerr
apparatus equipped with a K err electro-optic shutter to
take 10 nsec photographs of flux reversal, but the poor
contrast, brightness, and resolution of the photographs
also limited its use to relatively slow flux reversal.
In this paper, the optical apparatus and the associated
electronics necessary for the operation of a K err photoapparatus with a 10 J.l. resolution and a 10 nsec exposure
time are discussed. The complete unit consists of a Kerr
magneto-optic apparatus employing the longitudinal Kerr
effect as described above. I t is equipped wi th a camera and
K err electro-optic shutter for photographing the magnetization configuration on the thin ftlm, a stripline for applying a pulse magnetic field, and a laser for a light source.
• C. :\. Fowler and E . ~!. Fryer, Phys. Re\·. 86, -l26 (1952) .
• C. A. Fowler and E.~!. Fryer, Phys. Rev. 91,52 ( 1954).
7 C. :\. Fowler and E . ~!. Fryer, Phys. Rev. 10 I, 645 (1956).
8 E. \\". Lee, D. R. Callaby, and H. C. Lvnch, Proc. Phys. Soc.
72, 233 ( 1953).
.
9 E. R. c~novcsc and H . C hang, Rev. Sci. Instrum . 39, i J J (1968).
10 J. :\. Copeland and F. B. Hu mphrey, J ..\ ppl. I'hys. 31, 1211
( 1963).

C. E. Patton and F. B. Humphrey, j . .\ppl. Phys. 37,4269 ( 1966).
" K. U. Stein, Z.. \ n-:cw Phys. 20, 36 ( 19~5 ) .
"H. C Bourne, Jr .. K. D. Savage, and \\".1.. \\"a lters, Trans. IEEE
~! agnetic s ~1.\G-1 , 4J.'i ( 196S).
HR. L. Con:.:l'r and G. II. ~l ome , J ..\ t>pl. Phys. 31, 121.1 ( 1963 ).
"F. \\". Sarles, ·'.\ ~!a~:ncto Optic .\ pparatus for the Dynamic
Study for Ft'rromagnctic Surface Domains" Ph . D. thesis, :\lassachusctts Institute of Technology, 1961.
11

-218The relative time of the application of the magnetic field
and the actuation of the K err shutter is variable from
-100 nsec to 10 J.!Sec and stable to within 3 nsec. Descriptions of the optical alignment procedure, the operational
characteristics of the s\·stem, and examples of the photographs obtained are gi~en. Included in the description of
the electronic apparatus are discussions of a blocking
oscillator circuit used to drive KU-27 thyratrons with a
jitter of less tha n 1 nsec, an electron multiplier pulse
amplifier with a 6 nsec risetime and a 0 to 1.5 k\" output
into 50 n, and a thyratron pulse amplifier with a 10 nsec
risetime and a 1.0 to 10 kV output into 50 n.
OPTICAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 is a sketch of the optical apparatus showing
the relative position of the various components a nd Fig. 2
is a photograph of the appara tus as it appears in .the
laboratory. An optical bench is used that has two s1des
inclined a t 60° to the normal. The thin film is located at
the center of the bench, placed horizontally in a striplinc
used to apply the pulse magnetic field. The light source is a
Q-switched ruby laser ; h owever, for alignment and static
domain observations a high pressure mercury short arc
lamp is also provided. A beam splitter dive rts about .1 %
of the laser light to a photomultiplier used to momtor
timing and a mplitude. A prism pola rizer is used even
though the laser light pulse is linearly polarized to correct
for any slight optical activity of components between the
light source and the thin film and also to facilitate minor
adjustment of the incident light pola rization. To the left
of the thin film are the object lens and a prism analyzer.
This analyzer is nearly crossed with respect to the polarizer
and the amplitude of ligh t passing through it is proportional to the longitudinal Kerr rotation a nd hence is
directly proportional to the component of magnetization
in the plane of incidence. A commercial K err electro-optic
shutter is used in front of the camera film holder.
The rotation due to the longitudinal Kerr magnetooptic effect is d ependent upon th e magnetic material from
which the light is reflected, the angle of .incidence of the
light beam, the wavelength of ligh t b eing used, and also
upon the thickness and index of refraction of a dielectric
layer with which the magnetic material may be coated.
T AJ!LE I. Extinction ratio of polarizcrs.
Polarizer
Polaroid HN-38
Polaroid H:-.<-32
N icol prism
Glan laser prism
Polaroid HN-22
Glan- Thompson ·prism

Extinction ratio

3.75X to-••
2.7X to-••
I to 2X to-••
I X to-••
~.8X

to-..

2X to-• to

to-••

FIG. 2. A photograph of the Kerr magneto-optic camera. The.
num bers indicate ( I) lase r, (2) Kerr cell pulse g_en~rator! (3) mercur}
arc lamp, (~) beam splitter and ph<;>tomultt~her, (;,) tr3:nsv~rse
Helmholtz coils, (6) Gla?-'_fhompson pnsm polanzer, (7) longttudt.nal
Helmholtz coils, (8) stnphne, (9) object lens. (10) Glan laser pr~sm
polarizer, (II) Kerr shutter assembly, (12) Glan-Tho~pson. pnsm
polarizer, (13) light shield, and (14) camera film holder mcludtng the
mechanical shutter and camera lens.

E xact expressions for th ese dependencies are exceptionally
15
complicated and the reader is referred to work by Sarles,
19
18
Smith,t6.17 Lissberger, and Yoshino and T anaka for a
theoretical treatment. An experimental investigation of
these dependencies was made by T anaka.w His work is
especially relevant because it was do ne on Permalloy which
is the material which h as been predominantly examined
with the apparatus described in this paper. Specifically
Tana ka investigated the K err rotation as a function of the
angle of incidence with wavelength as a parameter. H e
found that shorter wavelength ligh t experiences a larger
Kerr rotation but unfortunately the wavelength of light
used in this a~paratus is fixed at 6943 A due to the choice
of a ruby laser as a ligh t source. Furthem10re, his results
show that with light of 5920 A wavelength plane polarized
p erpendicularly to the plane of inc.ide.nce, the maxim~n~
K err rotation occurs at an a ngle of me~dence of about 10
and is a pproximately -!X w-• rad. \\"ith the addition of a
dielectric layer of a ppropriate thickness, he found that the
maximum K err rotation occurs at about 60° and is increased to approx imately 7 X 10--• rad. Although the
6943 A wavelength used in this a pparatus is different from
that reported above, since the maximum is quite broad,
60° was chosen as suitable.
To utilize this small K err rotation, 1t IS necessary to
use extreme care in the selection of the polarizing optics.
Several authors have treated this subject in deriving the
u D. 0 . Smith, Opt. :\ eta 12, 13 (1965)_.

"D. 0 . Smith, Opt. .\ eta 12, 193 (196;,). _
p H u~sherger J. Opt . Soc. :\mer. 51 , 9;,7 (1961).
tq•: Y~shino and'S. Tanaka, J ap. J . c\ ppl. Phys. 5, 989 (1966).
:o S. Tanaka, Jap. J . :\ppl. Phys. 2, 5-tS (1963) .
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signal-to-noise ratio obtainable from the Kerr efTect. 15-18.2 1
Table I shows the extinction ratio of several of the present
day polarizers ..\!though the Polaroid H~ -22 has an extinction ratio comparable with the Clan- Thompson prism,
the prin cipal amplitude transmission coefficient of the H~22 at 69-B A is 0.56 while that of the Clan- Thompson
prism is 0.96. 1" Because of the large internal absorption
of the Ill\-22 , it ·would be damaged by the high intensity
light used in this experiment. For this reason and because
it is desirable to avoid optical losses to obtain as short an
exposure time as possible, the HX -22 is not used .
Even with prism optics, special precautions must be
taken because of the high instantaneous power of the
pulse. Because the analyzer is nearly crossed with respect
to the polarization of the light, it .must be capa_ble of
absorbing or diverting the entire output of the laser. For
this reason, a modified Glan prism referred to commercially as a Glan laser prism is used. In this prism, an air
spaced interface replaces the Canada balsam cement which
is used in the Clan-Thompson prism. Also, the extraordinary light ray is provided with a clear path through an
open side of the prism mount. Hence the damage which
would occur to the normal black side walls of the ClanThompson prism is avoided. Although the Clan laser
prism has a poorer extinction ratio than the Glan-Thompson prism, the contrast obtained using a Glan laser prism
was compared to the contrast when a Clan- Thompson
prism was used and no significant degradation could be
detected in a visual inspection. Attention is called to the
fact that since most of the light goes through the side
port, it must be .-ery clean and free of dust to prevent
scattered light from obscuring the image of the magnetic
domains. To facilitate alignment all the prisms are held
in rotatable holders, permitting rotations as small as 0.1 o
to be made.
To obtain sufficient light to expose the photographic
film in a single exposure, with crossed prisms and a 10 nsec
exposure time, it is necessary to usc a light source with an
intensity of a few megawatts. Conger and ~Ioore 14 focused
the light from the sun into a narrow beam in order to
obtain sufficient intensity to observe switching using strobe
techniques and a 100 nsec exposure time. Sarles 15 attempted to use a xenon flash lamp in an apparatus with a
10 nsec e:'l:posure time, but found that multiple exposures
were necessary to obtain sufficient brightness in his photographs. In the apparatus described in this paper, a Qswitched ruby laser is used for a light source. The laser
easily supplies the peak in tensity necessary and has the
added advantages that its output is plane polarizcd and
well collimated. Hence, its full output can be uscd for
obserYing the Kerr magneto-optic effect.
In this apparatus the laser light pulse must be synchronized with the actuation of the Kerr shutter to within
11

D. B. Dove,

J. .~ppl. Phys. 35,

1991 (1965).

3 nsec and it must be possible to predetermine, within
3 nsec, the time between the application of the magnetic
field and the photograph . .-\ Kerr electro-optic cell used
as a triggerable Q switch has the timing potential and was
chosen because of its low capacitance and resultant low
operating current, and also because it exhibits low sensitivity to damage by the high field intensity of the laser
pulse. ~lore recently, h owever, Pockels' cells made of KDP
crystal h ave become available and it is quite possible they
would do equally well and perhaps better in spite of their
higher capacitance and susceptibility to damage, mainly
because the nitrobenzene used in K err cells often causes
large deviations in both pulse shape and spectrum when
the light energy flux in the cell becomes of the order of
10 ~I\\"jcm2 • These deviations are due to stimulated
Raman scattering22 · 23 and related parametric effects24 •25
in the nitrobenzene which_ has one of its strongest R aman
active vibrations at a small frequency shift !:l / 2-,rc"-'0.5
cm- 1 . Therefore, it is difficult to suppress the Raman
scattering without also suppressing the desired ruby
output.
The laser was constructed to provide the desired illumination of the magnetic thin film. The ruby used in the
laser is a 0.635 em diam by 7.6 em long cylindrical rod
with a totally internally reflecting (TIR) cut on one end
and a polished flat surface on the other. It is mounted at
one focus of a polished cavity which is shaped as a right
elliptical cylinder..-\ linear flash tube is located at the other
focus. A 65% reflective dielectric coated optical flat is
placed about 15 em from the flat end of the ruby and is
aligned so that the ruby is nom1al to its surface. The TIR
cut on the end of the ruby reflects predominantly one
polarization and, together with the dielectric mirror, forms
the laser optical cavity. The nitrobenzene Kerr cell is
placed between the ruby and the dielectric mirror, and is
aligned so that the ruby is nonnal to its surface and so
that the electric field is applied to the nitrobenzene at -t5°
to the TIR cut on the ruby. In this way, ·when 16 k\' is
applied to the K err cell, the polarization of the light reflected from the TlR cut is rotated by -45° on its initial
pass through the cell to the mirror and again by -45° as it
returns from the mirror. Hence the returning light is
polarized at 90° to the favorable polarization of the TlR
cut, and the cavity is in a low Q condition until the 16 k\'
is remoYed from the Kerr cell. The entire laser is mounted
on a stand which fits on the optical bench and permi ts the
laser to be rotated about the axis of the ruby rod, positioned relative to the optical bench, and rotated about an
axis perpendicular to the optical bench. This flexibility
of the laser mount facilitates a lignment. The laser light
pulse has a half-width of 10 nsec and a peak pulse power
n E.]. Woodbury and\\". K . Xg, Proc. IRE 50, 2367 ( 1962).
"'R. \\'. Hellwarth, Appl. Opt. 2, 8-li (1963).
"A. L. Schawlow, Sci . .-\mer. 20-1, 52 (196 1).
2~ R. W. Terhune, Solid State Design 4, 38 (1963).

- 220 of about 5.5 ~1\\". Unfortunately, howe,·er, this light pulse
does not, i"n genl!ral, always occur at the same time after
the remo,·al of voltage from the Kerr cell. The dtlay time
varies from 50 to 150 nsec and it has been found that when
the temperature oi the ruby rod is raised, or as damaged
areas appear in the ruby, the delay becomes greater. To
stabilize the delav time the ruby is allowed to cool in air
for 5 min betwe~n operations. This reduces the output
jitter to 3 nsec and also reduces the rate at which damage
occurs to the rub,·..\n attempt was made to reduce the
cooling time by u~ing liquid nitrogen as a coolant, but it
was found that the rate of damage of the ruby rod increased and compounded the problem ..\s damage occurs
to the mby over a period of several thousand pulses, the
delay tim; increases but this is easily compensated. H owever, when the delay time becomes of the order of 100
nsec, it becomes impossible to obtain less than 3 nsec
jitter even with extended cooling times and the ruby must
be replaced. Depending upon the original quality of the
ruby, this is typically after about 5000 pulses. To reduce
this rate of damage it is important that the ruby be kept
clean so that particles of foreign matter do not burn on the
ruby surface.
Another cause of laser output jitter is variation in the
flashtube output. To obtain the same pumping rate during
each operation it is necessary that the flash always be of
the same intensit,· and duration. If the capacitor bank
supply voltage is ~vel! regulated and the flashtube is new,
there is seldom a problem. However, it has been found
that flash tubes which have been used extensively or which
have lain on the shelf for several months frequently
produce successive flashes of varying intensity and duration, similarly causing variation in the laser output intensity and delay time.
A stripline section is used to apply the pulse magnetic
field and special considerations had to be given to its
desian
in order that the light bea~ could be passed through
0
•
it and reflected from the magnetic thin film. Figure 3 ts a
drawing of the stripline. The magnetic thin film is placed
in a square hole in the center of a round 18 em diameter
by 0.08 em thick Lucite sheet which is placed on the bottom ground plane. The Lucite sheet is held in place by
four nylon screws around its circumference in such a way
that it can be rotated to orient the easy axis of the thin
film at various angles with respect to the pulse field with
an accuracy of 0.1 °. Two 1 em diam holes are drilled in
the upper ground plane providing access for the incident
and reflected light beam. The stripline is mounted on a
mechanical stage which allows movement in any of the
x, y, or z directions and rotation about the vertical :
direction. This control of the stripline position is necessary
for the optical alignment.
The lens srstem was chosen for the desired optical
magnification~ Using an object lens with a 110 mm focal

FrG. 3. A drawing of the stripline.

length, and an 88 mm, f / 1.4 came ra lens with a 1: 1 object
to image ratio, a magnification of 3. i times is obtained on
the Polaroid film used in the camera. The optical resolution
is limited b,· the resolution of the film which is 30 lines/
mm. This produces a resolving power on the thin film of
about 10 J.L. This approximate resolution has been experimentally verified because 20 J.L wide domains have been
observed with the camera. For observations of thin film
flux reversal, 1o-20 J.L resolution is adequate. Because of
space limitations, it was necessary to place the object lens
between the thin film and the analyzer. Hence the lens
had to be strain-free so that any birefringences would be
small compared to w-;; rad, which corresponds to the
extinction obtainable with the crossed prisms.
The Kerr electro-optic shutter is used to define the 10
nsec exposure time. It consists of a commercial Kerr
electro-optic shutter~ 6 which has had the Polaroid filters
(normally equipped) removed and replaced by prism
polarizers because of the higher transmission coefficient of
the prisms. The Glan laser prism acts as one of these
prism polarizers and a second Glan- Thompson prism as
the other.
The film holder used in the apparatus is an adaptation
of a commercial oscilloscope camera and consists of the
aforementioned 88 mm, f/ 1..4 lens, a Pi Alphax ~o. 3
mechanical shutter, and a Polaroid camera back. The
mechanical shutter is used to pre,·ent stray light from
exposing the photographic film between Kerr shutter
operations..\light shield is used between the Kerr shutter
and the mechanical shutter to prevent the laborator_y
light from exposing the photographic film when the mechanical shutter is actuated. Polaroid type -l13 ir film i>
used in the camera. For work with holograms and fot
night time ir photography, faster films and films witn
" Kappa Scientific Corporation model KS-38-20 Kerr shutter.
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Frc. ~. A block diagram of th e electronic apparatus for
the Kerr magneto-optic camera, including the time delay
o f each unit

higher resolution have been developed and a re now available in sheet form. With this a pparatus, however, it is
desirable that fi lm with a fast development time be used,
since there is no reliable method of predetermining the
desired exposure nor of knowing how quickly the flux
r eversal is taking place and hence whether the desired
process is being photographed . It has been found that
changes in the system occur which gradually a lter the
exposure (for example, changes in the laser output delay
time due to ruby damage). These changes can be compensated for, but without rapid development film many
photos would be wasted before the error was discovered
and the desired correction made. Th e rapid development
film also is necessary because a major portion of the optical
a lignment and electronic synchronization of the laser and
Kerr shutter is best done by experim en tal optimization of
the contrast and brightness of the photographs. If film
with better resolution than Polaroid is required, it could
be substituted after a ll alignment procedures were complete and a fter the desired switching ~rocess had been
d ~tem1ined to b e taking place with the use of Polaroid
film. So far, however, the 10 Jl resolution already p ossible
with the apparatus h as b een more than adequate to observe flux reversal processes.
A beam splitter, consisting of a glass microscope slide
oriented at -!5° to the laser b eam, is used to pick off enough
light to actuate a 931:\ photomultiplie r tube and produce
a pulse voltage waveform proportional to the intensity of
the light. The frequency response does not a llow an accurate representation in time of the laser pulse; h owever, th e
reproducibility of the photomultiplier output docs make
it p ossible to obtain a relati\·e measure of the laser output
intensitv as a function of tim e. This relative measure may
be used-as an aid in correc ting for changes in power output
and timing.

Optical Alignment
A collimated light source consisting of a high pressure
mercury short arc lamp 27 and a collimating lens is provided
for alignment of the optics on the optical bench as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. The lamp is actually located off the bench
so that the beam crosses the bench at right angles, putting
the lamp out of the way of the optics for normal operation
with the laser. When the lamp is to be used, a mirror is
placed in front of it to reflect light in the desired direction.
For convenience, both arms of the optical bench are aligned
parallel to the light path . .-\!so, a ll the prism polarizers and
the Kerr electro-optic cells are aligned and adjusted so
their front surface is norma l to the light as evidenced by
reflections from these interfaces being directly back along
the incident beam. This is necessary if the optimum extinction ratio of the polarizing optics is to be obtained and if
the Kerr cells are to rotate the polari zation of the light
by the correct amount. Using the arc lamp it is possible to
look through the camera lens at the sample and observe
static doma in patterns. A preliminary adjustment of all
the optics for proper image size, focus, and contrast is then
possible.
The laser components can be a ligned in a similar manner.
Reflections of the mercury arc light beam can be observed
from the dielectric mirror, from the front face of the K err
cell, from th e front face of the ruby rod, and from the TIR
end of the ruby rod. Each of these reflec tions shou ld be
made to go directly back a long th e incident beam. The
ruby rod should b e rotated so that th e ape-; of the TlR
cut is horizontal and the K err cell should be rotated so
that th e parallel electrodes are at -!5° to the horizontal.
When this has been done, the laser is aligned for operation.
Final adjustment of all the optics can then be made using
"Consolidated Electronics Corporation t ype I tO mercury arc
lamp.

the laser as a light source. The amount of exposure of the
photographs may be controlled by changing the length
of time the Kerr shutter is open, or by altering the \"Oltage
that is applied to the Kerr cell in the shutter and hence the
percentage of th e incident light tha t the shutter passes.
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ELECTRONI C APPARATUS

Figure -l is a block diagram of the electronic apparatus
necessary for operating the Kerr shutter, laser, and stripline. Included in the diagram is the time delay of each
particular unit. The sequential operation of the apparatus
for taking one photograph is as fo ll ows. A trigger pulse is
applied to the flashtube . Then, simultaneously, the mechanical shutters on both th e oscilloscope camera and th e
optical bench camera are opened for 0.1 sec and the reset
magnetic field is removed from the thin film for 10 msec.
The current surge from the capacitor bank discharge
through the flashtube induces a timing pulse which, when
shaped, delayed, and resh aped, triggers both a preset
digital nanosecond delay generator and the low-, the
intem1ediate-, and the high-drive pulse amplifier chain.
The high-drive pulse amplifier provides the pulse magnetic
field at the stripline used to switch the thin film. The
preset delay generator output, shaped and amplified, is
used to t rigger the laser Q-switch and the K err shutter.
H ence the delay generator controls the time, relative to
the application of the magnetic field, at which the picture
is taken. With different preset delay settings, a sequence
of photographs may be obtained which represents the
magnetization configuration during an entire flux reversal.
Of course, reproducible domain configurations are necessary, which has been v erified by taking photographs on
successive reversals with the same delay generator setting.
The FX--!2 C-3 flashtube~ was chosen as adequate to
pump the laser ruby with the relatively simple cavity
design that is used for the laser. For this tube and cavity
design, the total capacitance required is 300 }lF and the
cha rging voltage is typically about 1 iOO \ '. The tlashtube
is equipped with a trigger consisting of. a short piece of
wire wound around the center of the tube. A voltage pulse
of about -!5 k\", produced when a 2050 thyratron discharges
a 0.5 }lF capacitor charged to 1000 \' through the primary
of a photoflash transfom1er, is used to trigger it. A 150 }lH
inductor, in addition to acting as a convenient primary
for a loosely coupled pulse transformer, serYes to limit the
rate of rise of current through the fla shtube reducing the
mech anical shock produced by the high current surge
which would destroy the tube. The delay between initial
capacitor discharge and laser Q-switching is detem1ined by
the oscilloscope~ and experimentally chosen to be about
iOO }lSec for optimum laser output.
H
20

Manufactured by Edgerton, Germcshausen and Grier, Inc.
Tekt ronix modd 547 oscilloscope wit h 1.\1 plug-in.
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FIG. 5. A schematic diagram of the pulse shapers.

A 50 fl stripline section (Fig. 3) ·is used to apply a
10 nsec risetime magnetic field pulse because it produces a
magnetic field of good uniformity over the flat thin film.
A three septum stripline is used because the relative dimensions of the width of the center conductor and the spacing
between grou nd planes permit easier access for the light
beam incident on the magnetic thin film at 60° than in
the two septum stripline. The wide ground planes are for
convenience since H ayt30 had shown that, for a 50 fl
stripline, the exact capacitance and the value obtained by
assuming infinite width ground planes agree within 0.25%
if the width of the ground planes is greater than 2.5 times
the spacing between ground planes. Since the holes in the
ground planes are 9.5 em apart, they do not sign ificantly
disturb the fields within the stripline. The coax-tostripline transit ion is made by placing UG-181 A ' U coa'\ial
con nectors on the ends of the stripline. The center conductor of the stripline is tapered at the ends and is soldered
to the coaxial connectors producing a standing w<Lve ratio
of Jess than 1.1 : 1. A 150 m section of coaxial cable connects the stripline to the 50 fl load so that any minor
reflections that occur at the load do not interfere with the
drive pulse. The magnetic field was calculated to be uniform to 2% over the 1 em diam thin fi lm and was shown
to be adequate for this experiment by mo\·ing the thin
film by as much as 0.5 em from the center of the stripli nc
while observing that the flux reversal was the same in all
cases.
For the experiments wh ich are to be performed with the
apparatus, it is desirable that the stripline calibration be
accurate to better tha n 5%. Because the stripline is not
precisely matched to th e charge line and because the
effects of eddy currents in the stripline are not clearly
understood, it is necessary to calibrate e'\pcrimentally thl·
s triplinc magnetic field. Using the apparatus, discoveries
have been made concerning magnetic thin film switching
which have led to the use of a special methoct for Striplin ~·
10 \\" . H . Hayt, J r., Trans. I RE
16 (1955) .
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6. :\schematic diagram of the intermediatedrive pulse am!Jlifier.
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calibration. Basically the method is the same as described
by Tatsumoto. 31 This method is based on the assumption
that the switching process is dependent only upon the
applied fields during switching and not on the fields existing prior to application of the pulse switching field. Using
this assumption, for a given reversal time, it is observed
how much additional pulse amplitude is necessary again
to obtain the same switching time for a thin film after a
constant known bias field has been <tpplied opposing the
pulse field. Howe,·er, using the K err magneto-optic camera
it has been observed that when the pulse field is applied
opposite to or nearly opposite to the direction of the
original magnetization, the switching is influenced by the
original state of the magnetization and hence by the
longitudinal de bias ftelds used for calibration purposes.
On the other hand, it has been experimentally verified
that during switching processes of roughly 100 nsec duration, so long as the magnetization rotates in only one direction and so long as the ripple relaxation time is short compared to the 10 nsec risetime of the magn_etic field (which
was verified by Hoper3~ and also with this apparatus), the
reversal time is independent of the original state of the
magnetization. Therdore in order to insure that rotation
in only one direction occurred, the method of Tatsumoto31
was modified to include the application of a constant hard
axis bias field equal to one-half the anisotropy field. "C'sing
this method a plot of stripline pulse current vs opposing
longitudinal bias field yielded a straight line that was
independent of the thin film used.
Two sets of Hdmholtz coils are used to cancel th e earth 's
tield to less than 0.0\ Oc in the longitudinal and transverse
directions in the film. The same coils are used to apply
"E. Tatsumoto, ~r. :\omura, and ~r. Goto, Jap. J .•\ ppl. Phys.
2, 254 (1963).
n J . H . Hoper, J . . \ppl. Phys. 39, 1159 (1968).

bias and reset fields to the magnetic thin film. The longitudinal coils which arc mounted on the stripline are 25 em
in diameter and the square transverse coils which are
mounted on the aluminum table from which the arms of
the optical bench hinge are 35 em on a side. The coil dimensions were made large so that the stripline and thin film
were conveniently accessible.
For jitter-free ( < 1 nsec) triggering of the oscilloscope,
delay generator, and thyratron driver it was desirable that
the pulse shapers produce pulses of less than 1 nsec risetime
into 50 n. Because of their high alpha cutoff frequencies,
avalanche transistors permit risetimes of the order of
1 nsec, and used with proper bias they will easily trigger
with less than 1 nsec jitter. H ence, selected 2~2219 aYalanche transistors are used in the pulse shapers utilized in
this apparatus and diagrammed in Fig. 5. The 2N1893
transistor is used to adjust the collector voltage on "the
2X2219 transistor to just below the point at which it will
free run. This insures that the jitter will be small and also
that the input signal level required to trigger the pulst'
shaper is small. The only requirement on the input signal
is then that it haYe less than a 20 nsec risetime. The output
pulse from the pulse shaper has a 0 .5 nsec risetime, 40 \"
maximum amplitude with a 25 nsec exponential tail.
The digital delay generator determines at what time,
relatiYC to the application of the magnetic fteld, the photograph is taken. ln order that a sequence of photographs
can be taken which depicts flux reversal in times from
50 nsec to 10 IJ.Sec, it is necessary that the delay generator
be capable of producing delays from 0 to 10 !J.Sec in
intervals of at most 5 nscc with jitter of less than 1
nscc. The one used33 provides up to 100 !J.Sec delays in 1
nsec inten·als, with jitter of less than 0.5 nsec.
,. Eldorado Electronics model 610

di~:ital

delay generator.
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The thyratron driver unit was designed to drive the
Kerr cell pulse generators34 with less than 1 nsec jitter.
These puis~ generators consist mainly of a pulse forming
network and a KG-27 thyratron which typically has erratic
triggering characteristics \vhen dri,·en from a low voltage,
high impedance source. To o\·ercome these poor triggering
characteristics, the driver unit must provide a trigger
pulse of not less than 500 \'amplitude and have an output
impedance not higher than 500 n. Furthermore, since the
firing delay time of the thyratron is critically dependent
on the integrated volt- time product of the trigger pulse,
it is very important that the driver pulse have repeatable
shape and amplitude. Assuming an ideal rectangular pulse
shape of 500 V amplitude, the delay time is about 100
nsec. To obtain the desired repeatability of pulse shape
and amplitude a blocking oscillator ·circuit was used for
the thyratron dri,·er unit. The driver easily produces a
40 nsec risetime 500 V pulse at the input of the Kerr cell
pulse generators which are connected to the thyratron
driver by 180 Q coaxial delay cables cut to the proper
length for synchronization of the laser output pulse and
the opening of the Kerr shutter. For triggering, the driver
requires a 5 V pulse with a 10 nsec risetime and of at least
5 nsec duration from a 50 n source. This trigger is easily
supplied by the pulse shaper on the output of the digital
delay generator.
Pulse Amplifiers
The magnetic field pulse which is applied to the magnetic
thin film is variable in amplitude from 0 to 30 Oe, has a
risetime of 10 nsec or less, a variable duration up to 1 J.LSec,
and a jitter of less than 2 nsec. To produce the current for
such a pulse, tvvo fast risetime pulsers were constructed.
The first one, which is referred to in Fig. 5 as the intermediate-drive pulse amplifier, is used to produce tields up
to about 5 Oe; while the second, which is referred to as the
high-drive pulse amplifier, is used to produce fields from
3 to 30 Oe. The intermediate-drive pulse amplifier is
driven by a commercially available 35 pulser (referred to as
the low-drive pulse amplifier in Fig. 4). This commercial
unit produces a 15 nsec risetime 50 V pulse of variable
duration (-!0 nsec to 10 J.LSec) into 50 n. It also has a variable delay time which may be used to insure that the pulse
to the stripline is delayed long enough that the Kerr
shutter and laser can be actuated to take a picture before
flux reversal begins.
The intermediate-drive pulse amplifier has a variable
output of 0 to 30 .-\ into a 50 P. load. Jitter is less than
1 nsec and the risetime is 6 nsec. Figure 6 is a schematic
diagram of this pulse amplifier. Basically it consists of a
multistage secondary emission electron multiplier tube
(Tung Sol 8455). The anode voltage applied to the tube
"Kappa Scientific Corporation model PG-5 pulse generator.
"Rutherford Electronics model Bi pulse generator.

FIG.

7. A schematic diagram of the high-drive pulse amplifier.

determines the pulse amplitude and can be varied from
0 to 2 kV (producing a pulse output of 0 to 1.5 kV into
50 P.). The pulse width is controlled by the width of the
pulse that drives the tube and is continuously variable
from 0 to 10 !l sec with less than S% droop. The low-drive
pulser mentioned above is adequat-e to drive the tube and
provides the easily variable pulse width which is convenient for interrupted pulse experiments. Although the
manufacturer lists the peak pulse output of the 8455 as
1 kV into a 250 P. load (4 k\V) with a duty cycle of 1%,
this pulser has performed satisfactorily with the above
mentioned -!5 k\V output with duty cycles as high as
0.005% without damaging the tube.
The high-drive pulse amplifier produces a 1.0 to 10 kV
pulse into 50 n with a 10 nsec risetime. Jitter is less than
2 nsec when it is triggered with a 500 V, less than 50 nsec
risetime input pulse from a source impedance of 50 n that
can be obtained from the intermediate-drive pulser.
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of this pulser. Basically
it is a coax cable discharged through a KU-27 thyratron
which is driven by a 4C35 thyratron driver stage. The
driver stage was chosen as being adequate to trigger the
KU-27 thyratron with less than the maximum allowable
2 nsec jitter. The use of a high current pulse transformer
to isolate the dri,·er stage from the high voltages of the
KU-2i necessitated the use of a 4C35 thyratron driver
because the intermediate-dri,·e pulser was not capabie of
producing the 100 A pulse required to trigger reliably the
KU-27. On a single shot basis the 4C35 will easily switch
this much current. The current pulse to the primary of
the transformer is produced when a 2 J.LF capacitor charged
to 1 kV is discharged through the 4C35 and a 10 n current
limiting resistor. This produces about 1 kV at the open
circuit secondary of the pulse transformer and is adequate
to reduce jitter in the KU-27 to about 1 nsec. Although
the 4C35 typically has jitter of the order of 15 nsec, it can
be triggered with jitter of less than 1 nsec if driven with a
500 V, 50 nsec or less risetime pulse from a 50 n source
like the intermediate-dri,·e pulser.
:\s was mentioned above, the driver stage is coupled to
the grid- cathode circuit of the KU2i thyratron through
a current pulse transform er ·which is used to prevent
damage to the driYer stage by the high voltage in the grid
circuit of the KU-27 when the thyratron is conducting.
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FIG. 8. A schematic diagram of the thyratron driver unit.

This transformer consists of eight turns of RG-8/U wound
on a Hypersil iron core. The center conductor of the coaxial
cable is used as the primary and the shi eld as the secondary.
The insula tion between the center conductor and the
shield will withstand 30 kV, and Teflon is used to prevent
the shield from shorting to the core. Since the transformer
secondary is connected from the grid of the KU-27
thyratron to ground, the current flowing in the grid circuit
of the thyratron also flows through the load and adversely
alters the p ulse shape. An 1800 P. resistor which connects
the grid to the transfonner is used to limit this grid current
and also to isolate the grid from ground so that a mismatch
may be avoided. However, this high grid circuit resistance
necessitates the 1 kV grid pulse to reduce the KU-27
jitter to 1 nsec.
The KU-27 thyratron is used as the switching element
for the coaxial cable discharge. The requirement of low
jitter on a single shot basis precluded the use of a relay
with mercury wetted contacts, triggered spark gap, or
ignitron. The KU-2 7 was specifi cally chosen because of its
ability to withstand high voltages, separate reservoir connections, comparatively good firing characteristics, and
low internal inductance. The separate reservoir connections make it possible to regulate the reservoir voltage and
hence the hydrogen pressure at the optimum value for
operation at the d esired plate Yoltage, thus reducing jitter
and delay time. High voltage, SOP. coaxial cable is used as
a charge line for the pulser and the length of the pulse is
controlled b y the length of cable used. Pulse amplitude is
one-half the charge line voltage. Droop with the cable
used36 is less than 3% fo r a 1 J.LSec pulse. Since it was
desirable to keep the load at ground potential except during the pulse, a special problem was created by the necessity tha t both the anode a nd cathode of the thyratron be
above ground. Two special filament transformers were
"Rowe Electronics type CS-5 18 coaxial cable.

made to heat the filament and the reservoir of the Kt!-27.
These transformers have 30 kV insulation and less than
10 pF capacita nce to ground. They insured that the thyratron cathode was above ground for frequencies up to
about 1 GHz which was adequate in order that a 10 nscc
risetime pulse could be obtained into 50 P.. T o keep the
risetime at a minimum and to avoid a severe mismatch
at the thyratron, the thyratron was placed in a 7.6 em
square by 25.4 em long metal box. When the thyratron is
conducting, the metal box- thyratron combination simulates
a section of 50 P. coaxial line. Coaxial connectors which
fasten to the plate a nd cathode of the thyratron are placed
in the ends of the box, and the leads which connect to th e
anode and the four pins connecting to the cathode arc
kept as short a~ possible to minimize both capacitance
and inductance.
The low internal inductance of th e KU-27 a nd the above
precautions to minimize the external inductance and
capacitance facilitate a 10 nsec risetime pulse of 1.0 to
10 kV amplitude into 50 P.. As was mentioned above the
pulse length is determined by the length of coaxial cable
and h ence short pulses may be produced for interrupted
pulse experiments. The fall time of the pulse is dependent
upon th e length of coaxia l cable used and approaches the
10 nsec risetime for short lengths. Jitter in the entire unit
is less than 2 nsec when it is triggered by a 500 \", SO nsec
or less risetime pulse supplied by the intermedia te-drive
pulser. In some cases the high-drive pulser has been used
with charge line voltages of 30 kV, and a lthough the manufacturer's peak anode voltage rating is 16 kV, selected
KU-27 thyra trons a re available37 that will withstand
35 kV plate to cathode voltage. For this to be possible, a
silicone corona shield must be provided a round the glass
tube. It should also be noted that although the 1 kV grid
voltage exceeds the manufacturer's 300 V rating, no
damage to the tube has been found in a year's operation.
Thyratron Driver
The thyratron driver is a power pulse amplifier capable
of delivering the necessary SOO V pulse with a 40 nsec
rise time used to trigger the KU-27 thyrat rons in the Kerr
cell pulse generators with a jitter of less than 1 nsec.
Although it is not necessary in this ·specific application,
the thyratron driver is capable of repetition rates greater
than 2000 pulses/ sec. Since this driver is somewhat unique
and has applications wherever thyra trons a re to be driven
with low jitter, the d escription of the circuit and theory
of operation ·will be Co\·ered in detail.
Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the thyratron driver
circuit. A blocking oscillator circuit was chosen because
the shape and amplitude of the output pulse is dependent
upon passive circuit elements and independent of both the
n Such selected K U-27 thyratrons arc a\·ailahle from Kappa
Scientific Corporation.

-226.,input pulse and tube aging. An epitaxial transistor (2)."22 1<)
selected) operating in the avalanche mode is well suited
to switch about 2 :\ of pulse current required for th<;
cathode triggering of the blocking oscillator. The input
requirements are a 5 \" positive pulse with a 10 ns<;C ris<;time and 5 nsec duration. \\'hen the circuit is quiescent,
the screen grid of the blocking oscillator tube (6DQ5) is
held at 160 V while the control grid is held at 30 \ ' and
the cathode is at 90 \', placing the tube in cutoiT. The
base of the a.\'alanche transistor is returned to a bias
supply through a 10 kfl resistor and clamped to ground
with a diode. This diode was chosen for its low forward
conductance and fast recovery time. The low forward
conductance develops 1 \' of negative bias at 5 m.-\ of bias
current providing cutoff bias for the transistor; the fast
recovery insures that the diode will allow the input pulse
to drive the base of the aYalanche transistor positiYe when
the input current exceeds 5 rnA. When the base of the
transistor is driven about 2 V positi,·e, the transistor will
avalanche, consistently switching 2 A in appro:-..imately
6 nsec. The cathode of the oscillator tube drops from 90 \'
to the transistor's avalanche sustaining voltage which is
typically about 35 \ ', triggering the oscillator into conduction. Once turned on, the blocking oscillator plate voltage
falls rapidly while the grid voltage rises by transformer
i!Ction. This rise in grid voltage is coupled by a resistancecapacitance network back to the base of the transistor;
the injected current from this source insures that the
transistor will stay on, regardless of the amount of collector
current which is now flowing and independent of the
presence or absence of the input pulse. The entire process
becomes self-sustaining in less than 5 nsec.
The regenerative action of the blocking oscillator continues until the plate voltage reaches a low value and the
loop gain drops to one. This condition is stable and continues until the core of the pulse transformer saturates, at
which time the grid voltage drops and the regeneratiYc
action turns the tube off. The cathode circuit rapidly
returns to 90 V, while the grid returns from a low value to
30 V in about 50 J.!Sec due to the long time constant in the
grid bias circuit. The damping diode (6\\'-l) in the output
circuit conducts during the turnoff or backswing trans ient
to absorb energy stored in the transfom1er leakage inductance and to pre\'ent the circuit from turning itself on again.

FIG. 9. A photograph or film :\ with static domains on it.

FIG. 10. :\ series or photographs showing film B during flux rever;al
by the longitudinal propagation of a diffuse domain boundary when
no transverse field is applied. The numbers indicate the time in
microseconds at which the photograph \\'as taken relative to the initial
application or the 2.7 Oe longitudinal pulse field.

A two-section LC filter is incorporated into the output
circuit to prevent the ignition transient at the hydrogen
thyratron from destroying the pulse transformer. This
filter increases the risetime of the pulse to -10 nsec and
increases the delay to 46 nsec. I gnition is accomplished
in about 60 to 80 nsec, depending on hydrogen reservoir
pressure and anode voltage. The total ignition delay IS
approximately 100-120 nsec from the trigger pulse.
EXPERIMENTAL

Thin Film Preparation
As reported by Lissberger,3 8 Tanaka,20 .-\hn/9 and others ,
the K err effect signal-to-noise ratio may be enhanced by
coating the magnetic thin film with a th in dit:lectric layer.
Here, a SiO dielectric layer has been used exclusi\·ely with
a n experimentally determined 330 A thickness in agreement with Ahn's data. 39 To show the contrast obtained
between regions of oppositely directed magnetization separated by a pure 180° domain wall, a 10 nsec photograph
of a suitably coated thin film with static domains on it was
taken . .-\ reproduction of it is shown in Fig. 9. The contrast and clarity makes identification of the dom<tin walls
quite simple. The light pulse, with such high instantaneous
power, will sometimes cause local damage to the SiO
which will in turn scatter the incident light and appear as
bright spots on the photographs. Such bright spots appear
in the photog raphs in Fig. 10. It has been found that by
overcoating the magnetic thin film ,,·ith SiO before rcmo l ·ing the thin film from the Yacuum that these damaged
regions appear less frequently.
An apparent inconYenience is caused by the 60° angle
at which the picture is taken with rcspen to the normal
'"P. H. Lissbcrgcr, J. Opt. Soc.. \ mer. 51, 9~8 ( 1961).
"'K. Y. Ahn, Trans. IEEE l\L\G-2, 6i8 (1966).
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diam thin film as an ellipse. This may be corrected by
taking a second photograph of the original, again at an
angle of 60° to the normal and with the major axis of the
ellipse in a line which passes beneath the camera. Generally this added photography was not done since the corrections which must be applied to measurements made on
the photographs are extremely simple because of the 2 to 1
ratio of the major to minor axes of the ellipse.
The ~i-Fe alloy films shown in the photographs in this
paper were vacuum evaporated from a melt of 83% :\i
and 17% Fe onto glass substrates at 200°C in a vacuum
of 1()1' Torr in the presence of a uniform magnetic field
in the plane of the substrate. The anisotropy field, coercive
force, and film thickness were measured using a 20 Hz
hysteresis loop tracer and found to be 3..!5 Oe, 1.7 Oe, and
1000 A, respectively, for film A, and 3.7 Oe, 1.7 Oc, and
1000 A, respectively, for film B. In the photographs shown
in this p aper, the easy axis of the thin film corresponds to
the minor axis of the ellipse.
Flux Reversal
As mentioned earlier, there have been many previous
attempts to understand high speed magnetic thin film
switching. The magnetic processes im·olnd have been too
complicated to rely only on the use of inducti,-e sense
loops around the thin film. Use of a K err magneto-optic
apparatus allows one to observe domains on the thin film,
but most previous attempts could observe only quasistatic
domains and h ence relied upon the very tenuous assumption that the static domain pattern was identical or at
least similar to the dynamic magnetization configuration.
The interrupted pulse experiments of H agcclorn40 show
that reversal by a series of pulses is different from renrsal
by a single pulse of the same amplitude. Likewise, the
results of interrupted pulse experiments with this apparatus4l-43 have shown that large relaxation efTects occur when
the field is terminated so that the resulting static domain
pattern can be quite different from the preceding dynamic
magnetization configuration.
Conger and 1[oore's14 apparatus did not rely on the
quasista.tic approach, but did require several thousand
100 nsec exposures to obtain adequate light for the photographic film. Sarles' 15 apparatus did a llow him to obtain a
10 nsec exposure time with only a few exposures and was a
significant improvement over previous attempts. How.., F. B . Hagedorn, J. Appl. Phys. 30S , 2-15S ( 1959).
41 l\1. H . Kryder and F. R. Humphrey, J et Propulsion Laboratory
SPS Ji-50 \ "ol. m ( 1968), p. 115.
.: :'\L H . 1\:rydcr and F. B. Humphrey, International Colloquium
on the Phys of :\lagnetic Films, Irkutsk, USSR (196..").
"'M. H. Kryder and F. B. Humphrey, J. .\ppl. Phys. '10, t225
(1969).

ever, his lack of an adequate light source necessitated the
usc of extremely grainy film which reduced resolution and
contrast. In the apparatus described in this paper, the
problem of a light source was ovcrcomt: with the use of a
Q-switched ruby laser.
An example of a series of pictures depicting flux reversal
in film B is shown in fig. 10. In this case there is no
transnrse field and the applied longitudinal pulse field
is 2.7 Oe. The easy axis of the film is vertical. The flux
reversal is nea;ly complete in 7 J.LSCC and the mechanism
is the longitudinal propagation of a diffuse transverse
domain boundary. The clarity of the domain boundary
makes measurement of the boundary nlocity quite simple.
Although the magnetization direction in the light and dark
regions differs by 180° in this case, in higher speed switching, variations in the direction of the magnetization arc
not so large and variations as small as 20° are easily seen
on the photographs. Sequences of pictures depicting the
higher speed flux reversal have been published elsewhere.41-43
Sequences of photographs such as those shown in Fig. 10
have shown the importance of aligning the easy axis of
the thin film with respect to the applied pulse magnetic
field . \\"ith misalignment of 0.1 °, the reversal pattern
observed in fig. 10 changed considerably. By rotating
the thin film counterclockwise by roughly 0.1 o the difTusc
bounda ry which forms near the upper right and lower left
hand edges of the film moves diagon:.tll)· and more rapidly
than the corresponding boundaries in the upper left and
lower right hand edges. This is discussed in more detail
elsewherc. 43 for low dispersion films, the quadrantal symmetry of the reversal pattern with zero transverse field is
therefore a sensitive indicator of alignment. A less accurate
but suitable method of alignment of higher dispersion
films with which the quadrantal symmetry cannot be obtained is to observe flux renrsals with a fixed longitudinal
pulse field and with equal but oppositely directed transverse bias fields of the order of O.lfl k· If the film is aligned,
flux reversal takes place at the same speed regardless of
the pola rity of the trans,·crsc field, but if misaligned, tlm
reversal with one polarity field will be faster than with the
other. It is found that easy axis alignment with an accuracy of ±0.25° is possible with use of this criterion.
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In this appendix the reaction torque from mean ripple components
with

~
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~ -~

k

o

<< 1 is calculated.

Since ripple relaxation is incom-

pletely understood, it is necessary to assume a ripple configuration.
Since the calculation is intended to be accurate only for small

~'

it is

reasonable to approximate the magnitude of various ripple components by
using the result (2.34) but with~
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Now Harte (1964) showed that the effect of the ripple components
was to produce a reaction torque given by
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Furthermore, Harte (1968) showed that
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Substituting (A.4) into (A.2), and substituting an integral for the
summation over
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one obtains:
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where

(A. 7 a)

(A. 7b)

and B(x,y) is the Beta Function.
imately, but

~
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<< r , and therefore
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can be evaluated approx-

is neglected.
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is most easily

evaluated if it is noted that the major contribution to the integral
comes from k-values such that (2r /d)Y.. >> r
m
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Using this fact,
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Substituting (A.8) into (A.6) and neglecting 12 ::::::: 0} the total result is
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where,as in Chapter 2, it is necessary to adjust the numerical factor in
hd to generalize to the case cr :f
1
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First, the magnetostatic energy, E , of the model shall be
m

evaluated .

The volume divergence of the magnetization is

- (vo . M)

d
- Ms dXl (cos 8)

=~

Ms [-2(2+b)u + 3 b u2 ]

(B.l)
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b

.
. f or - L
where th e + s1gn
1s
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L

I

<2 + wb

I

.
x < - L and t he - s1gn
for L < x

2

This divergence produces effective filamentary line charges
Ms

2

a = ~-wl d [-2(2+b) u + 3 b u ]
b

at the positions ± x
± x

1

2

1

.

(B .2 )

dx
1

A pair of these line charges at positions

produce a potential at a position x 0 in the film equal to
(B . 3)

where u

= u (x1 ) .

The approximation of the divergence by filamentary

line charges of zero width is reasonable if

lx0

-

x1 1, lx0

x1 1 >>

+

d.

Since it will be found that wb >> d , this approximation should be
reaso nable and (B. 3 ) should be valid except for a very small portion
of the boundary at which

x1

~

x

•

To calculated$ at

0

x1

=

x

0

it is

neces sary to calculate the potential from a pair of lines with magnetic
poles evenly distributed throughout the thickness , d :
lim
x -+x
l
0

(B.4)
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Tak~ng

0

).

the limit and doing the integration yields:
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l
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where 0 < z

0

< d.

It is then possible to average the potential over

the thickness of the film obtaining
(B . 6)

After integration of (B.3) and the addition of (B.6):
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L
2)
, 2L < x 0 < 2L + wb and where the approximations

made were

(B.8)

W >> wb >> d

Using (B.l) and (B . ?), the magnetostatic energy may be calculated from
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where V
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= - 21 v(v .

M) 1(1 dV

(B . 9)

= volume. Doing the integration yields
(B.lO)
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(B.ll)
Ef

=-Jv M· HdV = Ms Hd

[8/3 w' - b w'/6 - W + 2L] .
b

b

(B .l2)

In this calculation, exchange energy is negligible as the width wb of
the boundary is large.

Then

and to find the minimum energy it is necessary to solve simultaneously
the eq_uations:

ClEtot
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0

(B.l4a)

ClEtot
dw '
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(B.l4b)

b

The energy minimum is found to occur when
for h ~ _J_
175

b

4

w'
b

(B.l5a)
1
(h+9
)
Hk
35

4 Msd

(B.l5b)

3 , the values of b and wb corresponding to the energy
175
minimum can in some cases be found, but are both complicated functions
For h <

of the applied field.
~

Since interest here is in solutions for 0 . 5

2, the results (B . l5a,b) are all that is req_uired.

~

h
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b =

1: for

4,
v .

Ml U=l = o

(B . l6)

This is physically reasonable since it along with (4 . 4 a) and (4.4b)
implies that the divergence of the magnetization varies continuously
throughout the boundary and has no discontinuities at the edge of the
boundary .
The result (B . l5b) shows that w~, the width of the boundary,
decreases for larger applied fields .
the approximation that
incorrect .

wb

If

h

becomes too large then

>> d will no longer hold and the analysis is

However, for h

~

1, which is the region of interest, wb

1000 d and the analysis should be good.

~

By substituting (B . l5a,b)

back into (B.l3), the total energy of the model may be found:
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